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Abstract

Industrial automation refers to the process of using digital control systems to control

physical behaviours. It is present in many areas, including manufacturing and robotics,

advanced conveyor systems such as those involved in baggage handling, and distributed

power systems, such as smart grids. Wherever an industrial control system is safety-critical,

any fault or error can have far-reaching consequences. For instance, a malfunctioning smart

grid could cause physical damage to infrastructure or loss of life. As such, validating the

correct and safe behaviour of these control systems is of paramount importance.

However, traditional industrial control systems — simple, reliable, digital Programmable

Logic Controllers (PLCs) — are becoming increasingly incapable of managing modern

production lines. Instead, the automation domain is moving towards the adoption of so-

called Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) — where computationally capable and increasingly

intelligent distributed controllers are linked with their physical processes lines. This push

is known as “Industry 4.0”. Unfortunately, the networks of newer, more powerful devices

which are being utilised to operate these CPS systems are far harder to validate. In

addition, where legacy systems may have been isolated and kept secure from any remote

adversaries, the new connectivity is proving to be a boon for malicious third parties who

are motivated to find and exploit weaknesses in cyberspace yet can cause tangible (and

sometimes devastating) real-world consequences. As such, many failures — related to both

design and security management — have been reported in the literature.

In this thesis we aim to address these challenges through the philosophy provided by

“Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)”. Here, designers rely on high-level abstractions of

their target platforms, modelling and verifying desired system behaviour using familiar

concepts such as state machines; and have toolchains automatically derive semantically

equivalent “correct-by-construction” implementations. Then, these implementations can

be automatically verified using appropriate tools, such as static timing analysers and

model-checkers. Within the industrial automation domain, the key standard for MDE

is IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs), where atomic units of behaviour and state can be

modelled and specified as re-usable blocks. However, we argue that IEC 61499 is not yet

fully suitable for the challenges inherent in Industry 4.0.

To this end, this thesis proposes a number of novel contributions to the design of safety

critical systems when using model-driven engineering. The first contribution comes via

a new compiler we call goFB, and an associated examination of the efficiency of time-

predictable implementations of the standard on the multi-core T-CREST architecture.
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The second contribution addresses the challenges inherent in plant simulation. Rather

than relying on the current industry practice, which depends on error-prone and limited

co-simulation techniques, we propose a new formal semantics for an integrated modelling

process whereby plants can be specified directly in IEC 61499 via a syntactic extension as

“Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs)”. The third contribution explores the difficulties involved

when combining intelligent controllers with automation systems. This is motivated by

CPS systems increasingly adopting neural networks for optimisation and decision making

processes without having a coherent design strategy for this process. We thus propose a

formal semantics for a designing neural networks in IEC 61499 which we term “Neural

Network Function Blocks (NNFBs)”. Finally, our fourth contribution explores the safety

and security challenges involved when utilising unpredictable or untrustworthy systems. As

we move into Industry 4.0, and our CPSs become ever-more complex and interconnected,

we are increasing the chances of erroneous behaviour, especially when considering the

increased scope for malicious attack by adversarial third parties. We thus propose an

application of Runtime Enforcement (RE) to address this intertwined safety and security

challenge. RE is a formal methodology for guaranteeing the correctness of a system’s

inputs and outputs (I/O). Our approach uses a new policy language we term “Valued

Discrete Timed Automata (VDTA)”, which can be compiled by a new compiler (called

easy-rte) into external hardware enforcers. These can guarantee the timing and functional

correctness of a complex system’s I/O, thus ensuring a minimum safe quality of service.

Throughout this thesis, multiple case studies and benchmarks are used to consistently

demonstrate the efficacy of our approaches. We show the qualitative traits of goFB, and

also quantify its performance — for instance, it can generate code which executes 50-60 %

faster than equivalent synchronous code generators. Further, using HFB with goFB can

generate plant code which simulates around 14 % faster than Simulink while generating

equivalent traces. Likewise, we demonstrate through a detailed case study how a complex

neural-network controlled system can be designed and realised through Neural Network

Function Block (NNFB). Finally, we demonstrate how our RE framework and easy-rte

can generate fully-verified hardware enforcers which operate in under 200 nanoseconds,

providing absolutely minimal overhead while fully securing the safety policies provided to

them.
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1
Introduction

Architects of complex systems have always relied on approaches to factorise, or decompose,

their problem space into discrete, understandable parts. From a simple desklamp to a

complex spacecraft, all designs rely on the use of a set of simpler components. For instance,

in a famous essay entitled ‘I, Pencil’ [1] the author Read examines the complexity of

making an ordinary wooden pencil. He posits that “not a single person on the face of the

earth knows how to make me”, and attributes the success of constructing a pencil to the

combination of the components that make it up, such as the cedar, lacquer, graphite, brass

and so on. Each of these components in turn is made by a process (such as the cedar wood

coming from a mill), each of which comes from a process in itself (such as cedar tree from

a lumberjack), ad infinitum.

Applying principles of component-oriented design is extremely common in the industrial

automation domain [2]. The industrial automation domain refers to the usage of digital

control systems with real-world physical processes. Examples include material handling [3],

mechanised production lines [4], transportation systems [5], and building automation [6].

Like the humble pencil, each of these systems is constructed by smaller components,

such as conveyors, motors, and laser sensors. Some of these systems can be described as

safety-critical, which means that any fault in their operation could lead to catastrophic

consequences [7]. As a result, certifying their correct operation is of paramount importance.

Traditionally, industrial automation systems have been controlled and managed by

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), which are simple and ruggedised embedded

computers. In larger, more complex systems (e.g. within large factories) many PLCs

may be distributed across an appropriate industrial network using technologies such

as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). These systems are inherently

complex, and it can be difficult to guarantee correct operation at all times. For instance,

1
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during the 2008 opening of Terminal 5 in London’s Heathrow airport, organisational and

communication issues between staff and equipment led to the complete failure of the new

baggage handling system, causing dozens of flight cancellations and a backlog of over fifteen

thousand bags [8].

Part of what makes it difficult to reason over the correctness of many automation

systems is their reliance on the legacy IEC 61131-3 family of languages, such as ladder logic,

structured text, and sequential function charts [9]. These languages, though accessible

to developers with little experience in programming, rely on primitive abstractions for

hardware and control flow. This makes complex software built upon them error-prone,

hard to understand, and with little scope for reuse [10].

As a result of this, the IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs) standard was introduced

to provide a component-oriented design methodology for the development of distributed

industrial-process measurement and control systems [11], [12]. It introduces object-oriented

programming techniques [13] such as interfaces and compositionality, and allows for

individual system components to be specified as reusable components which encode state

and behaviour.

In a sense, IEC 61499 serves as an enabler of distributed intelligence, allowing for the

design and management of large automation systems. This meshes well with the future

of industry: current trends within the automation domain suggest that there is a push

towards what has been called “smart factories”, where process lines are autonomous and

modularised, sensors and actuators are globally networked, and customer information

is integrated directly with the production systems [14]. This future has been termed

Industry 4.0, or the fourth industrial revolution. It is this future of industrial automation

in which this thesis is most interested. We will concern ourselves with the following key

question: in a domain that is ever-increasing in complexity, with demands for functional

requirements growing exponentially, and with ever-more responsibility placed under the

control of automation systems, how can we ensure that these systems will continue to

operate safely?

1.1 The pathway to Industry 4.0

Figure 1.1: The four industrial revolutions [15].
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The journey to Industry 4.0, as depicted in Figure 1.1, began with the first industrial

revolution in the late 18th century. This marked the time during which Europe and the

United States transitioned to mechanised manufacturing processes, and adopted steam

and water power to increase productivity. New chemical and metallurgical processes were

developed and adopted, and industrial and economic innovations led to an unprecedented

and sustained growth in income, population, and the standard of living worldwide [16].

Then, in the late 19th and early 20th century, the second industrial revolution began with

the adoption of innovations such as electricity, interchangable parts, assembly lines and mass

production. These advancements in production technology enabled the widespread adoption

of systems such as telegraph and railroad networks, as well as municipal infrastructure

such as gas, water, electricity and sewage systems.

In the late 1950s there was a shift from mechanical and analogue electronic technology to

digital circuits and systems. This began a proliferation of computer-controlled systems, and

became known as the Digital Revolution, or the third industrial revolution. Automation

became the key driver for modern industry. Machines which had previously required

human operators now began to be supplanted by autonomous devices which were capable

of rudimentary decision making processes.

The key devices enabling this transition were introduced in 1968 and 1973, the 084

and 184 Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) by Modicon [17], the latter of which

“change[d] the industry forever” [18]. Early PLCs such as these were designed to replace

large, error-prone relay logic systems which were difficult to troubleshoot and maintain.

They succeeded at this, and as a result, PLCs proliferated quickly across the industrial

space.

In the decades since then there has been an incredible growth in the power and

technological ability of computational devices. The power of networks of computers were

soon realised, and connectivity between devices exploded with the birth of technologies

such as the World Wide Web. Now, it is common for any “connected” device to be able to

communicate with any other “connected” device, enabling an unprecedented ability for

data and information sharing.

This expansion of digital power was not missed in the industrial space. Automation

engineers were quick to adopt systems and mechanisms that allow for remote Inputs/Out-

puts (I/O) (e.g. via SCADA) and distributed digital control systems (e.g. via supervisory

level DCS), thus making networking and distributed computing a key tenant of modern

automation systems. In addition, intelligent systems and Internet of Things (IoT) devices

are becoming commonplace within the industrial setting — in other words, the industrial

domain is converging with the embedded systems domain [10]. It is this paradigm shift

away from traditional methods of control that has prompted what is being called the fourth

industrial revolution, or more simply — Industry 4.0 [19].
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1.2 Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) in Industry 4.0

Heathrow’s baggage handling system is an example of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS),

where distributed computers (termed the controllers) and physical processes (termed

the plant) are integrated together. Feedback loops exist in the system whereby physical

processes affect computations and vice versa. Unlike in traditional embedded systems, which

are standalone devices, the focus for CPS is on networking several devices together [20].

In a general sense, Industry 4.0 can be characterised by its extensive reliance on CPS

systems [14]: modern automation systems can have large numbers of sensors and actuators

networked with PLCs and other control devices across heterogeneous systems of computers

and platforms.

Take the example of a smart electrical grid [21], [22]. Smart grids have been proposed

to provide utility companies with full visiblity and pervasive control over their assets and

services. They aim to address current issues with networks, including demand response,

energy conservation, safety, fault tolerance, and generation diversification.

The basic qualifier for a smart grid over a legacy power grid is the integration of

information and communication technologies over the base power system. Loads are able

to communicate information to the grid directly, and once combined with data indicating

the power grid’s system status, optimal utilisation of energy and resources can be sought

through intelligent allocation processes.

Figure 1.2: Components of a Smart Grid [23].

An example smart grid system is presented in Figure 1.2. Here, multiple sources of

electricity are transmitted to a number of different consumers. Information about the

consumers is returned to the provider, and thus operational decisions can be made over

the whole system based on the received data.

To design and implement such a system directly would be a herculean task when
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using traditional design methodologies. Instead, like the components that make up the

simple pencil [1], designers should rely on a “divide and conquer” based approach, where

components are specified and designed separately, before being validated and then combined

into larger systems.

A popular approach for achieving component-oriented design such as this is known

as Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [10], [24]. Here, components of larger systems are

modelled separately, clearly demarcating roles, functionality, and purpose. For instance,

in the case of the smart grid, models could be constructed for individual components

— a substation relay, a transmission line, a wind turbine. Models could contain within

themselves smaller models: for example, a model of a power generator could contain a

model of a turbine as well as a model of a gas supply. Where possible, models should be

reused: for instance, a model of a generalised residential consumer could be extrapolated

across the network.

Once models are specified, they can be combined to simulate and validate systems in

a virtual, cost-effective manner. Then, models may be converted to implementations. If

possible, this process should be automatic and semantics-preserving, so that no bugs are

introduced, and so that the final implementation behaves identically to the model from

which it is derived. Where this is possible, systems are known as correct-by-construction [25].

There are a number of popular software toolchains and languages which enable model-

driven engineering. They include SCADE by Esterel Technologies [26], Simulink by

Mathworks [27], LabView [28] by National Instruments, and IEC 61499 Function Blocks

(FBs) and its associated tools (e.g. FBDK [29], ISaGRAF [30], FORTE [31], and others).

1.3 IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs)

Within the sphere of Industry 4.0, IEC 61499 FBs [11] is emerging as a design standard of

choice [32]. It allows for model-driven engineering, where components and their behaviours

can be rigidly defined and encapsulated into their FB specification. These FBs can be

composed into communicating networks, allowing for complex functionality to be realised

while maintaining the re-usability of each individual components.

In this section, we will briefly introduce IEC 61499 FBs. We will do this via the

discussion of the operation and design of a small case study examining a component of an

electrical grid: an overcurrent protection circuit breaker.

1.3.1 Case Study: An Overcurrent Protection Relay / Circuit Breaker

Circuit breakers are automated electrical switches designed to protect an electrical system

from damage caused by excess current from an overload or short circuit. When faults such

as these are detected, the circuit breaker will ‘trip’, opening the contacts and interrupting

current flow.

A simple block diagram of a circuit breaker, suitable for use within the distribution

system of an electrical grid, is presented in Figure 1.3. Here, the “plant” is made up of an
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electrical source, an electrical load, an ammeter to read the AC current between source

and load, and a circuit breaker which is capable of breaking the circuit if necessary. The

“controller’ is then made up of a timer for keeping track of the progress of time, and some

decision making controller. Finally, operators have the ability to influence the controller

through a set of inputs.

I

C 

Source Load

iset 
break, reset 

Ammeter Breaker

Controller

Management
Inputs

b

Timer

Plant

Controller

Management

i

tick

Figure 1.3: An example overcurrent protection circuit breaker.

Accurate fault detection and isolation is critical for correct and reliable operation of

power systems. A failure or delay in fault detection can cause large-scale damage across

the whole network. Faults can be detected via a number of different means. At the

distribution level (i.e. < 35 kV) it is typical to employ non-directional time overcurrent

and instantaneous overcurrent protection schemes [33].

Correct operation requires the differentiation between overcurrents caused by faults

and those caused by sudden changes in load (e.g. inrush currents). Generally, the principle

for fault detection is that overcurrents due to load changes are temporary, but overcurrents

due to faults occur for long durations. Figure 1.4 presents a model of an overcurrent fault

based on [34]. In this model, current samples are captured every 20 milliseconds.
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Figure 1.4: AC overcurrent fault model (inspired from [34]).

A fault is injected at the 120th sample causing an overcurrent. As the overcurrent is

persistent, the system recognises it as a fault, and issues a ‘trip’ command to a connected
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circuit-breaker in the 250th sample. The circuit breaker then isolates the system, causing

the current to drop to zero.

To govern its behaviour, the circuit breaker controller measures the operating current i,

and has three management inputs, iset, break and reset as well as a timer input tick. In

addition, it has output b. Here,

• tick : Tick at a specified interval, allowing for the controller to measure the passage

of time.

• iset: This is a management input which is set to be the system’s nominal operating

current.

• break : This is a management input which can be used to instruct the system to ‘trip’

during normal operation (i.e. even if the system is not currently in an overcurrent

mode). This can be useful in load management scenarios.

• reset : This is a management input which is used to instruct the circuit-breaker to

reconnect the disconnected load.

• b: This is an output which is used by the controller to instruct the circuit breaker

contacts to open or close. We define that if b = false, then the circuit breaker contacts

should be closed (i.e. current will flow when b = false) and that if b = true then the

circuit breaker contacts should be opened (i.e. current will not flow when b = true).

Standard & operation for overcurrent fault detection

In general, fault detection via a circuit breaker is implemented through the Inverse Definite

Minimum Time (IDMT) curve, covered by the IEC 60255 standard [35]. The curve is

defined by Equation 1.1.

t =
Kβ( i

iset

)α
− 1

(1.1)

Here, t is the safe overcurrent operating time, i and iset are the measured and nominal

currents respectively, K is a constant time multiplier, and α and β are two constant tuning

parameters. Typical values of α and β are presented in Table 1.1. By changing these

values, different IDMT curves with different slopes can be generated. They are typically

selected as required by the given application.

Type of curve α β

Normal Inverse 0.02 0.14

Very Inverse 1.0 13.5

Extremely Inverse 2.0 80.0

Long-time Inverse 1.0 120.0

Table 1.1: Values of α, β in different IDMT curves.
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For this case study, a very inverse type curve is used, with α = 1.0, β = 13.5, and

time-multiplier K = 100. This curve is depicted in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: The IDMT curve for this case study.

Example 1.3.1. Using Equation 1.1 with our chosen tuning parameters and an overcurrent

magnitude of 10, i.e. i = 10× iset, we get a safe operating time of 0.15 s. However, for

the same settings, if the overcurrent magnitude is 5 times lower, the safe operating time is

longer, 0.34 s. In other words, the higher the overcurrent ratio, the shorter the safe time

value.

1.3.2 Implementing a circuit breaker in IEC 61499 FBs

Using IEC 61499 FBs we can now implement a controller for the circuit breaker presented

in Section 1.3.1. There are a number of different types of Function Block (FB), and each

type will be required by the design so that total functionality of the system can be achieved.

Firstly, let us examine the Controller layer of the circuit breaker. This features a

number of previously defined inputs (i, iset, break, and reset) and an output (b). We can

define this component’s I/O using a Function Block Interface, as depicted in Figure 1.6.

break

i_set_change

b_change

i

i_set

b

Event-Data
Association

Events

Data

i_measured

tick

Breaker Controller

reset

Figure 1.6: Interface for the breaker controller.

FBs operate over what are called event-data connections. Blocks have two types of

connections, events, and data. Both types of connection are connected as if they were wires
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between different FBs. Events can be thought of as “one-off signals”, such as the presence

of a push button click, or the overflow interrupt of a timer. They are presented to the

system once and then discarded. On the other hand, data connections can be thought of

as variables with storage. Their contents are updated periodically, and will persist until

they are next updated.

The mechanism for updating the contents of a data connection is called the event-data

association. Each data connection may be associated to one or more event connections, and

vice versa. Then, when an event triggers, the contents of all associated data variables are

updated by copying in the values from their sources (i.e. from wherever they are connected

to).

Like the controller, other components in the network can also be specified in terms of

their inputs and outputs. Once completed, wires can then be used to connect appropriate

I/O ports, and the entire network can be presented as Figure 1.7.

test

i_set_change

b_change

i

i_set

b

i_measured

tick

Breaker Controller

set

tick

break

reset

i_measured

i_set

i

b_change

b

Timer

Management Controls

i_set_change

Ammeter

Circuit Breaker

Figure 1.7: Circuit breaker component network.

Example 1.3.2. Consider the circuit breaker network as presented in Figure 1.7. Assume

that the ammeter is implemented as an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) which continu-

ally measures the system’s operating current. Every time a measurement is complete, the

Ammeter FB will present the data on its output port i, while simultaneously asserting the

i measured event, thus updating the output.

As the i measured event is connected to Breaker Controller, it propogates up the ‘wire’

to that function block’s event input. This then causes associated data lines to update, which

means that the input i variable will sample the output i variable from Ammeter. As a

result, the Breaker Controller FB is made aware that the ammeter updated, and is also
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provided with a copy of the newly measured current.

Let us now consider the mechanism for specifying the internals of each of these FBs.

There are three major different types of FB, and each will be needed to achieve the full

specification of this system.

Composite Function Blocks (CFBs)

In general, CFBs provide a mechanism for encapsulating a complex design within a single

FB. This is similar to how composition works in traditional object-oriented programming

languages [13], [36]. To introduce this as a concept, let us examine the Breaker Controller.

This FB has two main requirements. Firstly, it must monitor the measured current i over

time, comparing it to iset. Using these values, it will detect any overcurrent events, and if

the total duration of any overcurrent event exceeds the safe time (see Equation 1.1) then

the breaker must be instructed to open its contacts. Secondly, the system should also

monitor the break and reset commands coming from the Management Controls. If these

commands are ever presented, then the FB should respond appropriately.

While it is of course possible to implement this system “all at once”, a key principle

in IEC 61499 (and model-driven engineering in general) is to implement modular and

re-usable components. Perhaps in future one of these requirements might change — for

instance, using a different function in place of the IDMT curve. As a result, a better

approach would be to encode these two functions as two independent FBs within the overall

Breaker Controller.

This is where our Composite Function Blocks (CFBs) come in. In IEC 61499, CFBs

provide the mechanism to define blocks containing networks of other blocks. Hence, we can

define our Breaker Controller as a CFB, and design it such that it contains the network

presented in Figure 1.8. Now we can define the two child blocks separately, ensuring a

design that is flexible, modular, and reusable.

break

unsafe

b_change

b

Setter Resetter

reset

i_set_change

unsafe

i

i_set

i_measured

tick

IDMT curve

i_set
i

i_set_change
i_measured

tick break
reset

b_change

b

Figure 1.8: FB network contained within the Breaker Controller CFB (from Figure 1.6).

Basic Function Blocks (BFBs)

The Basic Function Block (BFB) is the atomic execution unit within IEC 61499. It

encapsulates the behaviour of a single component as an Execution Control Chart (ECC),
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which is a kind of Mealy/Moore hybrid-type Finite State Machine (FSM). The ECC is

associated with a set of algorithms, which are a set of data-manipulating functions which

may be specified in any suitable language.

Internal to the Breaker Controller CFB, there are two child BFBs. The first of these is

called IDMT curve, and is responsible for determining if an overcurrent event has occurred.

The second BFB represents the overall state of the controller, and is called Setter Resetter.

INIT

OPEN_CONTACTS

CLOSE_CONTACTS

resetbreak OR
unsafe

b_change BreakB

b_change CloseB

Output
Events Algorithms

States and
Transitions Actions

Figure 1.9: ECC contained within the Setter Resetter BFB (from Figure 1.8).

The ECC of Setter Resetter is presented in Figure 1.9. Execution begins from the

initial state INIT, which will pass into OPEN CONTACTS during initialisation. States

within an Execution Control Chart (ECC) may have associated actions. Actions consist of

a set of output events to be emitted and a set of algorithms to be executed.

Entering an ECC state triggers its associated actions. Output events will be emitted by

the BFB, and algorithms will be executed, modifying the BFB’s data. The two algorithms

associated with Setter Resetter are written in Structured Text [9] and are presented in

Listings 1.1 and 1.2.

1 b := TRUE;

Listing 1.1: Algorithm BreakB

1 b := FALSE;

Listing 1.2: Algorithm CloseB

Example 1.3.3. Assume the ECC in Figure 1.9 is in state OPEN CONTACTS. The FB

then receives input event reset. As a result, it transitions to state CLOSE CONTACTS, and

triggers the associated actions with that state. The event b change will be emitted, and

the algorithm CloseB will be executed. As a result, this BFB sets b = false and will emit

CloseB to any FBs that are connected to it.

In addition to the Setter Resetter, we can also define the IDMT curve BFB. Unlike

the Setter Resetter, this BFB also requires the use of several internal variables, which are

defined in Table 1.2. The IDMT curve BFB’s ECC is presented in Figure 1.10, and its

algorithms are presented in Listings 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5.
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Variable Name Type Initial Value

cnt ULINT 0

max LREAL 0.0

k REAL 100

b REAL 0.135

a REAL 1.0

Table 1.2: Internal variables for IDMT curve BFB

INIT

SAFE

COUNT

tick AND  
(i >= i_set)tick AND 

(i < i_set) 

ResetCnt

UpdateCnt

UNSAFE

tick AND 
(i < i_set) 

unsafe

UpdateMaxtick AND  
(cnt >= max)

Figure 1.10: ECC contained within the IDMT curve BFB (from Figure 1.8).

1 cnt := 0 ;

Listing 1.3: Algorithm ResetCnt

1 cnt := cnt + 1 ;

Listing 1.4: Algorithm UpdateCnt

1 max := ( k∗b) /( ( i / i s e t ) ∗∗a − 1) ;

Listing 1.5: Algorithm UpdateMax

Service Interface Function Blocks (SIFBs)

Let us return to the top-level view of the system, Figure 1.7. Data can be created in three

different blocks in this system: the Timer, the Management Controls, and the Ammeter.

Each of these will create data based on interaction with underlying hardware. In addition,

data can be consumed by the output FB Circuit Breaker.

The IEC 61499 standard describes blocks such as these as Service Interface Function

Blocks (SIFBs). In general, they can be thought of as device drivers, and they are used to

provide services to a function block application, such as mapping event and data connections

to physical I/O ports, or the transmitting and receiving of data over a network. There are

two categories of SIFB, communication function blocks and management function blocks.

Importantly, SIFBs are provided as implementation specific FBs by the software toolchain

and target platform currently being utilised. As a result, they are not usually implemented
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by the designer of an automation system - they will instead be provided in a library, ready

to be used in a “plug and play” manner.

Resources, Devices, and Systems

IEC 61499 defines several methodologies for the distribution of Function Blocks across

a network of suitable devices. The general relationship is that a System owns a number

of Devices, and each Device can have a number of Resources. Within each Resource, a

Function Block network made up of CFBs, BFBs, and SIFBs will execute.

For the purposes of the circuit breaker system, it can be assumed that it operates in a

single resource of a PLC or similar device.

1.4 Precision Timed Industrial Automation (PTIA)

A safety-critical system is any system where a fault could lead to catastrophic consequences.

For instance, the deployment mechanism of a car’s air-bag is safety-critical, as is the avionics

software controlling a fly-by-wire passenger jet. Electrical grids have numerous safety-

critical systems in them, from load management to generator synchronisation.

Our case study, the overcurrent protection circuit breaker (introduced in Section 1.3.1),

is also an example of a safety-critical system; a fault preventing the circuit breaker from

opening could have dangerous outcomes. Large overcurrents could damage electrical

equipment, cause fires, and lead to potentially deadly scenarios for operators or bystanders.

Safety-critical systems can often be characterised by their functional and timing

requirements. For example, not only must the circuit breaker open its contacts in the

event of an overcurrent (a functional requirement), it must also perform this action within

the timing deadline specified by the IDMT curve (a timing requirement). In other words,

not only must controllers for these systems be functionally correct, they must obey strict

timing deadlines. Within the automation domain, Kuo et al. term these as Precision

Timed Industrial Automation (PTIA) systems [37].

Figure 1.11: An example Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).

To illustrate the importance of this, we examine an example. Let us consider once

more a simple PLC controller, as depicted in Figure 1.11. Traditional PLCs devices

operate iteratively over scan-cycles. In each iteration of these cycles, inputs are captured,
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computation is performed, and then outputs are emitted. If this PLC was in charge of a

safety-critical system, then it would be very important to compute the scan-cycle time, so

that the response time of the system could be determined.

For instance, consider the scenario where a simple PLC was managing our overcurrent

protection circuit breaker. If the time taken to take a current measurement, and then

perform the computation of the IDMT curve, and then decide whether or not the circuit

should be broken was too long, then the deadline for breaking the circuit could be missed

and catastrophic consequences could ensue. As such, we must be able to ensure that the

worst-case response time is less than any required timing deadlines. Checking for scenarios

such as this is known as Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis [38].

Computer aided  
system design

Software
development

Hardware selection/
development

Software tested on
physical system

Incorrect behaviour / timing

Finished product

Figure 1.12: A common design flow for industrial automation [39].

However, current design practices and implementation strategies for embedded and

automation systems consider timing behaviour secondary to functional correctness, and

timing requirements and validation are often considered very late in the design process [40].

Figure 1.12 presents a common design flow in industrial automation to demonstrate this

issue. Here, software and hardware development occur in parallel and the focus is primarily

on the functionality of the system. Usually, during the early stages of a project, only

rudimentary functionality tests can be evaluated. Then, once all hardware and software

is developed, more comprehensive tests (commonly referred to as acceptance tests) can

be performed over the system, and any deficiencies will be corrected by returning to the

design stage and making changes. Here, although the timing properties of a system may

be crucial, timing characteristics may be regarded as a side effect of the implementation

instead of as a first-class design artefact [40].

To check the timing validation of systems designed using this methodology, two com-

mon methods are available: either measurement-based approaches can be undertaken

(where timing is actually observed using external hardware), or crude look-up-table based

approximations can be done (e.g. the Scan Time Worksheet for Micrologix 1100 [41]).

However, while these approaches might approximate execution times in the average case,

they will never provide strong guarantees for a system’s WCET — a value critical for

timing correctness. Measurement-based and look-up-table approaches can both under- and

over-estimate WCETs, as depicted by the generalisation presented in Figure 1.13. This

graph illustrates the distinction. The X axis represents the time taken to execute a given

possible trace in a program, and the Y axis represents the number of traces containing
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that execution time. The area in light blue represents the number of possible traces when

considering static analysis. Random measurement based testing, for instance using repeated

Monte Carlo experimentation, will result in results similar to those presented in light red:

i.e. some subset of the static analysis results. As such, it is likely that measurement based

experimentation will never derive the true worst case execution/response time (WCRT).

On the other hand, static timing analysis functions via modelling program execution over

a target hardware, applying path traversal algorithms to determine the longest execution

path of a given program. As this is exhaustive in nature it will always provide a safe

over-approximation of the actual worst-case of a given program. We discuss static timing

analysis further in Section 1.4.1.

BCETStatic

BCETMeas.

WCETStatic

WCETMeas.

Execution Time

N
u

m
b

er
of

T
ra

ce
s Static Analysis

Monte Carlo

Figure 1.13: A graph generalizing observed timing values of a program (measured Monte
Carlo experiments) compared with timing values obtained using static analysis [42].

.

Unfortunately, measurement-based timing analysis continues to be used in research and

industrial applications, and as such numerous failures related to missed timing deadlines

have been reported. For example, there were delays introduced to the first shuttle flight

caused by a 1 in 67 chance of a transient overload causing a synchronisation fault in a

redundant processor, and there was also a case where a military radar system presented an

incoming Scud missile directed at Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War as a false alarm due

to a long Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) causing an embedded computer to miss timing

deadlines [43].

The main cause of inaccuracy in this style of timing analysis comes from environmental

interactions. It is common for real-time control applications to be in charge of safety-critical

systems which operate over physical mechanisms (i.e. they are commonly Cyber-Physical

System (CPS)). In CPS and automation systems, program flow may depend on input

sensory data and environmental conditions which can be very difficult or impossible to

replicate during testing. As a consequence, testing will only provide a partial validation of

a system’s behaviour, and untested pathways could cause unexpected system failures.

1.4.1 Static timing analysis

More robust guarantees of the performance of CPS and automation systems can be achieved

only by using more sophisticated design methodologies which statically (i.e. at compile
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High level
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analysis WCET

Figure 1.14: Overview of static timing analysis.

time) analyse system software in the presence of the hardware models that will be used to

execute it. These can be used to generate Timed Control Flow Graphs (TCFGs) — i.e.

a representation of every possible execution path through a system, and the execution

cost (time) of each node in those paths. An illustration of this process is depicted in

Figure 1.14, and an example TCFG is presented in Figure 1.15. This TCFG represents a

naive implementation of the ECC presented in Figure 1.9 for the Setter Resetter BFB.

We represent the control flow as a flowchart, with the time required (in cycles) for each

node annotated as a square box on their left. It is a trivial process to deduce the worst-case

path for this program, as the timing for each node is provided, and a simple Depth First

Search (DFS) or Breadth First Search (BFS) will find that the path through to State = 2

and then down through break = 1 or unsafe = 1 provides the highest cost, at 18 cycles.

However, achieving this style of analysis can be very difficult, depending on the

underlying software and hardware for your system. For instance, if your system features

interrupts, then classical timing analysis must treat every instruction as a branching

possiblity. Or, if this code is running on a multi-core architecture with shared memory,

then memory access times might vary, and determining the execution time of an instruction

such as b change := 0 can be surprisingly complex.

A classic example of these kinds of difficulties is presented in [44], where Ferdinand et

al. demonstrate the herculean effort required to determine the WCET of arguably simple

avionics code running on a Motorola ColdFire 5307.
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Figure 1.15: Example annotated TCFG. Longest path indicated with solid-line arrows.
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1.5 Guaranteeing PTIA systems designed with IEC 61499

The notion that timing correctness is as important as functional correctness is a key

requirement in Industry 4.0, where software and hardware complexity is going to increase

exponentially, and formal certification of designs will become more and more complex.

1.5.1 Functional guarantees

While first-class support for functional testing can be limited depending on the tool-chain

selected for PTIA development, in general functional correctness for PTIA systems can

be examined for systems developed in IEC 61499. Designs can be tested with tools such

as Matlab Simulink [27], where plants are specified as systems based on components

transformed by internal Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs).

Here, techniques involved are usually based on co-simulation. This does have some

drawbacks, and issues such as freewheeling, time delays, jitter, and slow sampling rates can

be observed [45], [46]. However, properties can still be evaluated over these mechanisms if

simulation environments are carefully constructed.

1.5.2 Timing guarantees

Unfortunately, timing correctness for modern PTIA systems can be much more difficult

to analyse than functional correctness. Primarily, this is because it can be very difficult

to obtain timing properties for common, contemporary implementation pipelines for IEC

61499 due to their reliance on modern PLC architectures. These are usually based on

general-purpose processors designed by ARM, Intel, and Freescale, and can also feature

complex runtimes and/or Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOSs). While these underlying

architectural decisions can increase performance, flexibility, and computational ability

compared with old-fashioned low-power approaches, they come with a drawback — they

greatly complicate static timing analysis and verification [47]. As a result, designers usually

rely on simple measurement-based approaches for deriving WCET [48], which, as we have

already discussed, have weak timing guarantees.

Predictable
Hardware?

(e.g. memory
hierarchy, speculative

execution...)

Predictable Runtime?
(e.g. interrupts,
drivers, network

access...)

Predictable
Software?

(e.g. preemptive
control flows,

unbounded loops...)

System is
predictable!

System is NOT
predictable!

No No No

Yes Yes Yes

Figure 1.16: Requirements for a predictable system.

In general, for embedded and automation systems to be made time-predictable, three

main constraints must be introduced into their design, as depicted in Figure 1.16. Firstly,
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the underlying hardware powering the control systems must be time-predictable — it

must be possible, given a set of assembly instructions, to determine the execution time of

those instructions given the architecture. Where architectural features (such as complex,

multi-layer memory hierarchies) complicate this, they can also complicate timing analysis.

Secondly, any software-hardware interfaces, such as hardware abstraction layers, device

drivers, runtimes, or RTOSs also need to be time-predictable. Here, if scheduling algorithms

are complex or nondeterministic, or if functions rely on particular memory configurations,

then timing analysis can be complex or impossible. Finally, the software application layer

itself must be predictable. The usage of software tricks like infinite loops, function pointers,

recursion, and garbage collectors can prevent timing analysis tools from obtaining timing

bounds.

Unfortunately, while constraints such as these are used in industry for certain safety-

critical applications (for instance, see the NASA JPL guidelines published in “The power

of 10: rules for developing safety-critical code” [49]), it is not always practical to do so for

performance reasons. Sometimes, high computation requirements, reduced development

time, or product constraints necessitate the use of libraries or features preventing time-

predictability.

Attention has been drawn to this problem before, and solutions have been attempted.

There exists a compiler called “FBC” [50], which can generate semantics-preserving time-

predictable C code for the software layer from IEC 61499 FB networks. And, when

benchmarked against other contemporary compilers, the code it generated actually ran

faster on equivalent architectures [48], [51]. However, it still features constraints which are

not conducive to high-performance systems: it still requires low-performance, predictable

architectures for timing analysis to be carried out.

1.5.3 Runtime assurance mechanisms to augment static analysis tech-

niques

The fundamental issue with static analysis techniques for guaranteeing functional and

timing properties over modern, complex CPS is that they are time-consuming, difficult, and

in some cases can even be computationally infeasible without making critical assumptions

about underlying hardware and software. In other words, there exists a gap between state

of the art software system capabilities and the capabilities of what can actually be certified

as correct.

Runtime assurance is thus presented as an alternative to static verification techniques

for complex CPS [52]. Here, correct application behaviours are specified as a set of policies,

and in the event that the application breaches these acceptable behaviours, corrective

action will be undertaken.

A straightforward way to visualise runtime assurance is presented via the Simplex

architecture [53], [54], depicted in Figure 1.17. Here, we have a “complex” controller, and

a simpler “safety” controller. A runtime monitor implements decision logic determining

whether actuation commands should be switched from the complex to the simple controller.
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Complex Subsystem
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Figure 1.17: The Simplex Architecture (reproduced from [53]).

In general, the safety subsystem and decision logic should be formally statically verified.

Then, they can provide a minimum Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee — that is, even

if the complex controller malfunctions, the system should not perform worse than the

guarantees provided by the safety controller.

A variety of runtime assurance mechanisms already exist in both the literature and in

industry, from firewalls which block and abort suspicious internet connections from within

common operating systems, to watchdog timers which observe microcontroller operations

and are capable of causing system restarts if deadlines are not met. An example of this

is presented in E-ACSL [55], which implements runtime verification for C programs by

inlining monitor code with controller software, and if the program deviates from acceptable

behaviour, it is aborted.

Runtime Enforcement (RE)

Runtime Enforcement mechanisms provide formal methodologies for runtime assurance

mechanisms, mathematically guaranteeing correct operation of a system. These enforcement

mechanisms can bound unpredictable and untrustworthy processes, and ensure that they

obey desired policies [56] by either blocking, delaying, modifying, or re-ordering input and

output events.

Runtime enforcement, like runtime assurance, has been suggested for use within CPS

for fail-safe management of safety-critical systems [57] such as pacemakers. Enforcers can

operate synchronously in closed-loop lock-step with their controllers and plants, enforcing

bi-directional timed properties and guaranteeing a minimum safety standard.

An advantage of RE over other forms of verification is that it can treat controllers as

“black-boxes”, meaning that they can be designed without obtrusive constraints such as the

NASA JPL “power of 10 rules” [49]. Even controllers which are based on closed-source

libraries or resources can potentially be guaranteed using RE.

Unfortunately, although mechanisms for RE within industrial automation exist (for

instance, AC motor controllers which feature maximum speed clamps), wholly formal

approaches for RE are currently lacking within this domain. For instance, there exists no
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framework which is capable of reasonably expressing complex policies such as the IDMT

curve, which has bi-directional requirements over real-valued signals with a complicated

timing formula.

1.6 Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Industry 4.0

Increasingly there is a demand for smarter and more capable decision making processes

inside industrial automation systems. For instance, camera-based image-recognition is

becoming common in fruit sorting and grading mechanisms [58], [59], where the image

processing can be performed by a variety of machine learning techniques such as Support

Vector Machines (SVM), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Classification Trees, K-

Nearest Neighbors, and so on.

One of the most promising and actively researched branches of AI systems is provided

through the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) domain. These systems attempt to imitate

the neurological processes that occur in the human brain [60], by modelling biological

neurons and their interconnections. An example neuron is presented in Figure 1.18, and an

example feed-forward network of neurons arranged as a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [61]

is in Figure 1.19.
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Figure 1.18: A model of an artificial neuron.
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Figure 1.19: Example MLP ANN.

However, AI tools such as ANNs have long been sceptically viewed within the domain of
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safety-critical systems [62]. This is primarily because it is difficult to understand and prove

the abilities of a given ANN, and as a result they are treated as black-box components.

Traditionally, they were reserved only for use in “advisory” roles when applied to safety-

critical systems [63], such as load forecasting and maintenance prediction within electrical

grids.

That said, due to their abilities to perform well in unpredictable environments, as well

as their ability to find solutions to problems that cannot be efficiently solved via other

methods, ANNs are beginning to be integrated into non-advisory roles within safety-critical

systems. For example, Intelligent Flight Control Systems which feature AI such as ANNs

have been proposed (and used) within Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [64]. Within the industry

domain, there are numerous proposals for usage of various kinds of ANNs for control of

non-linear processes, including within chemical processing [65], the operation of variable-

speed variable-pitch wind turbines [66], and load frequency control applications within

electrical grids [67].

Thus, it is well established in the literature that there is a need for a methodology

for development and certification of safety-critical systems involving ANNs [68]–[70].It is

suggested that model-driven design techniques could feature in this solution [71].

1.7 Security challenging safety in Industry 4.0

Up to this point in this thesis, we have repeatedly discussed the importance of certifying so-

called safety-critical systems. It’s important, we have stated, to ensure that these systems

behave correctly at all times. To do this, we propose using model-driven engineering, which

can generate correct-by-construction semantics-preserving implementations via tools such

as FBC [51].

However, our approach (and others like it) make a key assumption about the underlying

systems upon which designs are be based: that the hardware and software will behave as

designed. For instance, software update routines, useful for maintenance purposes, will only

ever be used by genuine actors. Hardware features such as Ethernet and Wi-Fi adaptors

will only respond to the correct commands. Employees and operators will never instruct

systems to behave dangerously.

Unfortunately, in a world that features malicious third parties who may have incentives

to disrupt operation, these are dangerous assumptions to make [72]. As our industrial

systems continue to grow in complexity, their attack vector space grows with them. This

is especially true of Industry 4.0. Here CPSs intrinsically feature distributed control

systems, relying on technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) integrated with legacy

components which often feature inherent security vulnerabilities.

Of course, efforts are made to keep our control systems secure, for instance by using

layers of heterogeneous defence and monitoring systems [73] such as firewalls, cryptographic

authentication methods, and statistical behavioural monitoring. However, a system can

never be considered fully secure against all possible attack vectors, many of which have

been extensively studied in the literature [74], [75].
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Scenarios of particular concern are those where remote attackers are able to take

control of safety-critical CPS and interfere with their physical processes. Here, instigated

malfunctions can result in tangible real-world damage and other consequences, such as

injuries and loss of life. These scenarios are classified as cyber-physical attacks (a.k.a. CPS

attacks) [73], [76]. There have already been a number of successful CPS attacks, such as

the infamous Stuxnet worm damaging Iranian centrifuges [77]; the Maroochy Shire Water

Services attack which resulted in large amounts of raw sewerage being dumped in and

around waterways [78]; and the German Steel Mill attack, in which significant physical

damage was caused to a blast furnace by preventing it from correctly shutting down [79].

The physical destruction caused by CPS attacks is, in most cases, triggered by a

common source: misbehaving controllers which mismanage their connected sensors and

actuators. These controllers miss hard real-time deadlines, and/or issue unsafe and improper

commands [33], [73]. In other words, these attacks typically target safety violations. Current

CPS security mechanisms, which focus on monitoring system behaviour and securing access

to sensitive control systems, can not effectively mitigate these scenarios once attackers

have gained control.

As a result, we should focus on detection and mitigation strategies, and ensure that our

devices obey the principles of secure software: that is, they continue to operate correctly

even in the presence of malicious attacks [80], [81]. We need to assume that attacks will

be made, and we need to prepare appropriately or risk long-term damage. Already, many

organisations are successfully attacked several times a year [82].

1.8 Research Contributions

The primary contributions of this thesis are as follows.

1. An efficient IEC 61499 compilation toolchain for targeting multi-core ar-

chitectures: Highlighted in Section 1.5.2, timing correctness for high-performance

multi-core systems can be difficult to prove. This thesis presents a new compilation

methodology inspired by the existing FBC compiler, and demonstrates how IEC

61499 code can be compiled for the multi-core high-performance time-predictable

T-CREST architecture. For the first time, multi-core execution of IEC 61499 is

demonstrated to be time-predictable, and worst case execution timings are derived.

2. A new design approach for simulating plant designs in IEC 61499: While

existing methods for plant simulation exist (for instance using Simulink), these

methods are not well suited to the IEC 61499 design flow. Designers will often

struggle with co-simulation issues such as free-wheeling, jitter, and slow sampling

rates. This thesis presents a new methodology which aims to address this, by bringing

plant simulation directly into IEC 61499 as an extension called Hybrid Function

Blocks (HFBs). These Hybrid Function Blocks support ODE to be embedded into

their internal states, and allow for mathematical plant models to be simulated directly

in lock-step with their controllers.
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3. A novel model-driven approach for artificial intelligence in automation

applications: CPS and automation systems are increasingly adopting intelligent

modules and components in an ad-hoc manner. As such, there is a need for a formal

approach, for instance using IEC 61499, to support design and verification of systems

using intelligent components. This thesis thus presents a new methodology through

the concept of Neural Network Function Blocks (NNFBs), which allow for neural

networks to be trained and embedded into standards compliant basic function blocks.

The NNFBs may be trained using data sets and validated against HFBs.

4. Novel runtime enforcement semantics for industrial automation: Existing

runtime enforcement semantics are not always suitable for complex industrial au-

tomation, especially when considering modern Industry 4.0 systems. As a result,

we present new semantics for both policy specification and for runtime enforcement

compilation, so that complex valued and bi-directional enforcers can be synthesised

for industrial controllers.

5. A novel approach and generalised hardware for compiling runtime enforce-

ment mechanisms to hardware: Runtime enforcement has been demonstrated in

the literature as a viable approach for constraining the behaviour of untrustworthy

and potentially unsafe systems. However, implementations of runtime enforcement

which are verifiably safe, even in the presence of malicious attacks, are lacking. To

address this, we present a new compilation for runtime enforcement which compiles

enforcement mechanisms to hardware, and sees them as external to the system

being controlled. Then, these hardware enforcers are validated using traditional

model-checking techniques.

1.9 Thesis Organisation

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature review of existing

approaches for validating timing and functional correctness in IEC 61499 applications as

well as an examination of the different IEC 61499 Models of Computation (MoCs). This

includes a summary of time-predictable architectures currently available for use. Then, a

summary of approaches for implementing intelligent components in CPSs are examined.

Finally, the state of the art in CPS security is explored, and a summary of RE approaches

is discussed.

Chapter 3 presents goFB, a new compiler for IEC 64199 which is capable of generating

the fastest time-predicable code for the standard. To achieve this, we examined a number

of different avenues, including reducing the memory impact of IEC 61499, utilising a fast

architecture (T-CREST), utilising scratchpad memories instead of traditional memories,

and compiling to a multi-core architecture.

Chapter 4 presents our approach for plant simulation to address limitations in industry-

standard approaches. Here, plants are specified as Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs) and
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connected in synchronous lock-step with their controllers, preventing freewheeling, jitter,

and other issues that typically occur during co-simulation.

Chapter 5 presents Neural Network Function Blocks (NNFBs), our approach for AI

in the IEC 61499 standard. Here, neural networks can be designed and embedded into

standard BFB, and then executed using synchronous semantics. Our approach provides a

full framework for the design and operation of these intelligent components.

Chapter 6 presents our approach for Runtime Enforcement for Industry 4.0. New

semantics, which we term VDTA, are introduced, as well as a detailed pipeline for the

secure implementation of these as hardware runtime enforcers. This also includes the use

of the EBMC bounded model checker to check the compiled designs.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and provides suggestions for future research

directions.
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Related Work

Within Industry 4.0, industrial automation systems are adopting complex Cyber-Physical

Systems (CPSs) for distributed computation, sensing, and actuation. This is a concern

where safety-critical systems are involved, as control systems designed for these applications

must be certified to appropriate standards, such as DO-178B [83], IEC 61508 [84], and

ISO 26262 [85].

Already there have been cases well explored in literature where safety-critical systems

have failed unexpectedly, including in incidents such as the priority inversion error inside

the NASA Mars Pathfinder mission [86], a subtle fault in the synchronisation mechanism

for a redundant processor inside the first shuttle flight, and a timing bug in a military

radar system responsible for detecting incoming Scud missiles directed at Saudia Arabia

during the Gulf War [43].

Faults have also been documented in industrial automation systems, such as in the

infamous opening of Heathrow’s Terminal 5, when there was a complete failure of the new

baggage handling system, which resulted in dozens of flight cancellations and a backlog of

over fifteen thousand bags [8].

Part of the reason it is becoming difficult to simulate and certify modern systems is

due to the technical advances in the underlying software and hardware that have been

adopted for high-performance designs. These architectures are not always amenable to

the kinds of rigorous, static analysis that should be required for these standards. As a

result, designers are falling back on simpler measurement- and observation-based testing, a

methodology that provides very weak correctness guarantees.

Furthermore, even when a design is operating correctly, malicious third parties can

take interest in them and exploit weaknesses. These can cause catastrophic damage, as

was the case in a German Steel Mill [79], where hackers disabled key shutoff procedures

27
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and caused the facility to take extensive damage when the blast furnace malfunctioned.

In this chapter, we will discuss the related work around this area, and explore how

intelligent systems can be designed, constructed, and certified for safety-critical industrial

systems, even in the presence of malicious third parties. To do this, we will recall

Figure 1.16, and focus on three key aspects. Firstly, we will examine software functionality

and predictability — how can we be sure that our system software will behave as we have

designed it? Further, what steps might we need to take if our software integrates intelligent

components, such as those based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)? Then, we will

explore hardware predictability — once we have predictable software, how do we know

that it will behave as expected once given an execution platform? Finally, we will look at

literature surrounding automation security — given a safety-critical system, how can we

ensure that it will operate safely even in the presence of a malicious attack?

2.1 The many Models of Computation (MoCs) for IEC 61499

In general, automation systems testing focuses on simulation and measurement-based

approaches, rather than formal model-checking or static analysis for more robust guarantees.

However, when more formal approaches are desirable, a complication arises with IEC 61499.

To perform any kind of formal analysis over code, the operational semantics of the

execution environment must be known. This is because the semantics determine the order

that program statements will be executed, as well as how variables and data should evolve

over time, the sequencing of multiple threads, etc.

However, after the original proposal of IEC 61499 in 2005, a number of different

execution semantics were proposed and implemented. This was because the original

standard lacked clarity in key areas to do with scheduling operations of and determining

communication between FBs [87].

Model of Computation (MoC) Toolchain(s) /
Implementation(s)

Sequential
Sequential FORTE [31], Fuber [88]
Cyclic ISaGRAF [30]
NPMTR FBRT [29]

Concurrent
Net condition / Event model PETRI-nets [89]
Synchronous Ordered FBC [50]
Synchronous Delayed FBC [50]

Parallel
GALS FBC [90]
Hardware EFN [91]

Table 2.1: Different implementations of execution semantics in IEC 61499

The different execution semantics for IEC 61499 are surveyed in [42], [92], and are

summarised in Table 2.1. In this thesis we will focus on the delayed synchronous semantics

first presented in [50] and implemented by the FBC compiler, although we will discuss the

other approaches briefly in this chapter.
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It is worth noting that the second edition of the IEC 61499 standard, released in 2012,

clarified the behaviour and scheduling of FBs as data and events progress through the

network. However, although some implementations (including FBRT [29] and FORTE [31])

have begun the process of adopting the new semantics, many of the other implementations,

including FBC, have remained consistent with their interpretation of the original standard.

2.2 Verifying software designed in IEC 61499 — functional

correctness

Like its predecessor IEC 61131-3 [9], and like most other programming languages, IEC

61499 [11] is based on discrete operational semantics. This means that data and control

state evolve in discrete, logical steps rather than “continuously” over time. This is true for

all of the MoCs presented in Table 2.1.

In general, discrete semantics work well for digital systems, where signals usually evolve

over logical (or physical) clock ticks. For instance, let us recall the Setter Resetter BFB

designed in Section 1.3.2 and presented in Figure 1.9. In each given timestep, this ECC

can be in one of three states, and can in each timestep transition between them.

In general, verifying functional properties over discrete systems is well-studied in the

literature, and IEC 61499 FB have not been overlooked. For instance, one approach

that validates functional properties over controllers specified in IEC 61499 is to consider

networks on the basis of transition systems for the different MoCs [93], [94].

However, it may not be enough to just consider functional properties over the digital

controllers. Properties may also need to be validated in the presence of their physical

plant. This is especially relevant for CPS such as those prevalent within Industry 4.0, as

controllers operate in closed-loop with their physical systems.

However, the discrete operational semantics of the controller can become an issue

when considering the continuous dynamics of the physical plant conjoined to the digital

control logic. For instance, the electrical current within the circuit regulated by the circuit

breaker could be described by a mathematical formula such as an Ordinary Differential

Equation (ODE) or Partial Differential Equation (PDE).

As a result, when a controller needs to be functionally verified against its plant model,

designers will typically rely on co-simulation [45], [95]. Functionally, co-simulation is defined

as the co-ordinated execution of independent models which may differ in representation,

operational semantics, and runtime environments [96]. For instance, PLC software running

in a similator may be connected over a suitable protocol (e.g. OPC [97]) to a plant

model simulated using computer software such as Simulink [27]. Hardware components,

including physical PLCs, may also be combined into the co-simulation. This is known as

Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation [98].

Co-simulation of plants and controllers does have a few acknowledged advantages,

primarily based around the separation of modelling and simulation [95]. Different researchers

and institutes, each experts of their own particular domains, may develop and implement
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simulation models for different components. Then, co-simulation users may use and combine

those models to analyse the dynamics of larger systems.

Unfortunately, there are many well established issues with co-simulation, such as

free-wheeling, jitter, race conditions, slow sampling rates, and time delays introduced in

execution [45], [46], [99], [100]. Primarily, these issues have a root cause: the challenges

involved in keeping two distinct simulation environments synchronised. There may be

communication delays, execution lag, and differences in execution speed. As such, it is

the inherent “advantage” of allowing models to be created with disparate semantics in

computationally different environments which creates computational challenges which

designers can often struggle to reliably overcome.

In [101], [102] formal hybrid models for co-simulation are presented. These, however,

have an expensive roll-back procedural requirement to achieve time synchronisation, making

them unsuitable for real-time simulations.

2.2.1 Alternatives to co-simulation

Validation and verification of safety-critical PLC designs are surveyed in [103]–[105]. These

discuss existing approaches, which include translating PLC control logic into formal models

such as petri-nets [106] and timed automata [107].

The adjoined plant models are also examined as petri-nets or as Hybrid Automata

(HA) [107], running synchronously with the controller. Model checking is performed

with Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) used to specify properties. However, such formal

analysis in the presence of hybrid plant models can be infeasible due to the undecidability

result [108]. In addition, petri-nets and timed automata, while formally verifiable, are often

not expressive enough for describing Cyber-Physical Systems [99].

One approach that compiles plant models to IEC 61499 is presented in [99]. In this,

plants are specified as networks of Synchronous Hybrid Input Output Automata, solved

analytically, and then converted to networks of IEC 61499 Function Blocks. However, the

ODEs used in this approach must be closed-form in nature and have analytically available

solutions, which is a severe restriction to the framework.

2.3 Verifying software designed in IEC 61499 — timing cor-

rectness

Unfortunately, though there is work in industry and the literature on validating the

functional correctness of automation systems (including those based on IEC 61499), timing

correctness in general continues to be considered a side-effect of a given implementation. If

it is even considered, designers will often choose to validate it by simple measurement, an

approach which cannot provide strong guarantees [10].

In part, this is due to the complexities inherent when analysing contemporary imple-

mentations of IEC 61499. Recall Figure 1.14 from Section 1.4.1, which describes the general

steps necessary to statically analyse a piece of software for timing properties. As can be
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seen, it is not enough for a given software application to be analysable: the program must

also be executed over analysable middleware (e.g. a predictable runtime) as well as pre-

dictable hardware. However, common implementations for IEC 61499 such as FORTE [31],

FBRT [29], and ISaGRAF [30] operate over complex runtimes [109] which have never been

statically analysed. Furthermore, if these runtimes are executed on common, complex

Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) archictures such as those designed by ARM, Freescale,

and Intel, the timing properties will be infeasible to statically compute accurately [37], [42].

As a result, performing analysis over these architectural platforms would be extremely

difficult and result in very pessimistic estimates [47].

As a result, most “timing analysis” research for IEC 61499 focuses on higher-level rea-

soning, with researchers forced to abstract key complexities away from their methodologies.

For instance, Khalgui et al. in [110] explore mechanisms for determining schedulability of

FBs running under cyclic execution semantics. They propose mapping function block events

as tasks with properties including release times, jitters, periods, deadlines, WCET, Best

Case Execution Time (BCET), and sets of predecessor and successor tasks. To determine

a suitable schedule, a hyper-period is created with all possible task sequences — and the

network is counted as schedulable if no deadlines are missed within this hyper-period.

However, the work focuses on high-level timing analysis of the FB network but does not

provide how to determine concrete timing values.

Likewise, Lednicki et al. in [111] proposed a model-level timing analysis approach for

IEC 61499. Their approach focused on timing composition of function blocks, and defined

event execution times and periodic execution times for each function block, as well as

relationships between these times. Then, these times could be annotated as “timing entries”

against each function block, and networks of function blocks could be examined against the

entries. They also defined two optimisation methods for this analysis (so as to avoid state

space explosion). However, their final results were based on randomised WCET values, as

actually determining the concrete timings that their algorithm relied on was considered

out of scope.

This is also true of Lindgren et al. in [112], where timing semantics were presented

for IEC 61499 adapted from Real-time for the Masses [113], which is a pre-existing set of

experimental languages and tools for embedded software. Here, their real-time semantics are

an extension of the standard without stipulating an underlying MoC. They annotate events

with timing properties such as a baseline, a deadline, and a minimum inter-arrival time.

Then, events are associated with tasks, which are annotated with permissible execution

windows. Tasks may also emit further events. Using these properties, timing deadlines and

scheduling order can be reasoned over the entire network. However, static timing analysis

over their systems is not demonstrated, and WCET over the software is considered at the

model level. An implementation using this approach would need to respect the deadlines

as expressed in the model. In essence, this is still treating the actual timing values as a a

side-effect, as some unknown value less than their theoretical WCET.

Fortunately, there is one approach which has consistently demonstrated amenability

to formal static analysis techniques. This is presented through FBC and its synchronous
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semantics, which is discussed in the next section.

2.3.1 The delayed synchronous MoC for IEC 61499 FBs

The synchronous MoCs for IEC 61499 [50] was originally inspired by the synchronous

family of programming languages [114] such as Esterel [115], Lustre [116], and Signal [117].

It has been shown to be suitable for CPS execution in [118]. Synchronous languages

imagine software programs to be made up of concurrently-executing components, where

each component operates over logical reactions or ticks. During each reaction, the program

will first sample its inputs, then perform computation, and finally emit its outputs. This

is similar to how synchronous hardware circuits work, where a distributed clock triggers

digital state changes. It is also well suited for industrial control software, as these are often

described as operating over collections of concurrently-running processes.

For a synchronous program to be correct, it must satisfy two requirements. Firstly, it

must be free of causality issues, such as those caused by instantaneous loops. Secondly,

it must meet the synchrony hypothesis [119]: that is, the minimum inter-arrival time of

input events must be longer than the maximum computation required for a reaction — the

so-called Worst Case Reaction Time (WCRT), where the WCRT is the largest WCET of

any possible reaction.

To resolve the first requirement, Yoong et al. proposed with their semantics in [50] a one-

cycle delay between all producers and consumers (in other words, a one-cycle delay between

all connected FBs). In this synchronous execution model, FBs execute concurrently within

each tick, and event and data exchanges occur between blocks only on tick boundaries.

This prevents any causality issues, and also means that a network of FBs may be scheduled

in any order while exhibiting the same overall behaviour. In contrast, the system behaviour

of the other systems is greatly dependent on the scheduling order of blocks [10], [42].

It is essential for synchronous programs to undergo static timing analysis in order

to guarantee the second requirement. Fortunately, software analysis over synchronous

programs is not as difficult as for other languages. Although they view software components

as concurrently execution, this concurrency is typically “compiled-away” to produce a

statically-scheduled single-threaded program (distributed compilation of threads, which is

a much harder problem, has been demonstrated in the literature [120], but it is less widely

used). Due to this compilation methodology, synchronous programs may be executed

“bare-metal”, that is, without a RTOS or runtime to complicate timing analysis. In addition,

the synchronous approach does not rely on interrupt-driven I/O, and polling (which is more

time-predictable) is used between each of its logical ticks for environmental interaction.

As a result, using the synchronous approach for IEC 61499 FB execution in order to

formally guarantee timing properties is the only approach to have seen consistent, concrete

implementation and experimental data based on analysis rather than measurements.

Furthermore, when benchmarked against other approaches (using simple measurements),

the synchronous approach via the FBC compiler produces the fastest code when presented

with identical networks running on identical hardware [51].
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2.4 Verifying intelligent automation software

As discussed in Section 1.6, we are beginning to see the adoption of intelligent systems

(especially ANNs) within safety-critical industrial systems. This is a concern, as it is difficult

to formally prove that a given ANN will operate correctly at all times [63], especially

when ANNs can fail under even small adverserial perturbations [121]. Hence, meeting

certification standards such as IEC61508 [84] can be a challenge.

As a result, the issue of functional safety for ANNs is well-studied in the literature, and

many systematic approaches have been proposed, including model checking using timed

automata [122], the use of Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) and abstract interpretation

for robustness verification of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [123], [124], and many oth-

ers [62], [69], [125]–[129]. In general, these aim to bring model-driven design techniques

into the data-driven world of ANNs, a need which Tripikas argues is paramount [71].

However, key challenges remain [121]. These include the difficulty in creating mathe-

matical models to verify ANN against, and the difficulties in formalising requirements to

assert over composed systems. In addition, many verification algorithms for static analysis

of neural networks do not scale well (although there are some exceptions, e.g. AI2 which

relies on overapproximation in abstract interpretation [123], achieving excellent scalability

results).

Once again, though, these approaches miss a key requirement of Industry 4.0. Large

CPS systems could involve numerous ANNs, interleaved with conventional control systems,

and physical real-world processes. As a result, these systems need methods to demonstrate

deterministic composition, so that they can ensure their predictability and safety [130].

Hence, timing validation must be considered — yet, the issue of timing ANNs has received

scant attention.

2.4.1 Modelling time in ANNs

ANNs were originally proposed to mimic the funtioning of biological neural networks [60],

[131], which produce recurrent spatio temporal patterns [132]. In essence, biological neurons

participate with one another using real-world timed activity [133], [134].

As a result, some types of ANNs do mimic their biological counterparts and consider

timing at their core. For instance, the Spiking Neural Network [135], [136], which was

designed to model the brain, is typically implemented using periodic software running over

discrete time intervals.

However, most ANNs do not model biological activity so precisely, as it makes them

more difficult to use, implement, and train. Instead, common types of ANNs such as

MLPs and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) rely on simpler networks which can be

considered as un-timed non-linear functions. Here, the outputs do change relative to the

inputs, but the timing of this change is not precisely defined. This can be an issue when

considering deep neural networks like CNNs, which may take long time to produce their

outputs given a new set of inputs due to their underlying computation requirements.

Other more specialised types of ANN also exist, including an architecture which can
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operate over temporal sequences, known as the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [137].

RNNs operate in a step by step manner, where the operation in the current time step

relies on the context from some previous step. Thus, RNNs may be viewed as periodic

networks, where their period is one. However, the use of such networks in CPS is yet to be

thoroughly investigated.

To address this gap in the literature, Roop et. al in [130] proposed the use of synchronous

semantics for timed compositions of neural networks and controllers for use in CPSs. They

argued that ANNs could be considered as concurrently-executing components which may

take one or more logical ticks to execute, and proposed a methodology which compiled

ANNs designed in C with the Esterel [115] programming language. Thus composed, they

termed their neural networks as Synchronous Artificial Neural Networks (SANNs), and

were able to perform WCRT analysis over the resultant systems. This approach would fit

well with the synchronous approach for IEC 61499 FBs.

2.5 Predictable hardware for automation software

While it is a reasonable assumption to make that software will function correctly when

executed on a compatible implementation platform, no such guarantee can be made for

timing requirements. This is because the underlying architecture for any given hardware

processor can have significant effects on the timing properties for a given section of

executable code. As a result, when considering formal verification of the timing properties

of automation software, it is not enough to simply reason over a deterministic and predictable

Control Flow Graph (CFG) like those available through the synchronous approach for IEC

61499. Instead, to produce a Timed Control Flow Graph (TCFG), program CFGs must be

analysed in the presence of a model of the underlying hardware used for execution. This

process was depicted in Figure 1.14 (on Page 16).

Unfortunately, common Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) processors are often de-

signed with performance-enhancing techniques that can introduce large complexities for

static timing analysis. Unfortunately, however, increasing the performance of computer

architectures typically comes at the expense of timing predictability. Architectural fea-

tures such as deep pipelining, out of order execution of instruction, and complex memory

hierarchies with multi-level caches, while increasing instruction throughput in the av-

erage case, can cause unpredictable delays when dealing with uncommon sequences of

instructions [138].

While in principle these kinds of timing complications can be avoided by simply

utilising architectures which do not feature complex performance enhancements (such as

those provided in simple microcontrollers), it is not enough to simply eschew decades

of improvements in computer architecture design in favour of timing predictability [40].

Instead, designs should be adopted which can achieve both performance and predictability.

With this aim, a number of different performant, predictable processor platforms have

been proposed in the literature.
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2.5.1 Reactive Processors

Traditionally, interaction between a processor and its environment can be handled in one

of two ways: either through interrupts, or through polling [139].

Interrupts can be thought of as an alert mechanism, such as a flag, that occur after a

specified situation — for instance, a input pin toggling, or a timer expiring. Interrupts,

in general, are good for control-dominated tasks where events are irregular and should

be reacted to. However, interrupts can occur at any time. They are unpredictable. As a

result, static analysis of software which depends on interrupts can lead to a state space

explosion, which can render the problem computationally infeasible [140]. Furthermore, as

interrupts cause normal program flow to be broken (via a context switch to an appropriate

ISR), the data storage of software built upon it needs to be carefully managed to prevent

intermittent software bugs or memory corruption.

On the other hand, polling is a highly predictable mechanism for sampling environmental

inputs. Polling functions by routinely reading all inputs, even if they have not changed,

and presenting them to the program. It is a good mechanism for data-dominated tasks.

However, polling can also be thought of as a form of busy-waiting [139], as processor cycles

will be wasted while checking and re-checking for the presence of input signals. In addition,

if the system’s computational requirements are high, and its WCET/WCRT is large, then

it’s possible for discrete events to be missed.

An alternative approach for environmental interaction is presented by reactive processors

such as REFLIX [139], KEP [141], STARPro [142], and ARPRET [143]. They employ a

special hardware unit for environmental interaction that they call a “Reactive Functional

Unit (RFU)”. Inspired by the synchronous approach to computing, these components latch

inputs when the environment makes requests. Then, the inputs may be serviced during

the next logical tick. As a result, no inputs will be missed as long as the software running

upon these processors meets the synchrony hypothesis — that is, the length to compute

the longest reaction time (i.e. the WCRT) is less than the minimum inter-arrival time

of inputs. Additionally, unlike with interrupts, the RFU clears its latches at predictable,

pre-determined points during program execution. This again simplifies timing analysis.

While in general these processors tend to be single-core, there has also been the multi-

core EMPEROR [144] and HiDRA [145] architectures. Unfortunately, outside of the

research community, reactive processing has seen little interest.

2.5.2 Precision Timed (PRET) Processors

Precision Timed (PRET) machines were proposed by Edwards et al. to directly target

the need for performant, time-predictable machines [40]. While traditional architectures

focus on improving the average-case execution time of instructions, PRET machines focus

on maintaining both throughput of instructions as well as time predictability. To that

end, they focus on repeatable timing properties: if a given piece of code is executed on the

hardware, it should execute quickly and consistently.

For the most part, PRET processors achieve their goals through a set of common
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architectural features [138]. Firstly, they tend to feature thread-interleaved pipelines.

In general, pipelines increase throughput by breaking up execution of assembly instruc-

tions into multiple stages. Then, each of these stages is executed in parallel, allowing for

multiple sequential instructions to be evaluated almost simultaneously. However, pipeline

hazards can be introduced when an instruction must interact with nearby control and

data flow. For instance, if a branch instruction is being executed, the next instruction in

sequence may not be immediately available. As a result, the pipeline may choose to guess

which path is taken (this is known as branch prediction [146]). However, if the branch

prediction is wrong, then the pipeline must flush the incorrect instructions to prevent them

from being executed. This introduces a (potentially unexpected) time delay.

In a thread-interleaved pipeline, each stage of execution has instructions from physically

different hardware threads. As these threads do not directly interact with one another,

control and data hazards become impossible, at the cost of increased program difficulty

(for better hardware efficiency, the program must feature the use of multiple threads).

Secondly, PRET machines often feature predictable memory hierarchies. Memory

hierarchies in traditional architectures operate to solve the processor-memory gap [147].

This refers to the difference in operating speeds between processors (which tend to be

fast) and their memory (which tends to operate comparatively slower). Fast memories are

expensive, and tend to be too small to fit real-world applications. However, large memories

tend to degrade system performance. As a result, a combination of large, slow memories

(typically the storage flash/disks as well as main random-access memory) and fast, small

memories (caches, and registers) are created as a hierarchy. The small, fast memories can

be thought of as a window into the slower, larger memories. However, the downside of these

hierarchies is that accessing any element of the memory may have a very unpredictable

access time, as it can be very difficult to model the given location for a location in memory

at any given time, especially in the presence of interrupts, multi-threading, or multi-core

architectures.

As a result, PRET machines attempt to constrain these memory hierarchies, attempting

to use predictable memory access schemes such as memory wheels [148] or Time-division

multiple access (TDMA) for slow main memory accesses, and the use of Scratchpad

Memories (SPM) rather than caches for fast local memory. SPM are software controlled

memories where allocation and replacement are controlled by assembly instructions specified

at design and compile time. As a result, static analysis over programs relying on SPM is

much simpler than caches, as all information is made available to the programmer and

the analysis tool. However, utilisation of SPM can be difficult, as deciding the optimal

allocation strategy can be challenging.

Finally, the last common enhancement to PRET architectures is their use of so-

called deadline instructions, which encode temporal properties directly into the assembly

instructions for their software programs. Of these, there are two principle types, one

for specifying a minimum execution time for a block of code (i.e. deadline in [148] and

delay until in [149]), and the second for specifying a maximum allowed execution time

(exception on expire in [149]). Minimum execution times are straightforward to implement
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using busy-waiting with hardware timers, and are useful for scheduling and synchronisation

mechanisms. Maximum execution times are useful for timeouts and error checking, and

are implemented using exceptions and interrupts which preempt program flow.

Overall, PRET architectures present compelling target platforms for time-predictable

software. However, issues still remain. For instance, the best methodologies for envi-

ronmental interaction remains undecided — interrupts complicate timing analysis, but

polling wastes processor cycles. Multi-core designs are rare, as ensuring timing predictabil-

ity for performant shared memory access is complicated. Finally, there are issues with

the high-level design process, as no mechanisms are presented to actually compute the

timing information provided to the deadline instructions. As a result, like their reactive

counterparts, PRET processors have seen little usage outside of the academic community.

2.5.3 The T-CREST Project

Similar to the PRET design philosophy is the T-CREST project [150], which provides

a time-predictable multi-core architecture for embedded systems. The project focuses

on making the worst-case fast, and on simple analysis rather than repeatable timings.

T-CREST is a multicore processor which follows the Globally Asynchronous Locally

Synchronous (GALS) paradigm, where the individual processor cores are connected by two

time-predictable Network on Chips (NoCs): (1) a message passing NoC called Argo [151]

for communication between individual core SPM and (2) a memory NoC for communication

between the cores and a memory controller for shared, external main memory.

Each processor core is a Patmos processor [152], which is a RISC pipeline optimized

for low WCET bounds. Patmos contains a statically scheduled dual-issue pipeline. The

Patmos processor contains scratchpad memories for time-predictable and low latency access

to local data and instructions. The access to main memory is backed up by three different

caches: (1) a method cache which caches the instructions of full methods [153], (2) a stack

cache which caches data allocated on the stack [154], and (3) a data cache for the other

data. For data where a data cache analysis cannot predict hits and misses, Patmos contains

load and store instructions that bypass the cache. The compiler can emit those instructions

when needed.

The Argo NoC provides time-predictable movement of data between local scratchpad

memories of the processors (message passing). When data is to be moved, the sender sets

up the message, which is then transferred by the NoC from the sender’s local scratchpad

memory to the receiver’s local scratchpad memory.

To support larger programs and data structures T-CREST uses external, shared memory.

For the access to shared memory T-CREST provides two solutions: (1) the Bluetree memory

tree with prefetching [155] and (2) the TDM based memory arbiter [156]. The Bluetree

memory tree is optimized for the Predator memory controller [157], while the TDM arbiter

is a general purpose burst based TDM arbiter.

T-CREST is supported by an adaption of the LLVM compiler that targets the Patmos

instruction set and optimizes for the WCET [158]. The T-CREST project also includes
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the open-source, academic WCET tool called Platin [159].

2.5.4 Summary of Predictable Architectures

In order to achieve both performance and time-predictability within processor architectures,

a number of different design methodologies have been proposed. In some cases, they

have even attempted to build atop one another, like where reactivity for environmental

interaction is added to PRET architectures [143], [160].

A list of architectures is presented in Table 2.2. In general, there are common themes.

Firstly, memory hierarchies are made to be predictable, via caches that rely on simpler

replacement strategies (such as direct mapping), and/or the usage of programmer-controlled

Scratchpad Memories (SPM). Secondly, speculative execution is avoided where possible:

pipelines tend to be short, and data hazards may be avoided by techniques such as

thread-interleaving.

While it might seem a logical choice to pair IEC 61499 running under synchronous

semantics with the existing synchronous-inspired family of reactive processors, such proces-

sors see little usage or support outside of academia, and tend to be low-powered with a

focus on niche programming languages such as Esterel.

2.6 Securing the safety of IEC 61499 controllers

There exists a significant challenge to the safe operation of CPSs within Industry 4.0. Even

if a safety-critical automation system is designed, for instance using IEC 61499 running

under synchronous semantics, and certified, perhaps using co-simulation against its plant

models, and then deployed, maybe to time-predictable processor families, there is still a

reliance upon elements which are outside of the control of the automation engineer. For

instance, we assume that any plant operators in control of the system will not command

the system to misbehave. We assume that software maintenance mechanisms such as

remote updating will only be used for their intended purpose. We assume that the libraries

underpinning our precious programs will always behave as described.

Unfortunately, in world filled with malicious third parties, these are not safe assumptions.

Yet, SCADA systems used for traditional distributed industrial control, have trust-based

assumptions underpinning their very foundations [73]. For instance, consider the Mod-

bus [163] standard. This is a widely-used single-master / multiple-slave protocol that was

designed for simplicity and without particular considerations for security. Masters may

send out requests to slaves, for instance to command actuators and read sensors. It is often

used for communication between PLCs and I/O modules, where memory and network

bandwidth are limited [164].

However, although the standard states that there shall be only one master, there is no

provision to actually enforce this. If a rogue master is added to the network, it can send

messages to any slaves and command them with what appear to be legitimate instructions.

Indeed, the lack of any form of authentication at all within the network means that any
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Architecture Classification Short description

REFLIX [139] Reactive Reactive extensions to pre-existing
FLIX architecture

KEP [141] Reactive Processor family for efficient, direct exe-
cution of Esterel programs via hardware
support for kernel statements

STARPro [142] Reactive Multi-threaded architecture for efficient
execution of synchronous, reactive pro-
grams

EMPEROR [144] Reactive Multi-core architecture for direct execu-
tion of Esterel

HiDRA [145] Reactive Multi-core design focusing on reactivity
in heterogeneous architectures

ARPRET [143] Reactive/PRET Reactive extensions to Microblaze [161]
architecture

SPARC PRET [148] PRET An implementation of the SPARC In-
struction Set Architecture (ISA) featur-
ing a pipeline with six interleaved hard-
ware threads with memory wheel and
scratchpad memories as well as a dead-
line instruction

PTARM [149] PRET ARM v3 implementation featuring a
pipeline with four interleaved hardware
threads with extensions for delay until
and exception on expire instructions

RePRET [160] Reactive/PRET Reactive extensions (a modular RFU)
to PTARM architecture

FlexPRET [162] PRET RISC-V implementation with dynamic
thread interleaving, with RTOS-like
support for hard and soft real-time tasks
and support for timing instructions

Patmos [152] T-CREST project Processor optimized for low WCET
bounds with dual-issue pipeline, SPM,
and three predictable caches (Method,
Stack, and Data)

T-CREST [150] T-CREST project Processor platform consisting of Pat-
mos cores linked with shared time-
predictable memory hierarchy and
message-passing Argo NoC

Table 2.2: A summary of several available time-predictable architectures
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malicious attacker that gained access to the communication channel of a Modbus-based

SCADA system could cause considerable real-world consequences rather trivially [165].

This assumption of trust was not always an issue for networks that were physically

isolated from outside control, as malicious attacks would be limited to only those who had

access to the control and distribution systems. However, as we move to Industry 4.0 and

its so-called “Digital Factories” [14], and more and more vulnerable legacy systems “come

online”, we will see increasing frequency of digital attacks on cyber-physical systems [73],

[82], [166].

2.6.1 Cyber-Physical Attacks

In the past, it was safe to assume that digital cyber-attacks would only damage digital

assets, such as files and intellectual property [73]. However, with the emergence of the

Internet of Things (IoT) and the increasing interconnection of cyber-physical controllers

with the digital world, it is increasingly becoming common for cyber-attacks to effect real-

world processes. In other words, a new type of malicious digital behaviour has emerged: a

cyber-physical attack [73], [166].

Year Description

2000 Maroochy Shire (Australia) [167], Wastewater attack by ex-employee,
releasing raw sewerage

2006 Los Angeles (USA) [168], Traffic system hack disrupting four of the
busiest intersections

2007 Idaho National Laboratory (USA) [169], Aurora Generator Test where
researchers demonstrate a hacker’s ability to remotely destroy an electrical
generator

2008 Lodz (Poland) [170], Tram system taken over by teenage hacker, causing
crashes and injuries

2010 Natanz (Iran) [171], Well-known Stuxnet attack on Iranian centrifuges,
aiming to secretly damage equipment

2011 Springfield Illinois (USA) [172], Water pump destroyed by hacker, at-
tributed to Russian

2014 (Germany) [79], Massive damage inflicted upon a Steel Mill when hackers
disable key shut-off procedures for equipment including a blast furnace

2015 St. Louis (USA) [173], Jeep Cherokee attack demonstrated where remote
attacker can hijack control of vehicle

2016 (Syria) [174], Hacktivists tack control of PLCs managing toxic chemicals
in a water facility, threaten to poison local water supply

2017 (USA) [175], D.H.S. reports that a government team was able to hack
passenger jet controls remotely

Table 2.3: High-profile examples of Cyber-Physical Attacks

A table of cyber-physical attacks, extended from surveys presented in [73] and [166], is

presented in Table 2.3. On the whole, we can observe a common theme for these attacks:

they rely on the digital system to compromise its own safety and behave in a dangerous

manner. Controllers are commanded to miss hard real-time deadlines, and/or issue unsafe
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and improper commands [33], [73], [176].

2.6.2 Preventing and Mitigating Cyber-Physical Attacks

Unfortunately, the information security community has largely ignored the industrial

automation domain for some time [73]. Arguably this is why industrial control system

design has had a focus on efficiency and safety and not on security. But, a key principle of

safety is security: that is, for a system to truly be safe, it must remain safe even in the

presence of a malicious attack [81].

Internet Corporate Network Control Network

Programmable
Logic ControllersMachinery

Firewall Firewall
Firewall

I/O Modules

Figure 2.1: An example CPS network layout.

Typically, CPS are secured by layers of heterogeneous defence and monitoring sys-

tems [73]. The rationale is that no single defence mechanism can thwart all attacks all

the time, ergo more than one defence mechanism should protect the system. In this

sense, it shares the logic of redundancy-based mechanisms. This means that attackers

must penetrate multiple layers of protection before reaching critical resources or systems,

increasing the chances of detection. An illustration of this is presented in Figure 2.1.

This approach treats CPSs as if they were a classic information security challenge, and

focuses on access control and system behavioural monitoring. However, in the classical

approach, it is not possible to fully secure any given system. There will always be gaps in

defences [82], [177], [178]. This means that it can be just a matter of time before malicious

adversaries find and exploit weaknesses, and take control of physical assets. Pre-shared

encryption keys can be obtained from disgruntled employees, or stolen from physical devices

or through digital computer hacks. Proximity-based security can be defeated by sensitive

eavesdropping equipment. Unintended software bugs or hardware trojans [179] can present

new and unexpected attack vectors.

At this point, traditional defensive schemes start to show their deficiencies, as they

present few mechanisms to mitigate disastrous attack scenarios once attackers have gained

access to industrial control networks and can start to cause component failures.

Consider the case of our overcurrent protection circuit breaker from Figure 1.3, operating
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in the context of a smart electrical grid. When a digital system such as this relay is part of

a larger networked system, it is essential that each component behaves safely and securely.

If not, significant physical damage could occur. As a result, critical infrastructures such as

these are usually designed to be reliable in the case of random component failures.

However, a malicious attack on key hub components can cause failures outside the scope

of reliability analysis [180]. In addition, there is already concern that U.S. power grids

have been compromised by malicious state actors that might try to damage infrastructures

during a crisis or war [181]. As a result, there is a real need for mechanisms which will

mitigate the dangers of cyber-physical attacks by preventing damage even in the presence

of compromised controllers.

2.6.3 Ensuring Safety through Runtime Enforcement (RE)

In practice, it is not possible to fully secure any given system. There will always be gaps

in defences [80]. Instead, one should focus on detection and mitigation strategies, and

ensure that our devices obey the principles of secure software: that is, they continue to

operate correctly even in the presence of malicious attacks [80], [81]. In the security domain,

this could be referred to as misuse and anomaly detection [182] combined with automatic

recovery mechanisms.

As introduced in Section 1.5.3, RE presents a mechanism for ensuring safety properties

over unverified and untrusted systems [56], [57]. This is via a formal approach based on

observing the inputs and outputs of a given system, and when they diverge from a safe

baseline, pre-emptively changing them to ensure correct operation. This neatly encapsulates

the concepts of detection and mitigation, and has a major advantage over pure monitoring

approaches, such as those provided by Runtime Verification [183], as the enforcer can

pre-emptively correct compromising behaviour and abort dangerous commands before they

cause damage, rather than relying on any potentially latent external mechanisms which

could themselves also be compromised.

However, existing implementation strategies for runtime enforcement are either not

completely suitable for reactive systems such as those CPSs within Industry 4.0, or they

do not fully consider the possibility for malicious attacks.

Plant

Input 
Enforcer

Output 
Enforcer

Controller

Inputs Transformed
Inputs

Transformed
Outputs Outputs

Policies

Figure 2.2: A generalised bi-directional enforcer.

While RE for transformational systems [56] is a well developed area, RE for reactive
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systems is an emerging area of research. Initial proposals were uni-directional enforcers [184].

More recently, bi-directional enforcement was developed for CPS [56], and a generalised

bi-directional Runtime Enforcer is presented in Figure 2.2. As can be seen, an enforcer sits

between a plant and its controller, and ensures that any I/O signals passing between the

two follow a set of formally defined policies.

However, not all runtime enforcement approaches are suitable for reactive systems like

CPSs. Reactive here means that the systems operate in real-time, and inputs and outputs

cannot be buffered or delayed, as controllers operate in closed-loop with their physical

environments. In other words, reactive systems need to continually capture and emit events

— time cannot pause while any improper behaviour is analysed or rectified [57]. As a result,

proposed RE mechanisms such as Edit Automata [185], which focus on buffering or deleting

events, are only suitable for transformational systems where timing is not a concern.

Other approaches are limited in other ways. Many semantics, such as those presented

within [57] and [184] can operate only over Boolean signals, where CPSs tend to have both

Boolean and valued signals. Where semantics consider real-valued signals, such as in [186],

they are presented only for runtime monitoring.

Furthermore, most runtime enforcement mechanisms focus on ensuring certain system

constraints without detailing their implementation; as a result, they are often located in

the application layer of a given system, meaning that they cannot defend against security

issues introduced at lower layers (e.g. via a hardware trojan or networking backdoors).

It also means that they have the potential to be maliciously updated and/or disabled,

rendering them ineffective. Examples of this include [57], [185].

One RE mechanism which did have a detailed implementation pathway is presented

through Shield Synthesis [184], in which external hardware is used ensure safety at the

hardware level for reactive systems. Unfortunately, this work focuses on uni-directional

enforcement and untimed properties, meaning that it is unsuitable for many CPS and

industrial systems. In CPS, the safety of the input streams can be as important as the

safety of the output streams, and there are often strict timing deadlines to ensure. External

shields have also been proposed in [187], [188], but these approaches again rely on pure

monitoring instead of enforcement.

It is important to validate the implementation and safety of a given runtime enforcer, as

enforcers have total control over a system’s I/O. Any vulnerability in their implementation

could allow for a situation where they are compromised, which could lead to absolutely

catastrophic consequences.

2.7 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a survey of the literature examining several key technologies

that could be used to implement safe, time-predictable controllers for IEC 61499 within

industrial automation. Recognising the need for control software to run in a well-defined

environment, we began by examining the variety of IEC 61499 operating semantics. Many

of these rely on runtime environments, which are not suitable for static analysis, and
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so we conclude that synchronous semantics for IEC 61499 FBs are the most suitable for

safety-critical systems.

Then, we examined validation of designed controllers against plant models and the

techniques that can be used for this. Co-simulation is the most popular approach, however

it has a few well-explored issues, including jitter, free-wheeling, and other synchronisation

problems. However, approaches which try to replace co-simulation, such as converting all

models into petri-nets, limit the expressivity and flexibility of the designer.

We then explored the recent AI-based trends adopting neural networks for use within

intelligent industrial automation systems. In general, there are numerous techniques for

proving functional correctness of ANNs, but issues around timing validation have received

scant attention. This is a concern for industrial CPSs, where timing correctness can be as

important as functional correctness.

For implementations suitable for use in safety-critical environments, the properties of

the underlying processor hardware are important: architectures which feature average-case

performance-enhancing techniques such as speculation and complex memory hierarchies

can greatly complicate timing analysis. As a result, a number of time-predictable processors

have been proposed in the literature. The most performant of these is the T-CREST

architecture.

Finally, we examined all of the above in the context of security. A system should never

be considered fully safe unless it can remain safe at all times, even in the presence of

a malicious attack. However, conventional protection schemes for networked industrial

automation are taken from the information security domain, and focus on access control

and trust-based validation. When these techniques fail, there can be little limits to the

catastrophic damage a malicious adversary may be able to inflict upon an industrial control

system.

While runtime enforcement is suggested as a formal technique to ensure safety even

over untrustworthy systems, current semantics (being limited to Boolean values, untimed

properties, or both) are not yet ready for the complexities of real-world industrial case

studies. Furthermore, implementation strategies for runtime enforcement are also not

considered from the point of view of security, and tend to place themselves within the

vulnerable application layer of a given software system.
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A Predictable, Performant Pipeline

for IEC 61499

In industrial automation, safety-critical control systems need robust timing guarantees in

addition to functional correctness. Unfortunately, devices that are typically used in this

domain, such as Programmable Logic Controllers, often feature architectures that are not

amenable to static timing analysis, for instance relying on general purpose microprocessors

or embedded operating systems. As a result, designers often rely on timing values gained

from simple measurement of running applications, an approach that only provides very

weak guarantees at best.

The synchronous approach for IEC 61499 Function Blocks, in contrast, has been

demonstrated (e.g. in [48], [51], [189]) to be time predictable when run on appropriate

hardware, such as simple microprocessors. However, simple microprocessors are often not

fast or powerful enough for modern automation requirements.

As a result, in this chapter we examine how the performance of synchronous IEC

61499 can be improved while preserving timing predictability. We utilise the multi-core

T-CREST architecture, data scratchpads, and an optimised compiler we call goFB. Overall,

our improvements resulted in 60% shorter worst-case execution times.

Author’s note: The contributions of this chapter were published in [190]; H. Pearce,

P. Roop, M. Biglari-Abhari, et al., “Faster function blocks for precision timed industrial

automation”, in 2018 IEEE 21st International Symposium on Real-Time Distributed

Computing (ISORC), May 2018, pp. 67–74. doi: 10.1109/ISORC.2018.00017.
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3.1 Introduction

In principle, it is simple to achieve system implementations that are amenable to timing

analysis, simply by avoiding those architectural and software features that complicate the

process. For instance, architectures can be utilized that are single-core, avoid caches, and

don’t feature speculative or out-of-order pipelines. However, while it was possible in the

past to do this with industrial automation, modern requirements are starting to prevent

approaches such as this from being practical. Intensive computation and sub-millisecond

response times can now be required in physical process lines - such as image recognition

from a camera to control high-volume conveyors managing product sorting [191].

We discussed in Section 1.3.1 a case study of an overcurrent protection circuit breaker,

which is an example of a safety-critical industrial process which has both strict functional

and timing requirements. It is thus an example of what Kuo et al. call Precision Timed

Industrial Automation (PTIA) systems [37]. These were discussed further in Section 1.4.

As discussed in Section 2.5, the current implementation methodology for PTIA systems

is to rely on modern PLCs which have general purpose processors designed by ARM,

Intel, and Freescale. They often have complex runtimes or utilize RTOSs [109], [192],

and are programmed in domain specific languages such as Ladder Logic, Structured Text,

and IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs) which abstract away the complexities of their

implementations.

Unfortunately, while approaches using these devices can still feature verifiable functional

correctness, the underlying architectural decisions that increase performance over the old-

fashioned bare-metal or analog approaches come with a cost — devices such as these will

always struggle with static timing analysis and verification. As a result, designers will often

rely on simple measurement based approaches to WCET analysis [40], [47], [48], [138].

As discussed in Section 2.5.2, PRET machines have been proposed as an alternative

to general purpose processors for the implementation of systems which require time

predictability. As such, they have been proposed for use in PLCs [37], [189] in conjunction

with the synchronous approach for IEC 61499 (first introduced in Section 2.3.1). This is

because the synchronous approach for IEC 61499 has consistently been demonstrated as a

time-predictable way of implementing the control programs required on these platforms [48],

[189].

However, this time-predictable implementation pipeline for IEC 61499 has been re-

stricted in performance due to two main issues. Firstly, there are large synchronisation

overheads involved when running code under synchronous semantics [193]. Secondly,

although PRET architectures aim to be both performant and predictable, current im-

plementations tend to rely on lower-performance single-core designs without support for

complex real-world applications such as networking or large memory banks.

Hence, this chapter presents the following contributions:

• A new open-source compiler (called goFB) targeting Function Blocks, which reimple-

ments synchronous semantics for IEC 61499 in an aim to reduce execution overheads.

To verify the changes, a comparison against the previous “fastest” compiler FBC [51]
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is presented.

• A demonstration of time-predictable multi-core execution of Function Blocks on the

performant T-CREST [150], [194] architecture. T-CREST features a network of

Patmos cores [195], each with their own write-through caches, scratchpad memories,

and Argo Network-on-Chip (NoC) connections.

3.2 Synchronous Compilation of IEC 61499 FBs with FBC

and goFB

As introduced in Section 2.3.1, the synchronous approach for IEC 61499 does not have

many of the common complications associated with timing embedded systems software.

Synchronous programming, commonly associated with languages such as Esterel [115] and

SCADE [26] involves breaking up sections of code into logical ticks, with values crossing

tick boundaries only being updated at the end of each tick. For a program to be valid, it

must meet the so-called synchrony hypothesis, which states that the delay between any

environmental inputs must be greater than the amount of time the processor will take

to execute any reaction, i.e., the WCRT must be shorter than the minimum arrival time

between inputs.

The synchronous approach has consistently been demonstrated to have predictable

timing for IEC 61499 on PRET architectures. An example of this is in [48], where a TCFG

was constructed and WCRT derived for IEC 61499 FBs running on a simple MicroBlaze

processor. Likewise, a second example is in [189], where a similar methodology was used

to derive WCRTs for IEC 61499 FBs shared amongst the multiple hardware threads on

the FlexPRET architecture.

There are two main enablers for static timing analysis with the synchronous MoC.

Firstly, no complex runtime or RTOS is required for the execution of the IEC 61499 code.

Secondly, as the execution of the different sections of code is broken up into the concept of

logical ticks, definitive points are provided whereby execution boundaries can be computed

and compared from. This simplifies often-complex control flow analysis [10], [50].

Unfortunately, synchronous approaches to execution of code bring other limitations.

Typically, average-case performance is worse due to the overheads in synchronising the

global tick [193]. In addition, the WCRT must be knowable to ensure that programs meet

the aformentioned synchrony hypothesis [119].

Some work has been undertaken to try and re-examine the underlying synchronous

semantics to try and reduce this overhead - for instance in [193], GALS semantics are

applied to IEC 61499 for the purposes of distributing the execution across multiple devices

and cores. However, the issue again arises that no concrete timing analysis was presented

for this approach.

The current IEC 61499 Function Blocks compiler that targets synchronous semantics

is called FBC, and was first released in [51]. This section will first describe synchronous

semantics for IEC 61499, and then how the compilers run internally. Both goFB and FBC
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input IEC 61499 XML format [12] files, and output C code for further compilation.

3.2.1 Implementing the Synchronous MoC for Function Blocks

The synchronous MoC for IEC 61499 Function Blocks sees FBs within a network as

concurrently executing modules of a synchronous system. This is convenient as industrial

control software is often described as a collection of concurrently-running processes.

In the model, the notion of the logical tick is mapped directly to the period of a scan

cycle. During each tick, the following steps happen:

1. Input signals (e.g. from SIFBs) captured.

2. Each FB within the network is invoked.

3. Output signals (e.g. to SIFBs) emitted.

Hence, all function blocks in a given network are conceptually viewed as running concurrently

in lock-step with one another, performing atomic computations in each tick.

Across a resource, the atomic operations within a tick consist of the evaluation of all

ECC transitions in all current ECC states, and the corresponding computation of the

action(s) in all destination states, should individual transitions be taken. The lifetime of

events is strictly defined to persist for the duration of the tick in which it occurred. Thus,

no more than one ECC transition can occur within a tick in each ECC within a network.

Note that this differs from the official IEC 61499 standard [11], whereby the run of an ECC

should consume one input event, and continue until no more valid transitions can occur.

Since all inputs are read at the start of the tick, and the tick itself is conceptually

instantaneous, simultanous events are possible in this model, as in other cyclic-scan models

[50]. This is again in contrast to the official standard, which states that only one event

may be present in any given instant in an IEC 61499 network [11].

However, if the standard is followed, and multiple events can be emitted in a given ECC

state, and event-connection loops exist in the network, the official event-driven approach

will either result in the purposeful loss of events, or the need for unbounded queues to

store events. Both of these are undesirable in safety-critical systems.

Even in the general synchronous model, however, compositions of function blocks

involving event connection loops may still be problematic. Event feedback loops can

possibly resulting in non-causal cycles, where the distinction between input and output

events are blurred [50]. In synchronous systems, non-causal cycles will manifest themselves

as either deadlocks or as starvations of modules not part of the cycle. As a result of this,

all FB communication in the synchronous MoC is delayed by one cycle to the next tick.

As a result, these semantics are often referred to as the delayed synchronous MoC (see

Section 2.3.1).

This pipelining of the send and receive operations in each function block guarantees that

their parallel composition will always be acyclic [50]. In addition, since all communications

within a function block network are delayed by one cycle, the function blocks can be

arbitrarily scheduled, while still ensuring an overall deterministic behaviour.
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3.2.2 The general compilation methodology

Both FBC and goFB represent compiled function blocks with a C structure and several

associated functions. To derive these functions, the compilers traverse the FB network,

via a depth-first search through all layers, then perform a bottom up compilation of each

block in the network. Where SIFBs are encountered, the compiler will check a predefined

library of known interfaces, and import as necessary, otherwise the compiler will generate

appropriate functions for each FB based on their IEC 61499 definition.

In general, FBC, and goFB represent all Function Blocks with a C structure, initialisa-

tion functions FBtype init, and run functions FBtype run. Then, goFB adds an additional

FBtype sync function for CFBs only.

Example 3.2.1. Consider the Setter Resetter BFB in the overcurrent protection circuit

breaker case study, first presented in Figure 1.8. Using goFB, Setter Resetter will be

compiled to the following:

• typedef struct {...} BfbIDMTCurve t contains the attributes, internal variables, state,

and I/O of the BFB.

• BfbIDMTCurve init(BfbIDMTCurve t *me) provides the code to initialise the struct.

• BfbIDMTCurve run(BfbIDMTCurve t *me) provides the function to mutate the state of

the BFB, causing it to consume input events and data and produce output events and

data.

Now consider the Breaker Controller CFB which is the parent of the CFB. Using goFB,

it will be compiled to the following:

• typedef struct {...} CfbBreakerController t contains the instances of the internal

FBs and I/O of the BFB.

• CfbBreakerContoller init(CfbBreakerController t *me) provides the code to recur-

sively initialise the I/O and all child FBs.

• CfbBreakerContoller run(CfbBreakerContoller t *me) provides the function recur-

sively execute all child FBs.

• CfbBreakerContoller syncOutputEvents(CfbBreakerContoller t *me),

CfbBreakerContoller syncInputEvents(CfbBreakerContoller t *me),

CfbBreakerContoller syncInputData(CfbBreakerContoller t *me), and

CfbBreakerContoller syncOutputData(CfbBreakerContoller t *me) are the synchro-

nisation functions for this CFB, and allow for the system to recursively and efficiently

pass data between all layers of the network.

The compilation of the FBtype run and FBtype sync functions are now discussed.
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3.2.3 Compiling Basic Function Blocks (BFBs)

BFBs are parsed to create a C struct to store their input and output events and data, as

well as their internal variables and internal ECC state location, which is passed to the BFB

FBtype run function. This function is constructed from their internal ECC and associated

data-manipulating actions. Each state is encoded into a large C switch statement, which

will check outgoing edges and invoke algorithms and actions as necessary. Algorithms are

each imported into their own function.

For both compilers, the main task in compiling a BFB is the translation of the internal

ECC and associated data-manipulating algorithms into a C run function. Internally, the

run function must perform the following steps:

(i) In the current state, check possible exit transitions in order of priority.

(ii) If a transition can be taken, enter destination state.

(iii) Invoke associated algorithms, then emit associated events/data.

FBC’s BFB compilation algorithm is presented in Listing 3.1. As can be seen, it

converts the internal BFB ECC to a C switch statement inside an infinite loop. The loop

will either run one iteration, if there was no transition taken this tick, or two iterations, if

a transition was taken this tick. An example of the code generated by FBC for the IDMT

curve BFB ECC (from Figure 1.10) using this algorithm is presented in Listing 3.2.

Unfortunately, encoding the ECC as a loop of this nature has the unintended conse-

quence of causing basic static timing analysis tools to believe that the worst-case path is

through the long algorithms twice (even though this path is not possible). This is because

the infinite loop (see Line 11, Listing 3.2) is unbounded. We can fix this by annotating the

code (i.e. adding a #pragma loopbound min 1 max 2), but without including data/variable

tracking in the static analysis tool (which can be a difficult addition to the program) the

WCET estimates can be inaccurate.

To contrast this, goFB’s procedure for BFB generation is presented in Listing 3.3.

Here, the infinite loop is removed, and two switch statements are generated instead.

Furthermore, we export the responsibility for copying external data to the parent CFB.

This is to minimise the number of expensive memory copy operations (we’ll discuss this

further in Section 3.2.4). For comparison, the same IDMT curve BFB ECC is compiled

using goFB and presented in Listing 3.4. As can be seen, the infinite loop is removed, as

are the memory copy operations.
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1 procedure GenerateBFBrun ( fb )
2 l e t S := ” s e t o f a l l s t a t e s ” in fb ;
3 l e t IE := ” s e t o f a l l input events ” in fb ;
4 l e t OE := ” s e t o f a l l output events ” in fb ;
5 l e t ID := ” s e t o f a l l i n t e r n a l input data ” in fb ;
6 l e t ID′ := ” s e t o f a l l i n t e r f a c e input data ” in fb ;
7 l e t OD := ” s e t o f a l l i n t e r n a l output data ” in fb ;
8 l e t OD′ := ” s e t o f a l l i n t e r f a c e output data ” in fb ;
9 clear a l l output events in OE;

10 foreach i e ∈ IE , a s s o c i a t e d with id ∈ ID do
11 update id with id ′ whenever i e occurs ;
12 end
13 generate code to s t a r t i n f i n i t e loop
14 foreach s ∈ S do
15 write new case f o r s in switch−statement ;
16 generate code to t e s t entering , i f t rue
17 clear entering ;
18 foreach act ion , a , of s do
19 i f a has algor ithm , a lg then
20 generate c a l l to func t i on [ a l g ] ;
21 end
22 i f a has oe ∈ OE then
23 set oe ;
24 end
25 end
26 break i n f i n i t e loop ;
27 end
28 foreach t r a n s i t i o n cond i t ion , t , of s do
29 i f t l e ad s to next s t a t e n ∈ S then
30 generate code to t e s t f o r t ;
31 assign next s t a t e to n ;
32 set entering ;
33 continue i n f i n i t e loop ;
34 end
35 end
36 break i n f i n i t e loop
37 end
38 generate code to terminate i n f i n i t e loop
39 clear a l l input events in IE ;
40 foreach oe ∈ OE a s s o c i a t e d with od ∈ OD do
41 update od′ with od whenever oe occurs ;
42 end
43 end procedure

Listing 3.1: FBC’s BFB ECC Generation
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1 void BfbIDMTCurverun (BfbIDMTCurve∗ me) {
2 me−> output . events = 0 ; // c l e a r output events
3 i f (me−> i nput . events ) { //copy ex t e rna l data from i n t e r f a c e por t s
4 i f (me−> i nput . event . i measured ) {
5 me−>i = me−> i ;
6 }
7 i f (me−> i nput . event . i Se t change ) {
8 me−>i S e t = me−> i S e t ;
9 }

10 }
11 #pragma loopbound min 1 max 2
12 f o r ( ; ; ) {
13 switch (me−> s t a t e ) {
14 case 0 : // State : s i n i t
15 i f ( !me−> en t e r ed ) {
16 me−> en t e r ed = true ;
17 } e l s e {
18 me−> s t a t e = 1 ;
19 me−> en t e r ed = f a l s e ;
20 cont inue ;
21 }
22 break ;
23 case 1 : // State : s s a f e
24 i f ( !me−> en t e r ed ) {
25 BfbIDMTCurve s safe alg0 (me) ;
26 me−> en t e r ed = true ;
27 } e l s e {
28 i f (me−> i nput . event . t i c k && me−>i > me−>i S e t ) {
29 me−> s t a t e = 2 ;
30 me−> en t e r ed = f a l s e ;
31 cont inue ;
32 }
33 }
34 break ;
35 case 2 : // State : s count
36 i f ( !me−> en t e r ed ) {
37 BfbIDMTCurve updateMax (me) ;
38 BfbIDMTCurve s count alg0 (me) ;
39 me−> en t e r ed = true ;
40 } e l s e {
41 i f (me−> i nput . event . t i c k && me−>i <= me−>i S e t ) {
42 me−> s t a t e = 1 ;
43 me−> en t e r ed = f a l s e ;
44 cont inue ;
45 } e l s e i f (me−> i nput . event . t i c k && me−>cnt > me−>max) {
46 me−> s t a t e = 3 ;
47 me−> en t e r ed = f a l s e ;
48 cont inue ;
49 } e l s e i f (me−> i nput . event . t i c k ) {
50 me−> s t a t e = 2 ;
51 me−> en t e r ed = f a l s e ;
52 cont inue ;
53 }
54 }
55 break ;
56 case 3 : // State : s un s a f e
57 i f ( !me−> en t e r ed ) {
58 me−> output . event . unsa fe = 1 ;
59 me−> en t e r ed = true ;
60 } e l s e {
61 i f (me−> i nput . event . t i c k && me−>i <= me−>i S e t ) {
62 me−> s t a t e = 1 ;
63 me−> en t e r ed = f a l s e ;
64 cont inue ;
65 }
66 }
67 break ;
68 }
69 break ;
70 }
71 me−> i nput . events = 0 ; // c l e a r input events
72 }

Listing 3.2: FBC generated ECC for IDMT Curve BFB
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1 procedure GenerateBFB ( fb )
2 l e t S := ” s e t o f a l l s t a t e s ” in fb ;
3 l e t IE := ” s e t o f a l l input events ” in fb ;
4 l e t OE := ” s e t o f a l l output events ” in fb ;
5 l e t ID := ” s e t o f a l l input data ” in fb ;
6 l e t OD := ” s e t o f a l l output data ” in fb ;
7 clear a l l output events in OE;
8 foreach s ∈ S do
9 write new case f o r s in switch−statement ;

10 foreach t r a n s i t i o n cond i t ion , t , of s do
11 i f t l e ad s to next s t a t e n ∈ S then
12 generate code to t e s t f o r t ;
13 assign next s t a t e to n ;
14 assign T = 1 ;
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 //T has been s e t to 1 i f fb took a t r a n s i t i o n t h i s t i c k ;
19 generate check f o r T, i f T do
20 foreach s ∈ S do
21 write new case f o r s in switch−statement ;
22 foreach act ion , a , of s do
23 i f a has algor ithm , a lg then
24 generate c a l l to func t i on [ a l g ] ;
25 end
26 i f a has oe ∈ OE then
27 set oe ;
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 end
32 end procedure

Listing 3.3: goFB’s BFB Generation
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1 void BfbIDMTCurve run (BfbIDMTCurve t ∗me) {
2 // c l e a r output events
3 me−>outputEvents . event . unsa fe = 0 ;
4

5 i f (me−> t r i g g e r == f a l s e ) {
6 switch (me−> s t a t e ) {
7 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s init :
8 i f ( t rue ) {
9 me−> s t a t e = STATE BfbIDMTCurve s safe ;

10 me−> t r i g g e r = true ;
11 } ;
12 break ;
13 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s safe :
14 i f (me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k && me−>i > me−>i S e t ) {
15 me−> s t a t e = STATE BfbIDMTCurve s count ;
16 me−> t r i g g e r = true ;
17 } ;
18 break ;
19 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s count :
20 i f (me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k && me−>i <= me−>i S e t ) {
21 me−> s t a t e = STATE BfbIDMTCurve s safe ;
22 me−> t r i g g e r = true ;
23 } e l s e i f (me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k && me−>cnt > me−>max) {
24 me−> s t a t e = STATE BfbIDMTCurve s unsafe ;
25 me−> t r i g g e r = true ;
26 } e l s e i f (me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k ) {
27 me−> s t a t e = STATE BfbIDMTCurve s count ;
28 me−> t r i g g e r = true ;
29 } ;
30 break ;
31 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s unsafe :
32 i f (me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k && me−>i <= me−>i S e t ) {
33 me−> s t a t e = STATE BfbIDMTCurve s safe ;
34 me−> t r i g g e r = true ;
35 } ;
36 break ;
37 }
38 }
39

40 // s t a t e output l o g i c
41 i f (me−> t r i g g e r == true ) {
42 switch (me−> s t a t e ) {
43 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s init :
44 break ;
45 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s safe :
46 BfbIDMTCurve s safe alg0 (me) ;
47 break ;
48 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s count :
49 BfbIDMTCurve updateMax (me) ;
50 BfbIDMTCurve s count alg0 (me) ;
51 break ;
52 case STATE BfbIDMTCurve s unsafe :
53 me−>outputEvents . event . unsa fe = 1 ;
54 break ;
55 }
56 }
57 me−> t r i g g e r = f a l s e ;
58

59 // c l e a r input events
60 me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k = 0 ;
61 me−>inputEvents . event . i measured = 0 ;
62 me−>inputEvents . event . i Se t change = 0 ;
63 }

Listing 3.4: goFB generated ECC for IDMT Curve BFB
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3.2.4 Compiling Composite Function Blocks (CFBs)

In both FBC and goFB, CFBs are first parsed to create a C struct to store their input

and output events and data. However, for a CFB, this struct also stores a netlist of child

FB instances. The FBtype init function merely invokes the FBtype init functions of all

embedded instances, and likewise, the FBtype run function invokes all FBtype run functions

on the embedded FB children. The generation of CFBs with FBC is thus presented in

Listing 3.5.

1 procedure GenerateCFB ( fb )
2 l e t P := ” s e t o f i n s t anc e input por t s ” in fb ;
3 foreach p ∈ P do
4 l e t I := ” s e t o f a l l connect ion sourc e s ” of p ;
5 i f p . type = EVENT then
6 foreach i ∈ I do
7 generate code to assign p to event i ;
8 end
9 else i f p . type = DATA then

10 generate code to assign p to data i ∈ I ;
11 end
12 end
13 foreach component block , b , in the network of fb do
14 generate c a l l to execute b FBtyperun ;
15 end
16 l e t Q := ” s e t o f i n s t anc e output por t s ” in fb ;
17 foreach q ∈ Q do
18 l e t O := ” s e t o f a l l connect ion d e s t i n a t i o n s ” of q ;
19 i f q . type = EVENT then
20 foreach o ∈ O do
21 generate code to assign q to output event o ;
22 end
23 else i f q . type = DATA then
24 generate code to assign q to output data o ∈ O;
25 end
26 end
27 end procedure

Listing 3.5: FBC’s CFB Generation

As an example, the Breaker Controller CFB is generated by FBC and presented in

Listing 3.6. As can be seen, it performs explicit synchronisation steps before and after

invoking the child instances. However, it does not perform this synchronisation in the most

optimal manner.

Recall in IEC 61499 the event-data interface, first introduced in Section 1.3.2. Here, data

variables should only be updated when their associated event is triggered. To implement

this, FBC keeps two copies of every I/O variable — an external and an internal copy. Then,

the external copies are updated in every cycle by the CFB run function, and the internal

copies are updated during as appropriate in the BFB run function. In the example, see
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1 void CfbBreakerContro l l e r run ( CfbBreakerContro l l e r ∗ me)
2 {
3 me−>s r . i nput . event . s e t = me−> i nput . event . s e t ;
4 me−>s r . i nput . event . t e s t = me−> i nput . event . t e s t ;
5 me−>s r . i nput . event . unsa fe = me−>curve . output . event . unsa fe ;
6 me−>curve . i = me−> i ;
7 me−>curve . input . event . i Se t change = me−> i nput . event . i Se t change ;
8 me−>curve . i S e t = me−> i S e t ;
9 me−>curve . input . event . t i c k = me−> i nput . event . t i c k ;

10 me−>curve . input . event . i measured = me−> i nput . event . i measured ;
11

12 BfbSet te rRese t t e r run (&me−>s r ) ;
13 BfbIDMTCurverun(&me−>curve ) ;
14

15 me−> b = me−>s r . b ;
16 me−> output . event . b change = me−>s r . output . event . b change ;
17 }

Listing 3.6: FBC generated code for Breaker Controller CFB

Listing 3.6 Lines 6 and 8, which always update external input variable copies i and an

iSet variable. Then, in Listing 3.2 Lines 3-9, the external input copies are transferred to

the internal input copies if their associated event triggers.

This inefficiency results in double the memory usage, and up to twice the execution

time of just having a single copy of port data. Hence, in goFB we remove the external

copies of variables, and the parent CFB only copies data when it is strictly necessary. This

still adheres to the delayed synchronous MoC, but uses considerably less resources.

To complete this, a number of explicit synchronisation functions are required, which

will each move events and data through the network before choosing to synchronise. As

events and data connections have slightly different rules, with the possibility for multiple

events to occur simultaneously and events having potentially multiple sources, they must

be converted to code slightly differently.

1 procedure generateCFBRun ( fb )
2 B := set of a l l f b s in the network of fb ;
3 foreach b ∈ B do
4 c a l l run func t i on on b ;
5 end
6 end
7
8 procedure GenerateTopRun ( f )
9 f := topmost CFB;

10 generate c a l l to CFBPullEvents ( f ) ;
11 generate c a l l to CFBPushEvents ( f ) ;
12 generate c a l l to CFBPullData ( f ) ;
13 generate c a l l to CFBPushData( f ) ;
14 generate c a l l to CFBRun( f ) ;
15 end procedure

Listing 3.7: goFB’s CFB Generation, Part 3: Invocation

During each tick, communication is resolved via several depth-first traversals of the IEC
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1 procedure generateCFBPullEvents ( fb )
2 B := set of a l l f b s in the network of fb ;
3 EO := set of event output por t s on fb ;
4 foreach b ∈ B do
5 i f b . type = CFB then
6 generate c a l l to t h i s func t i on on b ;
7 end
8 end
9 foreach eo ∈ EO do

10 I := eo . connect ionSet ( ) ;
11 generate code to assign eo = or of a l l i∈ I ;
12 end
13 end
14
15 procedure generateCFBPushEvents ( fb )
16 B := set of a l l f b s in the network of fb ;
17 foreach b ∈ B do
18 bEI := b . EventInputs ;
19 foreach be i ∈ bEI do
20 I := be i . connect ionSet ( ) ;
21 generate code to assign be i = or of a l l i∈ I ;
22 end ;
23 end
24 foreach b ∈ B do
25 generate c a l l to t h i s func t i on on b ;
26 end
27 end

Listing 3.8: goFB’s CFB Generation, Part 1: Event Synchronisation
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1 procedure generateCFBPullData ( fb )
2 B := set of a l l f b s in the network of fb ;
3 D := set of data output por t s on fb ;
4 foreach b ∈ B do
5 i f b . type = CFB then
6 generate c a l l to t h i s func t i on on b ;
7 end
8 end
9 foreach d ∈ D do

10 I := d . connect ionSet ( ) ;
11 generate code to assign d = I ;
12 end
13 end
14
15 procedure generateCFBPushData ( fb )
16 B := set of a l l f b s in the network of fb ;
17 foreach b ∈ B do
18 i f b . type = BFB then
19 bEI := b . EventInputs ;
20 bDI := b . DataInputs ;
21 foreach be i ∈ bEI a s s o c i a t e d with bdi ∈ bDI do
22 bdi ′ := bdi . connect ionSet ( ) ;
23 update bdi with bdi ′ when be i occurs ;
24 end
25 else
26 foreach bdi ∈ bDI do
27 bdi ′ := bdi . connect ionSet ( ) ;
28 update bdi with bdi ′ ;
29 end
30 end
31 end
32 end

Listing 3.9: goFB’s CFB Generation, Part 2: Data Synchronisation
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61499 Function Block networks (invoked in in Listing 3.7), first for events in Listing 3.8,

and then for data in Listing 3.9. As can be seen, in each tick, firstly all events are resolved

by recursively calling PullEvents and then PushEvents, which will copy events between all

function blocks. Then, data that can be copied, is copied, by recursively calling PullData

and PushData. There must be two functions as data must be able to propagate from the

most embedded FBs to the least embedded and vice versa between each tick. Events and

Data must be handled separately, as all events must be resolved before any associated data

copies can occur.

This methodology lowers the number of variables required for the synchronous approach

compared to FBC, and thus, lowers the number of expensive read/write operations that

must be performed each tick. Example code generated using this methodology is presented

for the Circuit Breaker in Listing 3.10.

1

2 void CfbBreakerContro l ler syncOutputEvents ( C fbBreake rCont ro l l e r t ∗me) {
3 me−>outputEvents . event . b change = me−>s r . outputEvents . event . b change ;
4 }
5

6 void CfbBreakerContro l l e r syncInputEvents ( C fbBreake rCont ro l l e r t ∗me) {
7 me−>s r . inputEvents . event . t e s t = me−>inputEvents . event . t e s t ;
8 me−>s r . inputEvents . event . s e t = me−>inputEvents . event . s e t ;
9 me−>s r . inputEvents . event . unsa fe = me−>curve . outputEvents . event . unsa fe ;

10 me−>curve . inputEvents . event . t i c k = me−>inputEvents . event . t i c k ;
11 me−>curve . inputEvents . event . i measured = me−>inputEvents . event . i measured ;
12 me−>curve . inputEvents . event . iSe t change = me−>inputEvents . event . i Se t change ;
13 }
14

15 void CfbBreakerControl ler syncOutputData ( CfbBreake rCont ro l l e r t ∗me) {
16 me−>b = me−>s r . b ;
17 }
18

19 void CfbBreakerContro l l e r syncInputData ( CfbBreake rCont ro l l e r t ∗me) {
20

21 i f (me−>curve . inputEvents . event . i measured == 1) {
22 me−>curve . i = me−>i ;
23 }
24 i f (me−>curve . inputEvents . event . iSe t change == 1) {
25 me−>curve . i S e t = me−>i S e t ;
26 }
27 }
28

29 void CfbBreakerContro l l e r run ( CfbBreake rCont ro l l e r t ∗me) {
30 BfbSe t t e rRese t t e r run (&me−>s r ) ;
31 BfbIDMTCurve run(&me−>curve ) ;
32 }
33

34 //and then , in the parent block , the re w i l l be :
35 whi le (1 ) {
36 CfbBreakerContro l ler syncOutputEvents (&CfbBreakerContro l l e r ) ;
37 CfbBreakerContro l l e r syncInputEvents (&CfbBreakerContro l l e r ) ;
38 CfbBreakerControl ler syncOutputData(&CfbBreakerContro l l e r ) ;
39 CfbBreakerContro l l e r syncInputData(&CfbBreakerContro l l e r ) ;
40

41 CfbBreakerContro l l e r run (&CfbBreakerContro l l e r ) ;
42 }

Listing 3.10: goFB generated code for Breaker Controller CFB
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3.2.5 Multi-core Execution on T-CREST with FBC and goFB

Both FBC and goFB produce code amenable to multi-core execution, due to their support

of the conceptual IEC 61499 resource. Resources are meant to be self-contained networks of

FBs, with no direct inputs nor outputs, except via those provided through internal SIFBs

(such as to hardware or networking). However, until now, this has never been undertaken

on a time-predictable multi-core platform.

For this chapter, both goFB and FBC’s generated C code was given a new top-level file

to distribute the resources amongst the different cores of T-CREST, rather than sequentially

executing them on a single core.

Because T-CREST has bounded timing on all parts of its execution semantics, including

within its predictable memory hierarchy and arbitration, the entire system as a whole can

be considered timing predictable if the running software is also time predictable.

T-CREST’s NoC Argo was utilised through the creation of point-to-point transmit/re-

ceive SIFBs. These can be embedded into any resource running on a T-CREST core. In

addition, as Argo is also time predictable, timing bounds for applications that use it can

still be obtained.

In our case, two types of software networks were analysed. The first type have resources

that do not interact with one another in any way, which makes them very straightforward

to analyse. The second type have resources that communicate with one another via

T-CREST’s NoC Argo. As Argo is also time predictable, timing bounds under this

methodology can also be obtained.

Example 3.2.2. Consider an example distribution controller in a smart grid which man-

ages the status of three load circuits. To provide for the management of the circuits, the

controller provides a network interface.

Using the Breaker Controller case study as a primitive, we can create a generalised

system for this using FB as presented in Figure 3.1. Using a single-core Patmos architecture,

we could implement this system. However, there is quite a lot of independent computation

which could be performed in parallel (for instance, the breaker controllers do not depend on

one another).

As a result, a more efficient implementation would involve breaking execution over a

multi-core architecure. Using T-CREST, we can do this with four Patmos cores using

Argo to communicate, as presented in Figure 3.2. The Breaker Controllers are still capable

of making independent safety-critical decisions, such as opening circuit breakers during

overcurrent events. But, these decisions are made in true parallel with one another, reducing

reaction times.
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Figure 3.1: A generalised single-core three circuit breaker system.
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3.3 Experimental Methodology

In order to evaluate the efficacy of the new compiler, goFB was compared to the pre-

existing FBC compiler running on the basic single-core Patmos and four-core T-CREST

architectures. This allowed us to evaluate the performance of the compiler in both single

and multi-core environments.

Then, to evaluate the relative advantages of using a SPM, we modified the goFB

compiler to support location and execution of Patmos’ and T-CREST’s SPM. Functionally,

this involved instructing FB instances to be located in a different address space in memory.

The configurations are presented in Table 3.1. All used T-CREST and Patmos platforms

were run on a standard Altera DE2-115, running at 50MHz (meaning that each processor

cycle would take 20 nanoseconds). Code was obtained from https://github.com/t-crest1.

Experiment Config. Compiler Archiecture Using SPMs?

F-P1-M FBC Single-core Patmos No

F-T4-M FBC Four-core T-CREST No

g-P1-M goFB Single-core Patmos No

g-T4-M goFB Four-core T-CREST No

g-P1-S goFB Single-core Patmos Yes

g-T4-S goFB Four-core T-CREST Yes

Table 3.1: FBC/goFB T-CREST/Patmos experiment configurations

For each configuration, a variety of benchmarks were designed, including the circuit

breaker case study. These are presented in Table 3.2, and include a variety of industrial

applications with both functional and timing requirements.

Then, to analyse each benchmark, the following steps were conducted. Note that it

was necessary to change the generated C between the single-core and four-core setups.

1. Design benchmark from Table 3.2 in IEC 61499.

2. Compile the benchmark’s XML to C code using a compiler and experimental config-

uration target from Table 3.1.

3. Compile the C code to a binary using the clang compiler (optimisation level “-o2”).

4. Determine WCRT using static analysis tool platin [159].

5. Using the architecture’s cycle-accurate timers, measure WCRT by executing the

program on the chosen experimental platform across random traces for at least 20,000

ticks and recording the largest tick length.

3.3.1 Results for Triple Circuit Breaker benchmark

For this benchmark we use the overcurrent Circuit Breaker configurations depicted in

Figures 3.1 and 3.2, with the Function Block definitions taken from Section 1.3.2. Then,

1The specific commit hash for /aegean (aka T-CREST) is d5b024feb1c59b0109b8852a4449c782839a24b4,
and the specific commit hash for /patmos is f0631dad87e5db6acb57191c9c2b4adf84ca95ca
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Benchmark name Complexity
(no. FBs)

Uses Argo? Description

Triple Circuit Breaker 16 (25)* Yes See Section 1.3.2 and
Section 3.2.5.

Sawmill 28 (37)* Yes See Section 3.3.2.

Bottling Plant 36 No Recreation of Bottling
Plant case study pub-
lished in [189].

VVI Mode Pacemaker 32 No Recreation of Pace-
maker controller case
study published in [189].

Message Passer 88 No Chain of FBs that re-
ceive tokens from a gen-
erator and pass them on
to a receiver.

PID Controller 20 No Implements a simple
PID controller with
generalised first-order
plant.

Table 3.2: Benchmark applications for experimental configurations in Table 3.1.
.

we follow the methodology described in Section 3.3 to produce executable C code and

derive execution times for the networks.

To begin with, we examine the statically derived and measured WCRTs (i.e. the

length of the longest tick) for the different methodologies across the single-core Patmos

architecture. These are presented in Table 3.3. We can immediately draw some conclusions.

Firstly, the change in the code generation algorithm for goFB vs FBC (represented by

the switch from F-P1-M to g-P1-M) results in a significant performance improvement

in both the measured execution time of the longest tick, which reduced by about 21%;

and a significant decrease in the statically derived WCRT, which reduced by about 42%.

Furthermore, thanks to the unrolled internal ECC loop, the difference in the measured

execution time vs the statically derived WCRT reduced by around 110 percentage points.

Experiment

Config.

Platin WCRT

(cycles)

Measured WCRT

(cycles)

Measurement

% Difference

F-P1-M 119574 28260 323.12

g-P1-M 68994 22291 209.52

g-P1-S 63163 19105 230.61

Table 3.3: Single-core Patmos FBC/goFB experimental results for Triple Circuit Breaker
benchmark

It may also be observed from Table 3.3 that the measured WCRT for the system is

considerably less than the statically derived WCRT. Indeed, even in the best case, the

difference is nearly 210%. The reason for the overprediction in this case study comes down
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to two main causes.

Firstly, internally the circuit breaker case study uses a number of floating point numbers.

In general, it is difficult to perform timing analysis over these variables, as performing

calculations over floating-point variablers must assume the worst-case execution time

when it is not possible to bound their behaviour. Furthermore, floating point calculation

execution time can vary by up to two orders of magnitude depending on the operands and

operators [196]. As a result, each time mathematical operations depend on floating point

numbers, Platin assumes “the worst” — and computation times increase. However, during

normal operation, these floating point values may never take values which require such

execution times.

Secondly, memory access times can be difficult to accurately estimate. In general, each

main memory access (read or write) takes a bounded execution time which depends on

current system state. However, it can be difficult to track this state during analysis, and

as such, if it can’t easily guarantee that a given data read will come from the data cache,

Platin must assume “the worst” — and will make the read take the largest possible value.

Furthermore, both Patmos and T-CREST utilise “write-through” caches, which mean

that any write to data must be immediately sent to main memory. However, in reality,

Platin may underestimate the frequency that data is available in the local cache, and so

the system can take fewer cycles than predicted during execution.

In general, the goFB strategy when applied to single-core architectures is thus demon-

strated to work. Fewer copies of data variables decreases execution time. To examine a

potential speedup by avoiding main memory, we then try the g-P1-S experimental configu-

ration, which sees FBs execution from faster scratchpad memories instead of the slower

main memory. This increases execution speed once more, and decreases the program’s

WCRT. The % difference in measured and static WCRTs increases slightly, suggesting

that the floating point calculation estimation error becomes a greater part of the final

answer.

We can confirm these hypotheses by decomposing Platin’s analysis results further to

give us a more detailed view of the system caches. These numbers are depicted for each

experimental configuration in Table 3.4. As expected, the change from FBC to goFB

almost halves the number of data and instruction cache cycles, reflecting the reduced

amount of generated code and reduced number of data variables in memory. Then, when

switching from the data memory to the scratchpad memory, the number of data cache

cycles almost drops to zero.
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Experiment

Config.

Platin WCRT

(cycles)

Instruction memory

access time (cycles)

Data memory

access time (cycles)

F-P1-M 119574 95004 (79%) 11235 (9.4%)

g-P1-M 68994 55650 (81%) 5733 (8.3%)

g-P1-S 63163 55566 (88%) 63 (0.1%)

Table 3.4: Platin cache cycle analysis for Triple Circuit Breaker benchmark for Single-core
Patmos

To examine the uncertainty caused by floating-point numbers on the analysis, we

re-create the system using 64-bit integers in place of each float and scale each calculation

appropriately (i.e. we use fixed-point mathematics by assuming each number is increased

by a factor of 1000, and then each number is rounded to an integer). We also assume

that parameter a (see Section 1.3.1) will always be a constant 1.0, meaning that the

computationally difficult exponent operation is removed (any number raised to the power

of 1.0 is simply itself). With the rest of the system remaining identical, we then derive the

WCRT values presented in Table 3.5.

Experiment

Config.

Platin WCRT

(cycles)

Measured WCRT

(cycles)

Measurement

% Difference

F-P1-M 25754 17577 46.52

g-P1-M 15529 11413 36.06

g-P1-S 9774 8551 14.3

Table 3.5: Single-core Patmos FBC/goFB experimental results for “fixed-point” Triple
Circuit Breaker benchmark

As can be seen, the removal of the floating point numbers has two significant effects.

Firstly, both the statically analysed WCRT and in the measured execution time are greatly

reduced. Secondly, the static analysis over-prediction percentage is also significantly

reduced, dropping from a worst-case of 323.1% to a new worst-case of 46.6%. This confirms

the affect of floating point computations on static timing analysis.

Let us now examine the results of the circuit breaker case study for the multi-core

T-CREST. These are depicted in Table 3.6.

Experiment

Config.

Platin WCRT

(cycles)

Measured WCRT

(cycles)

Measurement

% Difference

F-T4-M 154666 40987 277.35

g-T4-M 88805 33847 171.72

g-T4-S 81470 29983 162.37

Table 3.6: Four-core T-CREST FBC/goFB experimental results for Triple Circuit Breaker
benchmark

At first glace, the results from Table 3.6 may seem curious. We still see the same
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trend from Table 3.3; that is, goFB generates faster code than FBC and the adoption

of scratchpad memories for data storage further decreases execution time. However, the

execution time for each compiled network is actually larger, in terms of both measured and

static execution time, than the four networks all executed on a single core architecture.

However, this has a fairly straightforward explanation. The four-core T-CREST used

for these results has a TDMA memory access scheme which can take up to 83 cycles per

memory access compared to the base Patmos’ 21 cycles [197]. As such, we can draw the

conclusion that the new overhead for memory accesses is greater than the saved execution

time from executing computations in parallel. This is true even when the scratchpad

memories are adopted for data storage; as program memory accesses are still slowed.

In addition, in order to adopt the Argo NoC, we must also add additional SIFBs into

the function block networks which can enable the transfer of data between the cores. This

means that the overall software increases in size when adopting multiple cores.

Once again, to confirm our hypotheses we can examine the detailed memory/cache

analysis from Platin. These results are presented in Table 3.7, and again confirm that

although we gain considerable benefits from using goFB in place of FBC, execution time is

still dominated by instruction memory access times.

Experiment

Config.

Platin WCRT

(cycles)

Instruction memory

access time (cycles)

Data memory

access time (cycles)

F-P1-M 154666 131638 (85.1%) 18343 (11.9%)

g-P1-M 88805 76360 (86.0%) 9711 (10.9%)

g-P1-S 81470 78103 (95.9%) 664 (0.8%)

Table 3.7: Platin cache cycle analysis for Triple Circuit Breaker benchmark for Four-core
T-CREST

In addition, we again examine the effect of converting the floating point computations

into fixed-point across 64-bit integers. These are presented in Table 3.8, and again show

that execution time and timing bounds are both improved.

Experiment

Config.

Platin WCRT

(cycles)

Measured WCRT

(cycles)

Measurement

% Difference

F-T4-M 39782 26371 50.86

g-T4-M 22192 17551 26.44

g-T4-S 14038 13855 1.32

Table 3.8: Four-core T-CREST FBC/goFB experimental results for “fixed-point” Triple
Circuit Breaker benchmark

Finally, we can summarise the results for the floating- and fixed-point Triple Circuit

Breakers into the graphs presented in Figure 3.3. In general, we have established that

moving from FBC to goFB sees faster worst-case execution times, when both measured

(by around 27%) and statically analysed (by around 40%). We have also established that
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using a scratchpad memory can further lower execution time, when both measured (by

around 18%) and statically analysed (by around 22%).

However, this application is more control-dominated than data-dominated. As a result,

execution time is dominated by accesses to the instruction memory rather than the data

memory. Unfortunately, this means that the multi-core architecture, which aims to operate

computations in parallel, does not provide any measurable benefit over the single-core

approach. This is because the accesses to main memory are arbited by a time-predictable

TDMA scheme, and as such the overhead from the multiple cores does not outweigh the

benefits of the parallelised computation. Overall, with all single-core optimisations enabled

(moving from FBC to goFB and using SPM), we see a statically derived worst-case speedup

of 48%.
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Figure 3.3: Timing results for the Triple Circuit Breaker benchmarks.

3.3.2 Results for the Sawmill benchmark

There are many other kinds of industrial processes beyond our Circuit Breaker which

feature strict timing requirements. Let us now examine a case study based on a model of a

lumber processing system. This is depicted in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Sawmill system diagram.

Here, our lumber mill processes wooden logs, cutting them into wooden planks. As an
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example of safety requirements, the metal sawblades could be required to detect contact with

human skin, such as with the SawStop system, which stops rotation within 5 milliseconds

of skin contact [198].

As with the Circuit Breaker case study, we can define networks of BFBs, SIFBs, and

CFBs which will manage the safe control of this system. In this case, it uses 28 FBs when

designed for a single core. As there are three sawblades, we can also partition the system

onto the four cores of T-CREST. This takes 37 FB when configured for multiple cores,

with the increase again due to the Argo SIFBs.

This overall design process for this case study is very similar to the implementation

pipeline for the Circuit Breaker case study, and so it is omitted. However, interested

readers may find it discussed in detail in [190], the linked publication for this chapter.
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Figure 3.5: Timing results for the Sawmill benchmark.

The results for the sawmill example are shown in Figure 3.5. The original design took

1.63 milliseconds of processor time in the worst case to detect skin contact. Then, as can

be seen, each of the optimisations (switching to goFB from FBC, enabling the use of the

scratchpad memory) in turn results in a quantifiable speed increase. In addition, and in

contrast to the Circuit Breaker case study, multi-core execution of this network can also

result in a speed increase when using the goFB compiler, as this time, the network has

enough computational complexity that the overheads of networking and memory access

times do not outweigh the benefits of parallel execution. However, the FBC compiler is

still unable to produce code that results in a statically analysed multi-core speed increase,

as its relatively large number of memory accesses continue to dominate execution time.

Individually, moving from FBC to goFB sees a 30.1 % lower analysed worst-case time in

the single-core Patmos, and 37.0 % lower in the multi-core design. As expected, using the

SPM gives further improvements, for instance giving an additional 27.4 % speed increase

for the four-core T-CREST. Overall, with all optimisations taken into account (increasing

cores, using goFB, and using the SPM) the sawmill now takes 786 microseconds to respond

in the worst case, giving a total speed increase of 51.8 % from the original.
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3.3.3 Results for other Scenarios
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Figure 3.6: Timing results for other benchmarks.

In addition to the floating- and fixed-point Triple Circuit Breaker and Sawmill bench-

marks, four other IEC 61499 networks first detailed in Table 3.2 were examined using the

experimental configurations presented in Table 3.1 on the Patmos and T-CREST platforms.

The results of these are presented in Figure 3.6. Bottling Plant (36 FBs) and VVI Mode

Pacemaker (32 FBs) were presented in [189], and represent the controller for a bottling

plant and pacemaker respectively. Message Passer (88 FBs) and PID Controller (20 FBs)

are two additional networks created for this thesis. Message Passer is simply a chain of

FBs that receive tokens from a generator and pass them on to a receiver. PID Controller

implements a PID controller and simple first-order plant. To examine the benefits of a

multi-core vs a single-core approach, all of these benchmarks were duplicated four times.

All four copies were then executed either in sequence on the single-core Patmos, or in

parallel on the four-core T-CREST.

As can be seen, these benchmarks also show similar results to the Triple Circuit Breaker

and the Sawmill. There is always a speed-up when moving from FBC to goFB, and often
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a speed-up when moving from single-core to four-core. In addition, and as expected, there

is always a speed up when the data for the networks can be located on the SPM instead of

main memory.

3.3.4 Scaling large networks with multiple cores
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Figure 3.7: goFB scaling results.

To examine the scalability of the goFB compiler for large networks on both the four-core

T-CREST and single-core Patmos architectures, the PID Controller and Message Passer

benchmarks were each duplicated a large number of times, and WCRT computed statically

by Platin. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.7. We observe a linear response of

network size to execution time. Further, we observe a fairly static difference between

the statically analysed multi- and single-core execution targets, with the WCRT savings

according to Platin for the PID Controller at around 15 % and for the Message Passer at

around 7 %. This reflects the increased computational difficulty in the PID Controllers.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter we have presented in detail how both the existing FBC and our goFB

compiler can compile FB networks to C code. For both compilers, the C code will operate

under synchronous semantics without any complex runtime, and is carefully generated

to avoid code which is unpredictable. As a result, the code can be statically analysed to

derive timing properties. In addition, we also demonstrate for the first time an analysis of

multi-core execution of IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs).

Although they use identical delayed synchronous semantics, our goFB compiler imple-

ments the semantics more efficiently than FBC. We achieve this by significantly altering

the implementation of the event-data interface and synchronisation methodology for FB

networks. Recall that FBC synchronises FBs by performing a “blind copy” between all

“external” copies of variables, and then during operation “internal” copies of variables

when necessary. This blind copy is a source of much inefficiency in FBC, especially in
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architectures with write-through caches (such as T-CREST). Every IO signal in the entire

network is propogated, even if it hasn’t changed, and even if it is going to be ignored at

the destination.

As a result, goFB instead breaks up execution and synchronisation separately, and

defines synchronisation as two discrete steps. Firstly, event ports are copied globally,

providing information on FB triggers. Secondly, this information is used to enable the

expensive data port-to-port copies, guaranteeing that data is only copied when necessary.

As a result, goFB both requires less memory for data storage (as it does not need “external”

copies of variables), and reduces the number of spurious read/write operations during

execution.

Another gain is made by goFB over FBC by changing the implementation of BFB

internal Execution Control Charts (ECCs). Instead of using a loop across the ECC states,

where the first execution performs a state transition and then the second emits outputs

and triggers algorithms, we break up state transitions and state outputs into two different

sections of code. This enables static analysis tools like Platin to derive tighter timing

bounds without needing complex variable analysis.

We then examined the use of data Scratchpad Memories (SPM) in place of normal data

memory, and unsurprisingly found that speedups would occur when utilised. However, on

the whole, the number of data memory accesses were less than the number of instruction

memory accesses. This is because FBs tend to be control-dominated systems. As such, the

impact of SPM was somewhat limited by the amount of time required to access instruction

memories.

Finally, this chapter also examined potential benefits for running the generated C code

on the multi-core T-CREST architecture. Typically, benefits from executing code on multi-

core architectures present themselves when the code to be executed features low numbers

of memory accesses and high numbers of computational instructions. Unfortunately, and

as already stated, FBs are typically control-dominated. As such, they don’t tend to feature

extensive computations, instead focus more on short internal functions and simple data

manipulations. As a result, there typically isn’t a significant gain when moving to a

multi-core architecture. For instance, the Triple Circuit breaker actually executed slower

on the a multi-core architecture than the single-core; and of the remaining five benchmarks,

the savings were only around 10% each time.

Source Access

The tools, source codes, and benchmarks used in this chapter are freely available under

the MIT license at https://github.com/PRETgroup/goFB.
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4
Model-Driven Plant Design

As introduced in Section 1.3, IEC 61499 FBs is an emerging standard for the design of

automation system software. In Section 2.1, we surveyed a number of compilers and

associated tools which have been developed for IEC 61499, and discussed how validation

and verification could be performed over these toolchains. Unfortunately, systematic

techniques for modelling the continuous dynamics of the physical processes within these

toolchains are lacking. This is mainly because, like many of its peers, IEC 61499 relies

on a discrete model of computation. Discrete operations, while suitable for design and

specification of control systems, are not well-adapted to modelling the continuous dynamics

of the physical processes inside most plants.

As a result, current practices for testing IEC 61499 controllers are based around co-

simulation, where plants are modelled in a tool such as Simulink [27] and controllers are

designed externally using a separate tool. Co-simulation has many limitations [45], [46]

such as freewheeling, time delays, jitter, and slow sampling rates. This was discussed

further in Section 2.2.

In this chapter we propose instead a systematic approach for the design and simulation

of physical plants using IEC 61499 directly. To achieve this, we propose the concept of

Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs) as a syntactic extension to the standard. Using HFBs

we can specify continuous plant dynamics. We then demonstrate how a Hybrid Function

Block can then be compiled into a standard Basic Function Block (BFB), based on new

deterministic synchronous semantics, and show that it operates correctly by demonstrating

trace correlation with Simulink. Furthermore, we demonstrate that our approach is both

scalable and efficient by presenting benchmarks showing that it runs 13.9 % faster than

Simulink when generating correlating traces.

73
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Author’s note: The contributions of this chapter were published in [100]; H. A. Pearce,

M. M. Y. Kuo, N. Allen, et al., “Simulation of cyber-physical systems using IEC61499”,

in Proceedings of the 15th ACM/IEEE International Conference on Formal Methods and

Models for System Design, ser. MEMOCODE ’17, Vienna, Austria: ACM, 2017, pp. 136–

145, isbn: 978-1-4503-5093-8. doi: 10.1145/3127041.3127052.

4.1 A Design Methodology using Hybrid Function Blocks

(HFBs)

IEC 61499’s main strength is that it provides a robust, model-driven engineering approach

for designing automation controllers. We argue then, for extending the standard to

additionally support a model-driven methodology for specifying continuous plant dynamics.

Then, the plant models could simulated in closed-loop lock-step synchrony with their

controllers, allowing for designers to easily and directly evaluate their proposed design.

This would offer a stronger guarantee of correctness than those provided by open-loop

testing or co-simulation [45].
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Figure 4.1: Proposed design approach using HFBs.

Our extension to the standard come in the form of Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs),

with the complete design approach for using them with controllers depicted in Figure 4.1.

This involves (1) modelling a plant using a network of HFBs, (2) verifying them, and then

(3) mapping them to Basic Function Blocks (BFBs). Once done, the plant models can be

used to design (4), compose (5), and validate (6) appropriate CPS controllers.

Internally, HFBs are based on Hybrid Input-Output Automata (HIOA) [199] and defined

with formal synchronous execution semantics. This internal representation allows us to

easily model complex plants, as HIOA allow for the specification of continuous dynamics in

the presence of discrete events. This suits the growing research and development interest

in using Hybrid Automata models for co-simulation of plants and controllers [101], [102],

[200].

In order to maintain compatibility with IEC 61499, HFBs merely operate as syntactic

sugar on top of the standard, and as such, they can be compiled to standard BFBs. As an

extension to the standard, their aim is to aid the designer when working with continuous

plant models, but in a standard designed only for discrete operations.
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While it might seem more intuitive to simply define plant models directly using IEC

61499, this is not so straightforward: the transformation defined in Figure 4.1 is feasible

through a mathematical semantics of HIOA and a careful semantics-preserving compilation

step which performs discretization of the plant physics in every mode of the plant, as well

as facilitating semantic preserving mode switches. Manual translation, while it may be

feasible, can be both difficult and time consuming. Furthermore, a manual translation,

much like any manual compilation of high-level languages, may introduce inadvertent

errors.

4.2 Formal semantics for synchronous IEC 61499 MoC

We have already defined in Section 3.2 a generalised running and compilation semantics for

IEC 61499 FBs. In this section, we will extend this by providing formal definitions for IEC

61499 FB structures, as well as their execution environment, using synchronous semantics.

This will then allow us to extend these semantics for HFBs.

These definitions are summarised from the original synchronous semantics presented in

the literature, e.g. in [39], [50], [201].

4.2.1 Function Block Interface

To begin with, we define the I/O of an individual FBs as a Function Block Interface,

provided in Definition 4.2.1. Once composed into networks, FBs will communicate with

one another via these interfaces.

Definition 4.2.1. A Function Block Interface is

I = 〈Di, Vi, αi, Do, Vo, αo〉

where

• Di is set of event inputs.

• Vi is set of data inputs.

• αi ⊆ Di × Vi captures input event-data associations.

• Do is set of event outputs.

• Vi is set of data outputs.

• αo ⊆ Do × Vo captures output event-data associations.

Example 4.2.2. Recall the example FB interface presented in Figure 1.6 for the circuit

breaker case study. We can formalise it using Definition 4.2.1. Here,

• Di = {tick, i measured, i set change, break, reset};

• Vi = {i, i set};
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• αi = {(i measured, i), (i set change, i set)};

• Do = {b change};

• Vo = {b};

• αo = {(b change, b)};

4.2.2 Basic Function Block (BFB)

As previously described in Section 1.3.2, BFBs are used for representing a single component

of a model in IEC61499. We define them as a structure with an interface, and a set of

ECC states, actions, and transitions. This definition is provided in Definition 4.2.3.

Definition 4.2.3 (Syntax of BFBs). A Basic Function Block is

BFB = 〈I, Vin, S, s0, E,G,A, λD, λA〉 (4.1)

• I is a Function Block Interface (see Definition 4.2.1).

• Vin is a set of internal variables.

• S is a set of ECC states.

• s0 ∈ S is the initial ECC state.

• E ⊆ S ×S is a set of ECC edges ei,j ∈ E where ei,j represents the edge from si to sj .

• G : E → 2Di×(Vi∪Vin) assigns to each ei,j ∈ E a guard.

• A is a set of Algorithms that operate on Vin, Vi, and Vo.

• λD : S → D∗o is a mapping of states to output events.

• λA : S → A∗ is a mapping of states to algorithms.

Definition 4.2.4 (Semantics of BFBs). A Basic Function Block’s semantics is

[[BFB]] = 〈Q, q0, I,→〉 (4.2)

• Q = S × Vin × Do × Vo is the set of possible states of a BFB of the form q =

(s, vin, do, vo), where s is the current ECC state, vi ∈ Vin is a valuation of the internal

variables, do ⊆ Do is the set of events outputted in the last tick, and vo ∈ Vo is a

valuation of the output variables.

• q0 is the initial BFB state (s0, vin0, do0, vo0), which takes initial ECC state s0 and

user-specified initial valuations for internal variables vin0 ∈ Vin, and output variables

vo0 ∈ Vo. Output events do0 = ∅.

• I is the Function Block Interface (see Definition 4.2.1).
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• →⊆ Q× I ×Q is the set of transitions of the form (s, vin, do, vo)
g−→ (s′, v′in, d

′
o, v
′
o),

where for each ei,j = (si, sj) ∈ E there is an equivalent transition in → where

guard g ∈ G(e), s = si, s
′ = sj , with g(di, vi, vin) evaluating to true, and v′in and

v′o are computed by executing algorithms defined by λA(sj). Output events d′o for

destination state sj will be returned with λD(sj).

4.2.3 Synchronous execution of IEC 61499 BFBs

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, in this thesis we adopt the delayed synchronous MoC for

IEC 61499. This is because it has the most rigorously defined execution semantics, as well

as desirable properties when regarding composability and determinism.

The semantics implement FBs within a network as concurrently executing modules

of a synchronous system. This is well suited for industrial control software, as these are

often described as operating over collections of concurrently-executing components. In

the model, all FBs are invoked in a cyclical fashion, the complete cycle of which is called

the logical tick. For each logical tick, each BFB will perform a single atomic operation.

We discussed this process in Section 3.2.3, and we presented an example of the generated

C code for a BFB for the IDMT curve FB in Listing 3.4. In addition to these, we can

generalise and present the BFB excecution steps more formally using Algorithm 4.1.

Algorithm 4.1 Tick-by-tick execution of a BFB

1: q ← q0
2: while true do
3: di ← input events()
4: vi ← update data inputs(di)
5: for each tr ∈ → where tr.s = q.s do
6: if tr.g(di, vi, vin) then
7: q.s← tr.s′

8: (q.vin, q.vo)← λA(tr.s′)(vi, vin, vo)
9: q.do ← λD(tr.s′)

10: break
11: end if
12: end for
13: pause
14: end while

This algorithm operates as follows:

1. A BFB with semantics [[BFB]] is in BFB state q ∈ Q, with current ECC state s′,

and with values of internal variables vin and output variables vo.

2. It is presented with input event valuations di and data valuations vi.

3. For each transition in → that takes the current ECC state s to state s′, evaluate the

transition’s guard against the current valuations vin, di, vi, vo.

• Transitions will be evaluated in the order that they are specified to the compil-

er/interpreter [12], [39].
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4. If a guard is found that can be satisfied, take the edge to the new ECC state s′,

update values of vin and vo based on algorithms specified by λA(s′), and emit output

events do based on λD(s′).

5. Once execution is finished, pause until the beginning of the next logical tick.

Recall that when considering the communication between FBs, events and data operate

with delayed semantics, that is, any value or event emitted by an FB will be readable by

other FBs only in the next logical tick. Furthermore, the lifetime of an event is strictly

defined to persist as the duration of a single tick.

4.3 Case Study: Electrical load

Recall our overcurrent circuit breaker case from Section 1.3.1. Here, there is a controller in

charge of a relay which can cut the flow of electricity in a circuit to prevent faulty loads

from damaging the system. Correct operation is based upon the IDMT curve, which allows

for the circuit breaker to differentiate between transient overcurrent events caused by load

changes, and longer overcurrents which are due to faults.

For instance, consider the input current first drawn when an electrical device is first

switched on [202]. This is referred to as the inrush current (it is also known as the input

surge current and/or switch-on surge), and it may be many times higher than a normal

operating current.

For instance, when capacitors are mostly (or entirely) discharged, they will briefly

appear as a short circuit as it charges. Or, when a transformer is first energized, a transient

current up to 10 to 15 times larger than the rated transformer current can flow for several

cycles. Likewise, when electrical motors are first energised and they are not moving, a

current equivalent to the stall current will flow, and this will only reduce as the motor picks

up speed and develops a back EMF to oppose the supply. Even common incandescent lamps,

when starting from cold, may have an inrush current of up to 14 times their steady-state

current which persists for a few milliseconds.
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Figure 4.2: Electrical inrush/fault load model.

To be sure of the design for our circuit controller, we should thus construct a plant

model for it which tests normal, inrush, and fault currents. We can express this model as a
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series of ODEs. Using these ODE, we can construct the graph as expressed in Figure 4.2.

Let us first set some parameters. We model this system as a simplified, generalised

load, where the maximum inrush current iinrush and the maximum fault current ifault

are both iinrush = ifault = 800A. The nominal current inom = 200A. We then define

the energise time (the time for the inrush current to reach peak) as tup = 0.2s, and the

time for the inrush current to decrease to nominal as tdown = 0.4s. We also define time

tfault = 3s, which is the time taken for the circuit to go from nominal current inom to the

maximum fault current ifault. Now, we can define the behaviour of the system (i.e. the

output current i over time t) using ODEs.

• From time t = 0 to time t = 5, the load is off. i̇ = 0.

• From time t = 5 to time t = 15, the load is on. This can be expressed as two

equations,

– From time t = 5 to time t = 5 + tup, current i̇ = 5
tup

(iinrush ∗ 1.01− i).

– Then, from time t = 5 + tup to time t = 15, current i̇ = 5
tdown

(inom − i).

• Finally, from time t = 15 onwards, the load is in fault. We express this as current

i̇ = 5
tfault

(ifault − i).

4.4 Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs)

The aim of Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs) is to aid in the modelling of continuous plant

dynamics by systems designers. HFBs allow for more natural specification of cyber-physical

systems by adding direct support for Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) to the IEC

61499 standard.

To illustrate this concept, consider the simplified generalised electrical load from

Section 4.3. We specified the electrical current in this system as a number of ODEs. Using

our approach, we can embed these ODEs into a FB directly as a kind of HIOA. This is

depicted in Figure 4.3.

Here, Figure 4.3a specifies the inputs and outputs to the plant model, using the normal

FB interface. As can be seen, we have input control events off, on, and fault. We also

have outputs, data i for the current valuation, and event i change for indicating when i has

updated. Then, Figure 4.3b depicts the internal state machine to the HFB. Instead of

being an ECC with discrete operating semantics, this is a HIOA with continuous operating

semantics.

When configuring the HFB to use the same parameters as described in Section 4.3,

it will produce the trace in Figure 4.2 if event on is presented at t = 5 and input fault is

presented at t = 15.

4.4.1 Execution semantics of HFBs

Formally, the behaviour of an HFB (Definition 4.4.1) is based on the hybrid timesets of

HIOA [203]. However, unlike in conventional HIOA, time is discretised into steps, with each
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Figure 4.3: Example Electrical Load HFB.

step taking some constant duration δ. Internally, HFBs model the plant using HIOA-like

constructs rather than the normal ECCs of BFBs.

An HFB is designed to operate as a discrete abstraction of a plant (or plant component)

such that at any point in time the state of the plant is a tuple of the form (l(t), x(t), where

l(t) captures a location of the plant behaviour model, and x(t) captures the values of the

continuous variables in l(t) at that time t.

Definition 4.4.1 (Syntax of HFBs). A Hybrid Function Block is

HFB = 〈I, X, L, l0, f, h, Inv,E,G,R, δ〉 (4.3)

• I is an interface (see Definition 4.2.1).

• X is finite collection of continuous state variables.

• L is a set of locations.

• l0 ∈ L is the initial location amongst the set of locations L. Like in the IEC61499

specification, the initial state does not emit outputs or run algorithms upon first

entry [11].

• f : L×X × (Vi ∪Di)→ R||X|| is a vector field function, where R||X|| are all possible

combinations of real numbers of all variables. Function f(l, x, vi) is globally Lipschitz
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continuous1 in x ∈ X and continuous in v ∈ V .

• h : L×X → (Vo ∪Do) is a vector field function. Function h(l, x) is globally Lipschitz

continuous in x ∈ X.

• Inv : L→ 2X×(Vi∪Di) assigns to each l ∈ L an invariant set.

• E ⊂ L × L is a collection of discrete edges ei,j ∈ E where ei,j represents the edge

from li to lj .

• G : E → 2X×(Vi∪Di) assigns to each e = (l, l′) ∈ E a guard.

• R : E ×X × (Vi ∪Di)→ 2X×(Vo∪Do) assigns to each e = (l, l′) ∈ E, x ∈ X, vo ∈ Vo a

reset relation.

• δ is the duration of any discrete execution step so that the elapsed time at any time

step k ∈ N can be computed as k × δ.

Definition 4.4.2 (Semantics of HFBs). A Hybrid Function Block’s semantics is

[[HFB]] = 〈Q, q0, I, δ,→〉 (4.4)

• Q = L×X×Do×Vo is the set of possible states of a HFB of the form q = (l, x, do, vo),

where l is the current HIOA location, x ∈ X is the current valuation of the continuous

state variables, do ⊆ Do is a subset of events that were output, and vo ∈ Vo is a

valuation of the output variables.

• q0 is the initial HFB state (l0, x0, do0, vo0), which takes initial state l0 and user-

specified initial valuations for internal variables x0 ∈ X and output variables vo0 ∈ Vo.
Output events do = ∅.

• I is the Function Block Interface (see Definition 4.2.1).

• δ represents the time taken for each logical tick.

• →⊆ Q×I×Q is the set of transitions of the form (l, x, do, vo)
g−→
δ

(l′, x′, d′o, v
′
o), where

for each ei,j = (li, lj) ∈ E there is an equivalent transition in → where g = G(e),

with g(di, vi, vin) evaluating to true, l = li, l
′ = lj . (xT , vTo , andd

T
o ) = R(ei,j , x, vo, do)

will first apply any resets to x′, v′o and save the outputs as temporary variables

xT , vTo , and dTo , and then x′ will be computed by executing algorithms defined

by f(sj , x
T , vTo ). Output data v′o and events d′o for destination location sj will be

returned with h(sj , x
T , vT ) in conjunction with dTo .

1Local Lipschitz continuity is enough for a single HFB in simple cases. However, when considering the
possible composition of HFBs, the neighbourhood for any continuous variable x where local continuity
holds would need to be determined using the intersection of sets built using the guards of locations. To
avoid this analysis, we require global Lipschitz continuity.
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Example 4.4.3. The HFB from Figure 4.3 can be in any one of five different locations

loff , linrush, lnom, or lfault, where loff is the initial location. The continuous variable

i ∈ X is used to model the electrical circuit current over time. This variable can also be

emitted as i ∈ Vo, associated with the output event i change, to output the temperature to

the controller.

External FBs can send several controlling events to this plant, namely, on, off, and

fault which are used to switch the current mode of the plant.

Like with the synchronous semantics for IEC 61499, HFBs execute according to a

logical tick. We use these logical ticks to indicate the progression of discrete time intervals

k × δ. This discrete progression of time is responsible for evolving the data variables, in

this case x and i, which will evolve according to the functions f and h, for instance

f(linrush, x, v)
def
= {ẋ = 5

tup
(iinrush − x)}, and h(linrush, x, v)

def
= {i′ = x, i change}. Invari-

ants are used to specify the conditions that must be held while execution remains in a given

location, i.e. Inv(linrush) = {x < iinrush}.
An edge is enabled when the input event (if any) is present, and the guard on the

transition is met. For example, the guard G(elinrush,lnom)
def
= {x = iinrush}. If the edge is

taken, the values of the variables are reset and any relevant outputs are emitted using

function R, in this case, R(elinrush,lnom)
def
= {x′ = x, i′ = i}.

The exit edges in HIOA states have priorities, that is, their guards will be evaluated in

the order they were defined. This is required so that HFB have deterministic execution.

Like with the synchronous semantics of IEC 61499 (see Section 4.2.3 and Section 2.3.1),

HFBs execute synchronously according to a logical tick. Furthermore, and similar to the

ECC inside BFBs, location changes in the HFB-HIOA can occur only at the beginning of

logical ticks, and data and event values emitted from the HFB will only be readable by

other FBs in the next logical tick. δ provides the duration of a logical tick for the purposes

of simulation time, and is used when stepping through the simulation.

If a transition guard depends on the value of a continuous variable, such as the

aformentioned guard G(elinrush,lnom)
def
= {x = iinrush}, and during a simulation step the

value would “cross” the guard value, the simulation should instead saturate the value at

the guard value. This enables the appropriate transition to occur during the next tick.

In general, this is referred to as “zero-crossing detection”, and it will introduce small

errors into the simulation (the smaller the size of δ, the smaller the error) [99]. The

mechanism for saturation is deliberately left vague, although we propose one implementation

in Section 4.6.1.

4.5 Translation of HFBs

This section will describe how a specified Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs) can be converted

into a standard IEC 61499 Basic Function Block (BFB). The entire process is demonstrated

pictorially using the HFB-HIOA from Figure 4.3b as the start point. To begin with,

Figure 4.4a shows the state of the BFB ECC after the required states and initial transitions
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Figure 4.4: Step by step construction of a BFB ECC from the HFB-HIOA in Figure 4.3b.
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1 x next = 0 ;
2 i = x ;

Listing 4.1: Algorithm ClearX

1 x next = x ;
2 i = x ;

Listing 4.2: Algorithm ContinueX

1 x dot = 0 ;
2 i = x ;

Listing 4.3: Algorithm NoX

1 x dot = (5/ t up ) ∗( i i n r u s h ∗1 .01 − x ) ;
2 x s a t u r a t e = i i n r u s h ;
3 i = x ;

Listing 4.4: Algorithm InrushX

1 x dot = (5/ t down ) ∗( i nom − x ) ;
2 i = x ;

Listing 4.5: Algorithm NomX

1 x dot = (5/ t f a u l t ) ∗( i f a u l t − x ) ;
2 i = x ;

Listing 4.6: Algorithm FaultX

are added. Then, Figure 4.4b shows the state of the BFB ECC after all entry state

transitions are added. Figure 4.4c then shows the progress after adding self-loops to each

state. Finally Figure 4.4d shows the BFB ECC after all transitions and algorithms are

added (i.e. when the process is complete). Then, the Algorithms are presented in ODE

Algorithm language (see Section 4.6) in Listings 4.1-4.6.

Mapping HFBs to BFBs via this process is necessary as the proposed HFBs do not

directly conform to the execution semantics of normal IEC 61499 Function Blocks. We

will now detail the structural translation steps more formally, to get from

HFB = 〈IHFB, XHFB, LHFB, lHFB0 , fHFB, hHFB, InvHFB, EHFB, GHFB, RHFB, δHFB〉
to

BFB = 〈IBFB, V BFB
in , SBFB, sBFB0 , EBFB, GBFB, ABFB, λD, λA〉

4.5.1 Interfaces

All function blocks have interfaces for communication, as defined in Definition 4.2.1. Hybrid

function blocks do not differ in this regard. However, BFBs have no scope for the input of

time to their execution, whereas HFBs have an input time step δ. This can be treated as

an additional variable input Viδ. Thus, the mapping is as follows in Equation 4.5.

IBFB = 〈DHFB
i , V HFB

i ∪ δHFB, αHFBi , DHFB
o , V HFB

o , αHFBo 〉 (4.5)

4.5.2 Internal Variables

Hybrid Function Blocks store their internal finite collection of continuous state variables

as X, which will be mapped V BFB
in ← XHFB.

4.5.3 Execution Control Chart (ECC)

Mapping an HFB-HIOA to a BFB ECC is complex. States and edges cannot simply be

copied over. This is primarily due to their incompatible edge semantics. In HFB-HIOAs,

edges between states can contain reset conditions, output events, and guards. However, in

IEC 61499, edges between states can only contain guards.
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The extra behaviours on the HFB edges can be emulated exactly in a BFB by adding

additional ECC states, which we call entry states. Entry states are created in the middle

of HFB edges, and given the outputs that would have occured on the transition edge.

Firstly, we define the process for mapping the states.

States

To achieve this, firstly, function Lentr(e) is defined which returns a new BFB entry state

for a given edge between two HFB locations.

Lentr : e ∈ EHFB → sBFB (4.6)

RLentr is simply the reverse of this function, that is, when given a BFB entry state, it

returns the edge that was used to create it.

RLentr : sBFB ∈ Lentr(∀e ∈ EHFB)→ e ∈ EHFB (4.7)

The functions New(q) and Orig(s) return the state in the BFB that a HFB location

was based on, and vice versa, respectively. If a BFB state that does not exist in the set of

HFB locations is examined using Orig, (i.e. it was created using Lentr), it will instead

return the destination location of the edge used to create it.

New : li ∈ LHFB → si ∈ SBFB (4.8)

Orig : si ∈ SBFB →

li if li ∈ LHFB

lj ∈ LHFB|ei,j = RLentr(si) otherwise
(4.9)

As HFBs and BFBs both have start states/locations, this is a direct and simple translation

between the two.

s0 ∈ SBFB = New(l0 ∈ LHFB) (4.10)

Then, all HFB states and all Lentr states are added to the BFB.

SBFB = New(∀l ∈ LHFB) ∪ Lentr(∀e ∈ EHFB) (4.11)

The new states can be first seen in Figure 4.4a.

Edges, Guards, and Invariants

Now, the edges between the states in the BFB must be created. There are three types of

edge that are created in this process: split edges, duplicated edges, and invariant edges.

As Guards are defined as a mapping from an edge to a guard function, we define these as

needed.

Split edges are those that were used to create the new entry states. These can be

defined with the function Esplt(e), which breaks up an edge ei,j into two edges meeting at
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a new entry state.

Esplt : ei,j ∈ EHFB → eBFBi,entr ∪ eBFBentr,j |entr = Lentr(ei,j) (4.12)

To preserve the original behaviour of the HFB edge, the guard for the first part of the

transition eBFBi,entr is the original guard G(eHFBi,j ).

GBFB : eBFBi,entr|entr ∈ Lentr(∀e ∈ EHFB)

→ G(eHFBi,j )|si = Orig(i), sj = Orig(entr)
(4.13)

GBFB : eBFBentr,j |entr ∈ Lentr(∀e ∈ EHFB)

→ Inv(Orig(sj ∈ SBFB))
(4.14)

The second transition eBFBentry,j will be taken in the next tick, i.e. once the HFB location

had already been entered. This functions as an invariant transition, and as such, has the

invariant Inv(lHFBj ).

Figure 4.4a shows the complete state of the BFB when just the split edges and their

guards are present.

However, the ECC still will not behave as the HFB-HIOA did. With just the split edges,

the machine must perform at least one transition, to exit the entry state for the original

destination, before another destination state can be travelled to. This is undesirable.

It can be fixed by creating a set of duplicated edges from destination states and copying

them to their entry states. This can be defined as the function Edupl(e, k).

Edupl : ei,j , ej,k ∈ EHFB|lj ∈ LHFB → eBFBLentr(ei,j),Lentr(ej,k)
(4.15)

The guards are also duplicated from their sources, with the guard for eBFBLentr(ei,j),Lentr(ej,k)

being G(eHFBj,k ).

GBFB : eBFBi,j |ei,j ∈ Lentr(∀e ∈ EHFB), i 6= j

→ G(eHFBi,j )|i, j = Orig(si), Orig(sj)|si, sj ∈ SBFB
(4.16)

Duplicated edges are added to the BFB in Figure 4.4b as dashed lines.

Finally, unlike in HFBs-HIOA, BFB ECC states do not continually run their internal

algorithms and emit their associated events. Rather, they only perform actions on entry

to those states. As a result, the third and final kind of edge is the invariant edge, which

allows unlimited re-entry of a state while the HFB invariant condition is true. This can be

defined as the function Eself(li), which returns a self-loop ei,i for a given location li.

Eself : li ∈ LHFB|li 6= l0 → eBFBi,i |i = New(li) (4.17)

The guards for self loops is Inv(li).

GBFB : eBFBi,i → Inv(Orig(li)) (4.18)
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Hence, the set of all edges for the derived BFB is the following:

EBFB =Esplt(∀e ∈ EHFB)∪

Edupl(∀e ∈ EHFB) ∪ Eself(∀l ∈ LHFB)
(4.19)

Invariant self-loops are added to the BFB ECC in Figure 4.4c as dotted lines.

4.5.4 Algorithms and Action Functions

There are three types of BFB algorithm mapping functions to associate BFB ECC state

actions to their HFB functions, denoted Aruns, Aoutputs, and Aresets.

Arun are those algorithms that advance the internal simulation in time (i.e. ones that

are derived from the HFB vector field f).

Arun : si ∈ SBFB → fHFB(Orig(si), Vin, Vi) (4.20)

Aoutput are those algorithms that map internal variables to FB event and data outputs (i.e.

ones that are derived from the HFB vector field h). For the purposes of Aoutput, only the

data outputs are desired, so the output of h is intersected with Vo.

Aoutput : si ∈ SBFB → ∀vo ∈
(
hHFB(Orig(si), Vin) ∩ Vo

)
(4.21)

Areset are those algorithms that reset variables during the internal HFB transitions between

locations (i.e. one that are derived from the reset relations R). This means that Areset can

only operate on BFB entry states. For the purposes of Areset, only the internal data and

the data outputs are desired, so the output of R is intersected with Vo ∪ Vin.

Areset :si ∈ Lentr(e)|∀e ∈ EHFB →

∀(vo, vin) ∈
(
RHFB(RLentr(si), Vin, Vi) ∩ (Vo ∪ Vin)

) (4.22)

The union of these when all states are provided creates the set of all BFB algorithms

A.

ABFB = Areset(si), Arun(si), Aoutput(si)

∣∣∣∣∀si ∈ SBFB (4.23)

The linking of these algorithms to a given state si in the BFB is necessary for the λA

ordered set.

λA : si ∈ SBFB → Areset(si), Arun(si), Aoutput(si) (4.24)

There are two mapping functions for associating HFB event outputs to the BFB

counterpart, denoted Dstates and Dtrans.

Dstates handles the mapping of the events emitted by the h function in the HFB. This
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is similar to Equation 4.21. As only the output events are desired, h is intersected with Do.

Dstates : si ∈ SBFB → ∀do ∈
(
hHFB(Orig(si), Vin) ∩Do

)
(4.25)

Dtrans handles the mapping of events emitted by HFB transitions in the R function to

entry states in the BFB. Like Equation 4.22, it can only be called on entry states. Again,

as only the output events are desired, R is intersected with Do.

Dtrans :si ∈ Lentr(e)|∀e ∈ EHFB →

∀do ∈
(
RHFB(RLentr(si), Vin, Vi) ∩Do)

) (4.26)

Like with Equation 4.24, λD is simply constructed by calling the defined functions.

λD : si ∈ SBFB → Dstates(si) ∪Dtrans(si) (4.27)

Once all actions are added to the BFB ECC, the conversion is finished. The example

presents this in Figure 4.4d.

4.5.5 Proof of Equivalence

A proof of equivalence for the structural translation from HFBs to BFBs is attached to

this thesis as Appendix A.

4.6 ODE Algorithm Language

In order for the HFB-equivalent BFBs to correctly represent the continuous dynamics of

the original HIOA, it must be possible to represent continuous equations inside normal

IEC 61499 BFB ECC state actions. Fortunately, the standard does not define a set of

languages that ECC actions can contain. Therefore, we can extend the standard freely to

support a new language for ODE, which is an extension of Structured Text.

Examples of this language for the Electrical Load HFB are presented in Listings 4.1-4.6.

These present the ODE language representation of the ODEs used in Figure 4.3. We define

the grammar as a set of rules following this format.

Definition 4.6.1 (Grammar of ODE Algorithm Language). ODE Algorithm language

within a BFB is defined as a set of assignments of the form

<var>[ (dot|next|saturate)] = <expression>;

where

• <var> is the name of an assignment variable (i.e. an internal or output data variable)

in a BFB.
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• dot is an optional suffix to an assignment variable <var> which indicates that this

variable is continuous, and the subsequent expression is an ODE which needs to be

solved and assigned to the variable.

• next is an optional suffix to an assignment variable <var> which indicates that this

variable is continuous, and the subsequent expression is an instantaneous assignment

which does not need to be solved.

• saturate is an optional suffix to an assignment variable <var> which indicates that

this variable is continuous, and that if the variable reaches this value, the BFB may

experience a state transition. This is detailed further in the next subsection.

• <expression> is a computable mathematical expression in Structured Text which

may operate over constants, BFB input data variables, BFB internal variables (both

continuous and discrete), and BFB output data variables (both continuous and

discrete).

4.6.1 Zero-crossing detection using saturation

As previously mentioned in Section 4.4.1, sometimes a transition between two HFB states

depends on a numerical value of a continuous variable, such as in the guard for the transition

between linrush and lnom in Figure 4.3b, where the guard is g
def
= x = iinrush.

If this ODE is numerically solved, it may be possible for this guard to be “missed” —

that is, as we progress through time steps of size δ, in step δn it may be that x < iinrush

and in step δn+1 it may be that x > iinrush. In other words, the event where x = iinrush

was skipped.

In general, this is referred to as zero-crossing detection. One method for addressing

this in discrete operating semantics is to rely on saturation. Here, the solver methodology

should detect that during the step δ, a guard value was crossed. As a result, it will halt

and set the appropriate continuous variable to the saturated value, therefore allowing for

the transition guard to be satisfied in the next tick. This will introduce a slight timing

error, however in [99] Malik et. al. prove that this is in the range (0, δ). As a result, the

smaller the tick time step size δ, the smaller the timing error.

In the ODE Algorithm Language, we provide the saturation information to the solving

method via the suffix saturate.

Example 4.6.2. Consider location linrush from the HFB-HIOA presented in Figure 4.3b.

Here, we have a continuous internal variable x which represents the electrical current in

the load. Here, the ODE representing x is ẋ = 5
tup

(iinrush ∗ 1.01− i), and in each tick of the

system, we must assign our continuous variable x to the discrete output variable i. Finally,

to exit this location, the guard is x = iinrush.

To express these equations in ODE Algorithm Language we use the following nomencla-

ture. Firstly, we represent the ODE as x dot = (5/t up)*(i inrush*1.01 - x); Here, this

means that x is a continuous variable, and we provide the ODE which defines it. Then, we
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represent the saturation condition by providing x saturate = i inrush; This informs our

solving method that if x reaches value i inrush, then it should saturate to this value and

simulation should halt for the remainder of the tick. Finally, we represent the continuous

value being exported to the discrete port via i = x; in each cycle.

4.7 Compilation

As previously discussed, HFBs are mapped to equivalent BFB so that they are compliant

with IEC 61499. As well as allowing for simpler specification of continuous physical

processes, this allows us to support the widest range of IEC 61499 compilers with only

small modifications required to them - and this only to support the ODE solving method.

The HFB specification deliberately does not elaborate on how ODEs should be solved, as

examining the different available options is outside the scope of this research. However, we

do present one solution, which runs on an integrated SUNDIALS [204] CVODE numerical

ODE solver as an extension to the goFB compiler from Chapter 3.

4.7.1 A goFB extension for HFBs

Recall from Section 3.2.3 that goFB compiles all Function Blocks to a C structure, ini-

tialisation functions FBtype init run functions FBtype run, and synchronisation FBtype sync

functions. Each logical tick, all FBtype run functions are invoked in a statically scheduled

order, which will cause each FB to perform an atomic operation (previously described in

Section 4.2.3). Then, all FBtype sync functions are invoked in a similar fashion, transferring

I/O data between connected event and data ports in the entire IEC 61499 network.

As HFBs can be compiled to equivalent BFBs with embedded ODE algorithms, we

can add support for HFBs to goFB by simply adding a translation routine for the FB

structures, and an extension added to enable support for solving ODE Algorithm Language

equations.

4.7.2 Solving ODE Algorithm Language

To add support for ODE Algorithm Language, we embed into goFB the ability to compile

the free and open source SUNDIALS [204] CVODE ODE solver into FBs which contain

ODEs. The FBtype init functions are extended to instantiate and configure the solver; and

FBtype run functions are modified so that they link with the active ODE solver. Within

each synchronous tick, SUNDIALS will compute and update the value of any continuous

variables.

4.8 Evaluating the approach

Before we begin the discussion of the evaluation of this approach, it is important to

note that in this work the focus is on qualitative requirements: i.e., can we achieve plant

simulation in lock-step with our system controllers? Can we design our plants in IEC
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61499, where our controllers live? Our approach meets these qualitative requirements —

HFBs allow us to specify plant dynamics in the same solution space as their controllers.

That said, it is also important to qualify our approach against the industry standard

methodology for modelling plants, which is via MATLAB Simulink. Our focus may not be

on the raw performance of the implementation, but if HFBs do not perform at least as

well as Simulink then they offer little to the state of the art.

As a result, we thus benchmark the performance of our approach relative to Simulink

in terms of execution time and accuracy. For the purposes of this comparison, we use

the benchmarks in Table 4.1, which includes our Electrical Load running example. Then,

we examine the scalability of our approach verses Simulink for firstly the Electrical Load

running example, and secondly for the Pizza Oven which is selected as it is the largest and

most complex of all the benchmarks.

Table 4.1: Benchmarks and descriptions

ID Name Description #HFBs #Locations

EL Electrical Load The electrical load system
from Figure 4.3.

1 5

PO Pizza Oven A pizza oven conveyor system,
depicted in Figure 4.5, which
simulates both pizza motion
and temperature.

2 (3, 5)

WH Water Heating System Controls the temperature of
water in a tank.

2 (3, 5)

TG Train Gate Control Controls the behaviour of a
gate at a railway crossing.

2 (3, 4)

IF Icecream Factory Controls the movement of a
filler arm on a conveyor belt.

2 (3, 4)

ST Switch Tank Models the pumping of fluids
between two tanks.

1 3

Figure 4.5: System diagram for Pizza Oven benchmark.

4.8.1 Experimental Setup

The following steps were performed to ensure fair comparisons between our approach and

Simulink. All HFB models, and their controllers, were translated into Simulink programs

manually. Simulink was configured to use the same settings as the SUNDIALS CVODE

solver (i.e. both using a variable-step Adams-Moulton based numerical solver with the

same absolute and relative tolerances). C code with optimisations enabled was generated
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from Simulink for the comparisons. All benchmarks, in both Simulink and our approach,

were run for 10,000 seconds with a stepsize of 0.01 (resulting in one million logical ticks

each). The solutions were run on the same machine (Intel i7 processor with 8GB of RAM

running Ubuntu Linux 16.04). All of the Simulink generated C code and our own generated

C code was compiled with gcc-4.8 with optimisations disabled (-o0).

4.8.2 Performance

The performance of our approach is first evaluated by considering the correlation coefficient

of the HFB simulations compared with Simulink. As can be seen in Table 4.2, we generate

nearly identical traces to Simulink, with all simulations correlating at over 99.99 %.

Table 4.2: Experimental Correlation Coefficients

ID Correlation Coefficient

EL 0.999947902

PO 0.999930732

WH 0.999999999

TG 0.999995036

IF 1.000000000

ST 0.999298458

Our approach is also able to generate results at similar speeds to Simulink. Figure 4.6

depicts the average execution time when generating a million ticks worth of data for each

benchmark, and Simulink is faster in two benchmarks (EL and TG), and slower in the

other four benchmarks. On average, Simulink is 13.9 % slower, however, this appears to be

significantly dependent upon the design complexity and size of the HFB HIOA systems.

EL PO WH TG IF ST
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Figure 4.6: Time taken to run 1 million ticks for HFBs and Simulink. Lower is better.

Finally, the scalability of our approach is examined. In order to do this we simulate

both the Electrical Load and Pizza Oven benchmarks up to ten million ticks. Figure 4.7

depicts how the execution time varies over differing numbers of ticks, and as can be seen,

both Simulink and our approach increase linearly, with the gradient dependant upon the

benchmark’s complexity.

Overall, these results presented in this section demonstrate the validity of the perfor-

mance of the proposed HFB approach compared to designing mathematical models for
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Figure 4.7: Scaling Simulink and HFBs to 10 million ticks for the Electrical Load and
Pizza Oven benchmarks. Lower is better.

plants in Simulink. Our approach generates near identical results at approximately the

same speeds as (or slightly faster than) Simulink.

4.9 Discussion

This chapter proposed the use of Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs) for synchronous simulation

of continuous plant dynamics directly inside IEC 61499 for the purposes of controller testing,

validation, and verification. To resolve the issue of incompatible semantics, we defined a

formal structural translation which allows for HIOA to operate within IEC 61499. The

translation process means that HFB are treated as syntactic sugar ontop of the original

standard.

Plant model ODEs are specified in what we term ODE Algorithm Language. To execute

them, we have demonstrated a compiler extension which can link the equations into the

FB network via the SUNDIALS [204] CVODE solver. This then provides performance

for the overall systems similar to (and sometimes faster than) that provided by Simulink

modelling while generating correlations of over 99.99 %. Simulink was selected as it is the

current industry-standard for co-simulation approaches.

Using HFBs to validate Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) program logic instead

of more traditional approaches such as co-simulation mean that a whole host of qualitative

issues are avoided, such as jitter, race conditions, deadlocks, and freewheeling. This is

because HFBs operate in closed-loop lock-step with their controller models.

By using HFBs to model plant processes, we can construct a library of composable,

re-usable, and reliable plant models not restricted to any one application.

Source Access

The tools, source codes, and benchmarks used in this chapter are freely available under

the MIT license at https://github.com/PRETgroup/goFB.
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5
Intelligent Controller Design

As discussed in Sections 1.6 and 2.4, cyber-physical and industrial systems are increasingly

adopting neural networks for optimisation and decision making processes. This is because

neural networks are powerful data-driven processes for estimating non-linear functions.

However, current design approaches for designing and training these networks are ad-hoc

and not well-suited to the traditional model-driven design approach commonly utilised

when designing for control-dominated safety-critical systems. In other words, there is a

need for a convergence of these approaches [71].

In this chapter we present our proposal to address this issue via a syntactic extension

of the model-driven IEC 61499 standard to support embedded neural networks. We then

demonstrate how these neural networks may be trained against their plant models, which

are themselves specified as Hybrid Function Blocks (see Chapter 4). Our approach allows

for robust specification of intelligent and data-driven AI software components, promoting

reliability and re-usability of individual modules. Further, as a modular system, each

component can then be composed with others to achieve control of complex systems. We

utilise a complex two-area Load Frequency Controller adapted from [67] to demonstrate

the efficacy of our proposed approach.

5.1 Motivation

Although Industry 4.0 is seeing an increasing usage of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

within industrial automation (e.g. [58], [65]–[67]), there is a key challenge to be solved. This

concerns the engineering process: how should systems which utilise ANNs be designed?

Should common and popular off-the-shelf tools such as Keras [205], Caffe [206], and

TensorFlow [207] be utilised? After all, these products are “free and open-source”, and

95
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have consistently demonstrated that they scale for large AI systems. However, these

products are designed to be used with high-level programming languages (usually Python).

As already discussed at length in this thesis, many automation systems are safety-

critical. It is likely that any system relying upon them will have both functional and timing

requirements. As such, the ability to test and validate these intelligent components is

paramount. Unfortunately, there can be issues when certifying designs for safety-critical

systems which have been based on high level languages. Python, for instance, relies on a

runtime usually executed within an operating system such as Windows or Linux. Such

a technology stack is problematic when it comes to formal verification, especially when

considering timing guarantees [47]. In other words, Python programs are not considered

amenable to static timing analysis, and WCET bounds can only be based on potentially

inaccurate measurement-based or probabilistic approaches [208].

Further complicating this is the execution frameworks for most ANN libraries. Tools

such as Keras are generic, designed to work with many kinds of ANN. They often feature

their own internal interpreters and runtime environments (for instance, TensorFlow Lite,

which is designed to execute Keras networks on low-powered embedded computers such

as the Raspberry Pi, features an optimising interpreter written in C++ [209]). As such,

even though they may be written for technology stacks that could be time-predictable, the

execution environments themselves may not be, with internal usage of unbounded loops,

system calls, function pointers, and so forth.

Hence, while there is a lot of work in the literature examining the functional correctness

of intelligent software built with ANNs (see Section 2.4), as is often the case, the issue

of timing verification has received scant attention. The tools and methodologies adopted

for use when implementing intelligent controllers are simply not suited for safety-critical

applications. There is no practical pipeline for a network and controller designed using

Python and Keras to be implemented in a safe, time-predictable manner. Traditional

design approaches for automation systems are typically model-based [10], suiting their

control-dominated environments. However, intelligent systems such as image recognition or

pattern matching are data-dominated, requiring large sets of data to train and calibrate

over. As a result of these issues, automation applications which seek to utilise intelligent

components must be built in an ad-hoc manner. This increases the risks of errors and

reduces the chance that the completed system will meet safety standards such as IEC

61508 [84].

As a result of this concern, we propose a syntactic extension to the IEC 61499 standard

which allows for ANNs to be integrated directly into Function Block networks. IEC 61499

has already been highlighted in [210] as one avenue for intelligent component design.

Here, Mousavi et al. design Energy Efficient Agent Function Blocks, which are capable of

reasoning over semantic domain knowledge in building energy management. We argue that

IEC 61499 can be further generalised, and that the standard itself already can provide for

a compliant pathway for intelligent components.

As with the approaches in Chapters 3 and 4, our proposal relies on the synchronous

approach for IEC 61499 [50], which sees different FBs as concurrent execution units of
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a single system. This simplifies and formalises execution of IEC 61499, and provides for

an efficient correct by construction compilation methodology [42], [51]. Further, it has

also already been shown that ANNs may be synchronously composed together [130] to

construct complex systems. We will also rely on the Hybrid Function Blocks extension

from Chapter 4, which integrates the CVODES ODE solver for plant simulation [100] with

our IEC 61499 compiler.

In this chapter we thus present Neural Network Function Blocks (NNFBs), a syntactic

extension to IEC 61499. Any ANNs specified using our approach may be compiled away to

standard FBs, meaning that the NNFBs are completely compliant with IEC 61499. This

provides a systematic approach to the integration, training, testing, and deployment of

ANNs in Industry 4.0 systems.

5.2 Case Study: Load Frequency Control (LFC)

Stable control of synchronous generators is of paramount importance in electrical grids. A

number of classical controllers for these systems exist [67], the most popular of which is a

proportional-integral controller. However, to increase the efficiency and decrease response

times, many other controllers, including ANN-based designs [67], [211]–[214], have also

been proposed.

In this chapter we will thus adopt the LFC case study as presented in [67]. Here, we will

first introduce the control challenge, and then in Section 5.3 we will discuss how intelligent

components can be developed using our Neural Network Function Blocks.
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Figure 5.1: Simplified model of single-area power system.

Let us first consider a simple single-area power system, where a single steam turbine

generator is connected to a power line that serves a set of users. This is depicted in

Figure 5.1. Variation in the power demand of the users causes the electrical load on the

bus to change over time. As the load varies, the frequency of the electrical grid varies. To

bring the steady-state frequency back to its nominal value after a load variation, a control

system manages the flow rate of steam over the turbine. This process, where the power
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of the generator is scaled to match the power demand of the grid as detected by the grid

frequency, is called Load Frequency Control (LFC).

It is of great importance to eliminate frequency transients as rapidly as possible, and the

classical integral controllers are typically configured to compromise between fast transient

recovery and low-overshoot in the dynamic response of the system [215]. However, this

type of controller can be slow and does not allow the designer to take into account possible

non-linearities in the generator unit [67]. Furthermore, it becomes increasingly complex

when a network is extended into two-areas via a tie-line, as shown in Figure 5.2. Now the

two generators may assist one another when large swings in power consumption occur.
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Figure 5.2: Simplified model of two-area power system.

We present in Appendix B a mathematical model for the two-area system based on the

approach of [67].

5.2.1 LFC with IEC 61499 FBs

In Section 1.3 we introduced the three main kinds of IEC 61499 FBs, namely, the Basic

Function Block (BFB), the Composite Function Block (CFB), and the Service Interface

Function Block (SIFB). Then, in Chapter 4 we introduced our own FB type for simulating

plant physics in IEC 61499, the Hybrid Function Block (HFB), For this case study, we will

need all of these block types.

Let us consider the generator system as depicted in Figure 5.2. This has a number

of different components that will be represented as FBs. Firstly, the controller can be
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represented as a BFB. It has three inputs it may use [67] - the first (dF) represents the

difference in the output frequency of the turbine/generator from the nominal, the second

(dPE) represents the difference in the area load from the nominal, and the third (dPT)

represents the difference in the power transfer through the tie-line from the nominal. In all

cases, the controllers will strive to return all electrical frequencies to the nominal, as this

represents stable control of the overall grid. It does this through the control of its local

generator, through the output dPref, which represents the change from the nominal foflow

rate (i.e. the power controller) for the turbine/generator. A generalised controller in the

two-area system, with the presented I/O, is depicted in Figure 5.3.

dPE_change

dPref_change
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Event-Data
Association

Events

Data
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Controller
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Figure 5.3: Example LFC controller represented in IEC 61499.

Internally, this controller BFB could implement a variety of different stateful algorithms

via an Execution Control Chart (ECC). For instance, a conventional Integral controller

could be represented by the ECC in Figure 5.4, with algorithm dPrefUpdateI implementing

the Integral computation code in the Structured Text programming language. To manage

when the Integral controller updates, an input event tick is included. This allows the

passage of time to be explicitly encoded into the system, and will thus serves as the Integral

controller’s delta, or time step. It will be connected to an external timer to invoke the FB

at regular intervals. As such, given input event tick to the FB, the control value dPref

value will be updated based on the current values of dF and dPT (dPE is ignored), and the

output event dPref change will be emitted.

INIT

UPDATE_PItick dPref_change dPrefUpdateI

Output
Events Algorithms

States and
Transitions Actions

tick

Figure 5.4: An example ECC for the Controller BFB in Figure 5.3.

Then, to represent the interconnections with physical hardware we will use IEC 61499
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SIFBs. As a reminder, SIFBs are analogous to device drivers used in control software

within operating-system like environments [10]. Like all FB, they are specified with an I/O

interface but may be designed with implementation-specific code (for instance, to drive a

port or peripheral on a given family of microcontrollers). An example SIFB, for capturing

the tie-line power flow signal dPT , is specified in Figure 5.5. Similar SIFBs are used for

the frequency sensor inputs as well as the tick event source for the controller BFB.

dPT_Change

dPT

tick

TielineSIFB

Figure 5.5: Tie-line Power Flow sensor SIFB.

Thus, we can compose the entire two area LFC system as IEC 61499 FBs, as depicted

in Figure 5.6. As can be seen, each sensor or actuator in the system (see Figure 5.2) is

represented by an individual SIFB (the Timer SIFB has an abstracted tick connection

to simplify the diagram). Note that we omit the event/data association lines to further

simplify the diagram.

As our network grows in complexity we may choose to encapsulate related blocks within

IEC 61499 CFBs. Much like in the object-oriented programming paradigm [13], [36], CFBs

contain networks of FBs component instances and their interconnections. In our system

it would make sense to combine all plant SIFBs into a single interface CFB, as has been

done in Figure 5.7.

This simplifies the relationship between the components at a high level of the design,

while providing a semantically equivalent execution environment for the controllers. Further,

this gives us a major advantage when considering the design and test of the control blocks.

This design paradigm makes it very simple to substitute a different plant FB into the

execution environment - for instance, HFBs (see Chapter 4) can be used to simulate the

two area network’s physics.

5.3 Neural Network Function Blocks (NNFBs)

A synchronous approach for compositions of neural networks was first proposed by Roop

et al. in [130], where the Esterel [115] programming language was adopted for the design

of ANNs networks. Here, the focus was on timing the overall systems. However, their

approach was limited in suitability in the automation domain due to both their choice

of programming language (Esterel is not a language used in automation systems) and in

their selected neural network library (the Darknet [216] library, which ironically is itself

not suitable for timing analysis, a key weakness in their proposed approach).

In our approach we instead target the IEC 61499 FB standard, and rely on the widely-

used open-source Keras [205] library for training our neural networks, along with a different
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tick
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tick
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dPT
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Generator2FreqLoadSIFB

dF_change

dF

tick

Generator1FreqLoadSIFB

dPE_change

dPE

dF_change

dF
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dPE_change

dPE

dPE_change

dPE
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Figure 5.6: All LFC controller FBs and plant SIFBs composed into a network.
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dF1
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PlantActuatorsAndSensors
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dPT_change

dPref_change
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Controller2

dPE_change

dPE
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Figure 5.7: All LFC controller FBs composed with a single plant CFB.
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compiler (called AI Transformer [217]) which can produce time-analysable C code based

on synchronous semantics.

5.3.1 An approach for Neural Networks in IEC 61499

Implementing an ANN in IEC 61499 is a theoretically straightforward process. Recall from

Section 1.3.2 that Basic Function Blocks (BFBs) contain within them Execution Control

Charts (ECCs), which are state machines containing data-manipulating algorithms. Thus,

a stateless feed-forward neural network (e.g. an MLP or a CNN) can be implemented

simply as an algorithm. For instance, in our LFC system, an ANN could be substituted in

place of the Integral Controller dPrefUpdateI algorithm from the ECC in Figure 5.4.

However, there is more to ANN-based systems than just their implementation. We also

need to consider their design, training, and validation. These need to occur in conjunction

with their implementation. As such, we present the pathway depicted in Figure 5.8 which

we term the Neural Network Function Blocks (NNFBs) design process.

(1) Model plant and controller as IEC 61499
network

(2) Designate controller ANN blocks

(3) Collect training data for ANNs for given
I/O

(4) In Python, design ANNs and train using
Keras

(5)
Validate
ANNs

Invalid

(6) Compile ANNs to time-predictable C
functions

Valid

(7) Compile C functions into NNFBs

(8)
Validate
System

Invalid

(9) Design ready for acceptance testing

Valid

Figure 5.8: The model-driven Neural Network Function Block (NNFB) design process.

We will now introduce the design process, and then step through it in more detail in

the remaining subsections of this section. Our process begins in step (1) by modelling the

overall plant and controller system in IEC 61499. For the LFC case study, we perform

this in Section 5.2, with the end result depicted in Figure 5.6 (or equivalently Figure 5.7).

Although we specified preliminary integral controllers, the generalised process does not

require the design of any ANN controller internals. It is only the flow of information and

commands through the system that needs to be known, i.e. the I/O and connections

between each FB must be known. Then, in step (2) we identify the controller blocks

that will be implemented using ANNs. In our case this will be the two controller blocks

Controller1 and Controller2.
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In step (3) we then need to collect our ANN training data based upon the I/O we

designed in step (1). That is, for a given ANN controller, we need to collect data which

the ANN can use to determine what are suitable outputs for a set of given inputs. It is

important to note that there are multiple methodologies for training ANN. In our case

we assume that training will be performed offline, i.e. before the ANN is used in the

application. This is more suitable for safety-critical applications, as we do not need to worry

about dynamic future changes to any ANN behaviour (thus simplifying the certification

process). As such, our process requires a large, labelled data set, a portion of which will

be reserved for validation. Then, in step (4) we design and train our ANN in Python

using Keras against the training data and I/O specification from steps (1) and (3). This

is a very application-specific step. We will detail this process further for our case study

in Section 5.3.3. Finally, in step (5) we validate the trained ANNs against the subset of

training data we reserved for this purpose.

In step (6) we will compile the ANNs to time-predictable C code. By this, we mean

that it should be statically scheduled, feature only bounded loops, and be free of any

system calls or runtime-required architectural features. We require this so that the overall

system composition (which will depend on these functions) will also be time predictable.

In step (7) we then import these functions as BFB algorithms. These will be used as the

basis for our NNFBs.

In step (8) we validate our overall IEC 61499 design. To achieve this we will simulate

our controller FBs against their conjoined plant models. There are a number of methods

to specify plant models as FBs, including through [99] where Malik et al. analytically

solve HIOA [199] and compile them to BFBs, and in Chapter 4, where we extended our

compiler to support the usage of the SUNDIALS CVODES [204] solver for numerically

solving HIOA plant models specified inside HFBs. In this Chapter we will use the HFB

approach. Using the network in Figure 5.7, we can replace the SIFB contained within

the PlantActuatorsAndSensors CFB with interconnected HFBs implementing an LFC

physical plant model. For this, we used the two-area model from [67] (see also Appendix B).

The HFB approach enables us to compile the plant models to BFBs for the purposes of

controller simulation and validation. In addition to testing functional properties, step (8)

may also feature timing analysis.

Finally, if performance is satisfactory, in step (9) we can distribute the compiled

application ready for acceptance testing.

5.3.2 Designing the LFC ANNs

There are two main stages when creating a neural network with Keras. Firstly, the

structural design, and secondly the training. In this subsection we will examine the

structural design process, which involves defining the input and output layers, and also

the sizes and connectivity of any hidden layers. We also need to choose an appropriate

activation function.

This is a very application-specific process. We will focus on the design of ANNs for
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controlling our two-area LFC system. There are two general ways to structure ANNs

to control this system. Firstly, as in [67], a single ANN could be used to control both

generators. This has the potential to make more optimal decisions, as it is aware of all

sensory data in the system, and can actuate the flow controllers of both systems. However,

this is not distributed, and as such has the normal drawbacks: a single point of failure,

complicated networking requirements, etc. The second approach is to use two independent

ANNs controllers, as depicted in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. This means that the ANN do not

necessarily know what the other is doing: their only information comes from the tie-line

sensor. We evaluated both of these cases, and an additional third case where we also

involve integral controllers composed with the ANNs.

• Control Scheme Zero (S0): Two Integral Controllers (ICs): Two BFBs

implementing Integral controllers are used as distributed control of the generators

(as is the case in Figures 5.6 and 5.7). This gives us the base-line performance to

compare our ANNs control schemes against.

• Control Scheme One (S1): Single ANN: This ANN controls the flow control

of both generators and takes all inputs. As such, it has five inputs in i, the current

frequency differences of both power areas dF1 and dF2, the power loads of both areas

dPE1 and dPE2, and the power difference from the nominal in the tie-line dPT. It

has two outputs in o, the flow controllers dPref1 and dPref2 with linear activation

functions. Finally, a single hidden layer with sixteen neurons which use a ReLU

activation functions is included.

• Control Scheme Two (S2): Multiple ANNs: With this approach, we distribute

control of the generators (as is the case in Figures 5.6 and 5.7). Each neural network

has three inputs i for the input layer, being dF, dPE, and dPT, and has one output in

o, being dPref with a linear activation function. Then, the two networks each have a

hidden layer with nine neurons which use ReLU activation functions.

• Control Scheme Three (S3): Multiple ANNs composed with integral con-

trollers One of the issues with normal feedforward neural networks is that they

have no concept of evolving values based over time (it is a simple stateless non-linear

relationship between from inputs i to outputs o). As a result, it can take a long time

to settle small fluctuations in output power. In this scheme, we thus use a heuristic to

choose between the control values of a traditional Integral controller and the control

values from an ANN for each of the two generators (i.e. each of the generators has

a CFB controlling it, and in the CFB is a NNFB, a BFB representing the Integral

controller, and a BFB which chooses between the two dPref control values). The

heuristic will use the ANNs-based controller if the absolute tie-line power dPT is

greater than 0.01 units, and use the Integral controller otherwise.
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5.3.3 Training the LFC ANNs

Once our networks are designed, we need to train them. There are a number of different

methods when training ANNs with Keras, and as such the NNFB approach aims to not

restrict any of them. We consider examining specific training methodologies to be out of

the scope of this research. Instead, we will focus on a singular method suitable for use with

our two-area LFC case study.

To train our LFC neural network controllers we used an offline “back propagation

through time” method. This requires the generation of training datasets from plant models.

For this purpose we use the small signal plant model for LFC presented in [67] (provided

in Appendix B).

To construct the datasets, we established ‘loss’ functions for the LFC system where the

difference between the generated power from the system is compared against the required

reference power for the system. We can rearrange the loss function to then solve for the

corresponding output that should have been generated for a given set of inputs.

For a two-area power network, which features the tie-line joining the two systems (and

thus will have the generation in one area affect the other and vice versa), the loss function

for a single controller (i.e. Control Scheme One) can be expressed as Equation 5.1,

dPTn+1 = dPTn + 2πT0×(
(dF1 +Kp × dPref1− dF1× (

Kp

R
+ 1)−Kp × (dPTn + dPE1)) −Tp

− (dF2 +Kp × dPref2− dF2× (
Kp

R
+ 1)−Kp × (−dPTn + dPE2)) −Tp

)
(5.1)

where:

• dPTn is the difference in tie-line power transfer from the nominal in tick n,

• dF1 and dF2 are the differences in the frequency of the electricity in areas 1 and 2

from the nominal.

• dPref1 and dPref2 are the differences in the generator flow rate power setting from

the nominal.

• dPE1 and dPE2 are the differences in the external load power requirements from the

nominal.

• T0 is a constant representing the tie-line synchronising co-efficient (set to 0.0707 MW / rad).

• Tp is a constant generator time constant (set to 20 s).

• Kp is a constant representing the gain of the generator’s speed regulator (set to

120 Hz / pu MW2).

• R is a constant generator regulation parameter (set to 2.4 Hz / pu MW).
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If dPT becomes zero in this equation it means that the two areas are not transferring

power between them, a good indication that the network is stabilising. As a result, we set

this as a first goal for our intelligent controllers, with the second goal being to return dF1

and dF2 to zero. By setting dPTn+1 to be zero (i.e. our first goal), we can then rearrange

Equation 5.1 to get Equations 5.2 and 5.3, as follows:

dPref1 =
−dF2× Tp +Kp × (−dPT + dPE2) + (

Kp
R + 1)× dF2

Kp
+ dPE1− dPE2 (5.2)

dPref2 =
−dF1× Tp +Kp × (dPT + dPE1) + (

Kp
R + 1)× dF1

)
Kp

− dPE1 + dPE2 (5.3)

Using these equations we can generate tables of training data which range over a large

number of possible operating conditions. Thus, we range the inputs dPT from -50 % to 50 %

of nominal power, dF1 and dF2 from -50 % to 50 % of nominal frequency, and dPE1 and

dPE2 from -100 % to 100 % of nominal, and using Equations save the inputs and outputs

to a CSV file. Using these tables, we train the single neural network to focus on returning

the values dF1, dF2, and dPT to zero.

However, these tables are not suitable for the ANNs in control schemes S2 and S3, as

they rely on information not available to the local controller (i.e. the dF values for the

other area). As a result, we may express a different loss function for a single area of the

two-area network (in isolation) as Equation 5.4.

dPn+1 = dP + 2πT0 ×
dF +Kp × dPref− (

Kp
R + 1)×Df −Kp × (dPn + dPE)

Tp
) (5.4)

• dPn is the difference in local generator output power from the nominal in tick n,

• dF is the differences in the local electrical frequency from the nominal.

• dPref is the difference in the local generator flow rate power setting from the nominal.

• dPE is the differences in the local external load power requirements from the nominal.

• T0 is a constant representing the tie-line synchronising co-efficient (set to 0.0707 MW / rad).

• Tp is a constant generator time constant (set to 20 s).

• Kp is a constant representing the gain of the generator’s speed regulator (set to

120 Hz / pu MW2).

• R is a constant generator regulation parameter (set to 2.4 Hz / pu MW).

Once again we must rearrange this to make the output dPref the subject. This is

performed in Equation 5.5:
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dPref =
(
Kp
R + 1)× dF +Kp × (dP + dPE) + (−dP2πT0

− dF)× Tp
Kp

(5.5)

Using this we can now generate tables of training data for systems which use multiple

ANNs. Similar to the single-area training generation, we range the input dP from -50 % to

50 % of nominal power, dF from -50 % to 50 % of nominal frequency, and dPE from -100 %

to 100 % of nominal, and we focus on returning the frequency dF to zero. These tables are

suitable for training neural networks for both control schemes S2 and S3.

In order to perform the actual training process, ANNs for S1, S2, and S3 are trained

using Keras across 10 epochs and 1000 batch sizes, with 20 % of the training datasets

reserved for use as validation sets to test performance.

5.3.4 Compiling ANNs to time-predictable C code

In general, time-predictable execution of a given feed-forward ANNs such as an MLP is not

difficult to achieve. Let us take the example of an MLP (for an example, see Figure 1.19

on page 21). As can be seen, this is made up of a set of neurons and a set of connections

between neurons. Starting at the input layer, and then progressing through the hidden

layer(s) and finally the output layer, we can execute the neurons in a bounded loop,

summing the inputs and passing this to our chosen activation function. The key is that

our generated code is not generic, and there is no runtime. Rather than reading in a ANN

file and then executing it, we directly encode our ANN as a C function.

Let us examine this more formally. An MLP can be encoded as Definition 5.3.1, and

then executed using Algorithm 5.1.

Definition 5.3.1. An MLP can be formalised as a tuple M = 〈I,O, L,N, α,B,C,W, f〉,
where:

• I is a finite collection of n input variables with its domain being I = Rn

• O is a finite collection of m output variables with its domain being O = Rm

• L is a set of layers where l0 represents the input layer and l|L|−1 represents the output

layer.

• N is a set of neurons.

• α : L→ N is a neuron mapping function α(ln) where no neuron can appear in more

than one layer. Neurons in the input layer are mapped to inputs I (i.e. |α(l0)| = |I|,
and neurons in the output layer are mapped to outputs O (i.e. |α(l|L|−1| = |O|).

• B : N → R is a function B(ni) which returns a real-valued bias for a given neuron.

• C ⊆ N ×N is an ordered set of inter-layer connections ci,j between neurons ni and

nj such that ni ∈ α(lk) and nj ∈ α(lk+1) (i.e. connections can only go from a neuron

in one layer to a neuron in the next layer).
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• W : C → R is a function W (ci,j) which returns a real-valued weighting for a given

inter-layer neuron connection.

• f : R→ R is the neuron activation function (e.g. ReLU, tanh).

Algorithm 5.1 Execution of an MLP M

1: for all ni ∈ α(l0) do
2: ni ← from input(I, nI)
3: end for
4: for each l ∈ L \ l0 do
5: for each ni ∈ α(l) do
6: ni ← B(ni)
7: for each ch,i ∈ C from nh to ni do
8: ni ← ni + nh ∗W (ch,i)
9: end for

10: ni ← f(ni)
11: end for
12: end for
13: for all ni ∈ α(lk) where k = |L| − 1 do
14: set output(O,ni)
15: end for

It is straightforward to see that if Algorithm 5.1 is directly realised as C code with

bounded for loops then this execution will be time-predictable. For instance, lines 1-3 set

the input neuron layer to simply be their input values from I. Lines 4-12 then compute

the value of all other neurons (in the hidden and output layers), by first setting all other

neurons to their initial value i.e. their bias (line 6) and then summing their source neuron

values multiplied by their connection weights (lines 7-9) before passing the sum into their

activation function (line 10). Finally, lines 13-15 will produce the output collection O.

In order to perform the compilation process, we created a simple tool which converts

the Keras output files (a pair of h5 and json files which encode the trained MLP) to

equivalent C code using the methodology in Algorithm 5.1. This tool is available at

https://aitransformer.com [217].

5.3.5 NNFB Semantics

Roop et al. in [130] originally proposed the use of synchronous semantics for timed

compositions of neural networks and controllers. They argued that ANNs could be

considered as concurrently-executing components which may take one or more logical ticks

to execute, and proposed a methodology which compiled ANNs designed in C with the

Esterel [115] programming language. Thus composed, they termed their neural networks

as Synchronous Artificial Neural Networks (SANNs), and were able to perform WCRT

analysis over the resultant systems.

This approach fits extremely well with the synchronous approach for IEC 61499 FBs.

Consider a simplified definition of ANNs N , which we present in Definition 5.3.2.
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Definition 5.3.2 (ANN). We define any stateless feed-forward ANN as a tuple N =

〈I,O, η〉, where

• I is a finite collection of n input variables with its domain being I = Rn.

• O is a finite collection of m output variables with its domain being O = Rm.

• η : I→ O is the non-linear function (termed the network function) that provides the

behaviour of a given network i.e. when provided a vector of input of size n produces

an vector of output of size m.

It is trivial to execute N synchronously: within each reaction (or execution cycle),

outputs O will be generated from inputs I.

Theorem 5.3.3. Any MLPs M defined using with Definition 5.3.1 may equivalently be

defined as ANN N using Definition 5.3.2 and Algorithm 5.1.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.3.3 follows. Given MLPs M , the equivalent and ANNs N

has the same input collection I and the same output collection O. Then, as Algorithm 5.1 is

stateless and converts an input vector to an output vector, it may represent the non-linear

network function η.

Let us now recall a BFB 〈I, Vin, S, s0, E,G,A, λD, λA〉 (from Definition 4.2.3) with

interface I = 〈Di, Vi, αi, Do, Vo, αo〉 (from Definition 4.2.1). As initially discussed in

Section 5.3.1, as feed-forward neural networks are stateless, it will be a straightforward

matter to map between an ANN 〈I,O, η〉 and a BFB structure. We term a BFB created

using this process as a Neural Network Function Block (NNFB).

Definition 5.3.4 (NNFB). We define an NNFB informally. It is simply any BFB which

has been constructed from an ANN using the process outlined in this section. As they are

fully compatible with the standard, this then allows us to reason over any composition

of NNFB and BFB instances inside any network of FBs using the normal synchronous

semantics for IEC 61499 [10].

Mapping the Interface

While ANNs operate purely over data, FBs operate over an event-data interface. In IEC

61499, it is not enough for data to exist in isolation: it must be associated with appropriate

update events.

The disparity between the two connection methodologies is apparent when considering

their definitions. Recall that the interface for an ANN is presented through the data-only

set of inputs I and the set of outputs O. However, a BFB has the event-data interface

I = 〈Di, Vi, αi, Do, Vo, αo〉, where Di is the set of input events, Vi is the set of input values,

and αi contains input event/data associations; and Do is the set of output events, Vo is

the set of output values, and αo contains output event/data associations.

As such, when we map the interface, we must create a set of associated events for each

input and output to the ANN. We do this by defining a function NewD(v) which will
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return a new BFB input/output change event d for a given ANN input/output ∈ I or

∈ O.

NewD : v ∈ {I ∪O} → d (5.6)

Using this, we can map from the ANN interface to the BFB interface as follows.

Firstly, we define an input event tick which will be used to trigger updates of the BFB

(i.e. executions of the ANNs). This is similar to the tick input we discussed earlier for the

Integral controller, i.e. it allows us fine-grained control over exactly when the NNFB will

update.

Next, for each ANN input, an equivalent BFB input pair (i.e. an input event and an

input data variable) are generated along with an event/data association. Finally, for each

ANN output, an equivalent BFB output pair (i.e. an output event and an output data

variable) are generated along with an event/data association. We present this pictorially

in Figure 5.9, or more formally as Equations 5.7-5.12.

i1_change

o0_change

i0
i1

o0

Di

Vi

i0_change
tick

Generic NNFB

in_change

o1_change

on_change
... ...

in

...

o1
...

on

Vo

Do

αi αo

Figure 5.9: Generalised Neural Network Function Block (NNFB) interface I.

We first create the set of input events DI , which is made up of the event tick as well as

a new input event for each ANN input i ∈ I (recall |I| = n).

Di = {tick} ∪
n⋃
x=0

(NewD(ix ∈ I)) (5.7)

Then, our set of data inputs Vi is the same as the ANN inputs I.

Vi = I (5.8)

Now, our input associations αI are made by associating all the data input events in Di

with their respective data inputs in Vi.

αi =
n⋃
x=0

(dx ∈ Di \ {tick}, vx ∈ Vi) (5.9)
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Next, we create a set of output events Do, which is made up only of new output events

for each ANN output o ∈ O (recall |O| = m).

Do =

m⋃
x=0

(NewD(ox ∈ O)) (5.10)

Then, our set of data outputs Vo is the same as the ANN outputs O.

Vo = O (5.11)

Finally, our output associations are made by associating the data output events Do

with their respective data outputs Vo.

αo =

m⋃
x=0

(dx ∈ Do, vx ∈ Vo) (5.12)

Creating the BFB

Recall that a BFB is defined as BFB = 〈I, Vin, S, s0, E,G,A, λD, λA〉 (see Definition 4.2.3),

where I is the interface (which we have already mapped), Vin is the set of internal variables,

S is the set of ECC states, s0 is the initial ECC state, E is the set of ECC edges, G is a

function which assigns each edge a guard, A is a set of data-manipulating algorithms, λD

is a mapping of states to output events, and λA is a mapping of states to algorithms.

To operate execute a simple ANN inside a BFB, we require a two-state ECC, where

the first state sinit is an initial (reset) state, and the second state supdate is a network

computation (update) state. supdate which will trigger two actions, one (using λA) to

update the output values using the neural network update function η (which itself will

be stored as an algorithm in A), and one (using λD) to set the associated output events.

supdate should trigger each time we activate the tick event. We derive the algorithm η

from the Keras ANNs the process discussed in Section 5.3.4, which produces an algorithm

written in time-analysable C code for executing the network.

We present the BFB and ECC pictorially in Figure 5.10, or more formally as Equa-

tions 5.13-5.20.

INIT

UPDATE
o0_change,
o1_change,

... ,
on_change

ANN_ETA_Func

λD: All Output
Events in Do
enumerated

λA: Single
update algorithm

based on η

tick

tick

Edges E
with

Guards G

States S

Figure 5.10: Generalised Neural Network Function Block (NNFB) ECC.
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As mentioned, our internal variable set Vin is empty.

Vin = ∅ (5.13)

We define two states for S, the initial state sinit, and the update state supdate.

S = {sinit, supdate} (5.14)

We set our initial state s0 to be the initial state sinit.

s0 = sinit (5.15)

We define two edges. One goes from the initial state sinit to the update state supdate,

and the other is a self loop on the update state supdate.

E = {(sinit, supdate), (supdate, supdate)} (5.16)

We now define guards for the two edges. For both, it is simply the presence of the tick

input event.

G = {(sinit, supdate) : tick, (supdate, supdate) : tick} (5.17)

Our only algorithm in an NNFB is the ANN update function η.

A = {η} (5.18)

We now define our event output actions. These only occur in the update state supdate,

and we want to emit every output data change event (recall |Do| = |O| = m).

λD = {supdate :
m⋃
x=0

(dx ∈ Do} (5.19)

Lastly we define our algorithm actions. This only occurs in the update state supdate,

and it will call our ANN update function η.

λA = {supdate : η} (5.20)

5.4 LFC Case Study Results

The major contributions by the NNFB approach introduced in this chapter are the

design methodology presented in Section 5.3.1, the compilation and the operational and

transformational semantics presented in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5. We will use the results

in this section to validate the NNFB approach and demonstrate that it is capable of

performing with the complex LFC case study.
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5.4.1 Experimental Methodology

Following Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, we designed and trained ANNs for each of the three

two-area schemes S1, S2, and S3 to go with the initial integral controller scheme S0.

The neural networks were then embedded as NNFBs. We then composed each scheme’s

controller FBs with HFB for lock-step simulation with the plant model, as per Figure 5.7.

Results were then collected with the simulation configured for a 0.1 second step size. For

each of the four schemes S0, S1, S2, S3 six different benchmarks (A-F) representing different

load configurations were used. These load configurations represent inputs on dPE1 and

dPE2.

Benchmark Control Scheme

ID
Load
Config.

S0: Two ICs S1: One ANN S2: Two ANNs
S3: Two ANNs
with ICs

Recovery Times (s)
dPE1 dPE2 dF1, dF2 dPT dF1, dF2 dPT dF1, dF2 dPT dF1, dF2 dPT

A 0% 5% 7.7, 6.4 7 3.1, 2.6 0.9 5.1, 5.2 4.6 5.3, 5.3 5.1

B 0% 10% 8.5, 6.7 8.2 3.6, 3.9 1 6.6, 6.4 4.9 5.6, 5.2 5.1

C 0% 30% 10.6, 7.2 10.5 5, 5.1 2.4 8.7, 8.8 7.3 5.9, 7.4 7.2

D 0% 50% 11.3, 8.8 11.6 5.3, 5.4 2.5 9.3, 9.4 8.9 7.8, 8 7.5

E -30% 50% 11.4, 10.8 12.6 4.7, 4.2 2.7 10.2, 10.2 9.6 9.1, 8.9 7.6

F -50% 50% 11.5, 11.5 13 3.8, 3.8 2.7 10.4, 10.4 9.8 9.3, 9.3 7.6

Table 5.1: Stabilisation/recovery times for (dF1, dF2), and dPT given different load
configurations under different control schemes. Lower is better.

The results for the LFC case study are presented in Table 5.1. Stabilisation Times

refers to the amount of time (in seconds) that is taken for the appropriate value(s) (dF1,

dF2, and dPT) to return to within 0.001 units of the nominal after a load perturbation is

introduced (i.e. how long does the system take to find a new equilibrium?). For illustrative

purposes, the response curves for these values is plotted in Figure 5.11 for Benchmark B.

As can be seen, after a 10 % step load is introduced to area 2, the entire system responds

until the new stable configuration is found. A response similar to this is generated for all

six benchmarks: after a load perturbation is added to one (or both) area(s), the frequency

and tie-line power will destabilise while the system finds a new equilibrium.

Using the largest of the three stabilisation times (as the system cannot be considered

stable until all three values have returned to nominal) we depict a normalized comparison

of the ANNs control schemes against the Integral Controller baseline in Figure 5.12.

5.4.2 LFC Stabilisation Performance

It is easy to see from Figure 5.12 that all three ANN control schemes outperform the basic

Integral controllers. This matches the results in [67], where an ANN scheme similar to S1

(one ANN in control of both generators) also outperformed integral controllers. It is worth

noting that S1 outperforms the distributed controllers. This makes sense, as the ANN can

make the single-best decision for the entire system at any one time, rather than only being

able to make the best decision locally. However, this approach has qualitative downsides:
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Figure 5.11: Response curves for (a) dPT, and (b-d) dF1 and dF2 given a 10% step load in
Area 2 (Benchmark B) under different control schemes S0, S1, S2, and S3. Faster returns
to 0 are better.
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Figure 5.12: Normalised stabilisation times for Benchmarks A-F from Table 5.1 for the
three LFC control schemes S1-S3 compared to S0 (the two ICs). Lower is better.
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in additional to the usual arguments against centralised control (e.g. single point of failure,

complexities in distributing sensors/actuators), there is also a training issue: if the system

is ever altered (for instance if a third area was added), the ANN would need to be retrained

across the whole system. For the distributed controllers, there is increased reliability and

also perhaps a decrease in training time, as ANNs can be configured for local control and

then re-used in other similar areas.

One factor worth noting is that involving an additional Integral controller in local

decision making (as in scheme S3) gave a slight performance boost compared to the

distributed pure ANN control system S2. This could indicate that our ANN architecture

isn’t completely optimal, or that an MLP (as was used) might not perform as well as a

different style of neural network.

5.4.3 Controller timing analysis

One of the major benefits to our approach for ANNs in IEC 61499 is that we compile the

ANNs to time-analysable C code before embedding them as function block algorithms.

This means that the entire system can remain time analysable. As such, we verified that

this is the case with our LFC case study by deriving the WCET of each of the three

compiled controller FBs for a single-core Patmos processor [218] running at 50 MHz. The

results are presented in Table 5.2.

Control Scheme
IC
WCET
(cycles)

NNFB
WCET
(cycles)

Controller
CFB WCET
(cycles)

Controller
WCET
(µs @ 50 MHz)

S0 2577 - 2577 56

S1 - 18323 18323 366

S2 - 8433 8433 169

S3 2577 8433 11010 220

Table 5.2: Statically derived WCET for the different control schemes S0-S3.

As expected, integrating ANNs increases the execution time of the control system

compared with the original computationally straightforward integral controller, but we are

still able to get a safe upper bound on our control system. One of the advantages of a

distributed system become apparent when considering WCET: the large ANN in S1 takes

much longer to execute than the single-generator controllers in Schemes 2 and 3. This is

because these schemes execute on two distinct processors, and have smaller ANNs than

the monolithic approach in S1.

5.5 Discussion

As the computational demands on the CPSs within Industry 4.0 continue to grow, the

need for design techniques involving intelligent components such as ANNs will likewise

grow. Yet, it is important that we involve these intelligent components in a methodological

manner. Ad-hoc combinations of ANNs and traditional controllers will always struggle to
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be formally verified and tested, meaning that safety standards such as IEC 61508 [84] will

struggle to be met.

In this chapter, we have presented a new framework for the usage of ANNs within

the IEC 61499 FBs standard. We introduced the concept of an Neural Network Function

Block (NNFB), which is any Basic Function Block (BFB) which has been compiled from

any feed-forward ANN; and introduce formal semantics for both the translation process as

well as their operation. We then discussed an iterative design approach for systems which

utilise such NNFBs.

To demonstrate the benefits of the proposed approach, a Load Frequency Control (LFC)

case study was examined in depth. Three control schemes relying on ANN were examined,

including two which used compositions of distributed ANN. Furthermore, WCET times

were able to be statically derived for all three NNFB controllers.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time a complete design process

has been presented for the usage of ANNs within the industrial controller design standard

IEC 61499.
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6
Guaranteeing Safety and Security

with Runtime Enforcement

In the previous chapters we have discussed a number of methods to ensure correctness

of systems at their design stage. For instance, a synchronous semantics for IEC 61499

FBs (see Chapter 3) can provide an efficient execution framework, statically analysable

code, and correct-by-construction software which is determinstic and deadlock-free. Then,

HFBs (see Chapter 4) can be used in synchronous lock-step with designed control logic to

check its functional correctness under simulation. Finally, if intelligent control is desired,

NNFBs (see Chapter 5) provide a model-driven approach which allows for the design and

integration of re-usable neural network components in IEC 61499.

However, these approaches will always feature some constraints. For example, in

order for a given implementation to remain time-predictable, it must be executed on

time-predictable hardware, and may not rely on any software libraries or runtimes which

are themselves not also time predictable. This may be out of the control of a software

designer who cannot choose the underlying hardware (e.g. they may be designing for

commodity COTS equipment).

In addition, even if it is possible to statically verify a design ahead of time, this will

usually require simplifications to be made around the behaviour of underlying system

components. We may choose to abstract away ‘difficult’ mechanisms, such as remote

software updates, or we may assume that underlying processor hardware will always behave

as expected. But, if a malicious third party can take control of our software update

processes, then there is the potential that they may load new software which causes

safety violations. Or, if a hardware trojan can be introduced into our design, then it too

could introduce dangerous and unexpected behaviour. In fact, there are many different

119
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possible attack vectors for modern CPSs, as discussed further in Sections 1.7 and 2.6,

and many different attacks have already been seen in both the literature and in industry

itself. Unfortunately, where CPS systems are safety-critical, unexpected behaviour caused

by malicious attacks can cause safety constraints to be violated and as such can have

far-reaching consequences. For instance, if elements of a power grid behave erratically,

physical damage and loss of life could occur. In other words, a key principle of safety is

security. For a system to be safe, it must always remain safe — even in the presence of a

malicious attack [81].

In this chapter, we thus examine how the dangers of erroneous or compromised con-

trollers can be mitigated. We propose a novel application of runtime enforcement which

can secure the safety of real-world physical systems. Here, we synthesize enforcers to a new

hardware architecture which may be placed across I/O signals (or even within PLC I/O

modules) to act as an effective line of defence between the cyber and the physical domains.

Our enforcers then can prevent the physical damage that a faulty or maliciously managed

control system might be able to perform. It can guarantee both functional and timing

requirements. Further, in order to ensure that our enforcers are correct, we provide for an

implementation that can automatically analyse them using model-checking tools.

To demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, we present two large case studies and

several other benchmarks. We show that the introduced timing overhead for each system

is extremely minimal, and the hardware requirements for each enforcer are very low.

Author’s note: Some of the contributions of this chapter are accepted for publication

in [219]; H. Pearce, M. M. Y. Kuo, P. S. Roop, et al., “Securing implantable medical devices

with runtime enforcement hardware”, in 17th ACM/IEEE International Conference on

Formal Methods and Models for System Design (MEMOCODE), Oct. 2019.

In addition, some contributions will also appear in the following journal article: H.

Pearce, M. M. Y. Kuo, P. Roop, S. Pinisetty, A. Ukil, “Smart I/O Modules for mitigating

cyber-physical attacks on industrial control systems”, accepted for publication in IEEE

Transactions on Industrial Informatics (TII) (Acceptance date: 20 September 2019).

6.1 Introduction

Industry 4.0 is characterised by the use of CPSs which feature tight integrations of digital

controllers and physical processes for manufacturing and industrial automation. Another

way to think about this is that Industry 4.0 is seeing the emergence of “Digital Factories” [14],

which feature improved networking, flexibility, and customer integration compared with

traditional industrial processes. As a result, their industrial control automation systems

must feature increased complexity in both hardware and software domains [220].

However, as these heterogeneous systems become more complex and interconnected,

their number of potential attack vectors also increases [73], [76]. In addition, legacy systems

newly connected to the internet will now also need to consider the scope of malicious

connections via that same medium, and the potential for malicious commands may not
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have been considered in the initial design of the system.

We discussed in Section 2.6.2 the typical strategies for securing modern CPS systems.

On the whole, this relies on conventional layers of defence and monitoring systems, such as

firewalls, access control mechanisms, passwords, encryption, and so on. However, as we

further discussed in the same section, a system can never be considered fully secure against

all possible attack vectors (and many different attack vectors have been proposed) [73]–[75],

[80], [178]–[180], [221].

As introduced in Section 2.6.1, scenarios of particular concern to us are those classifed

as cyber-physical attacks [73], [76]. Here, remote attackers are able to take control of safety-

critical CPS and interfere with their physical, real-world processes. Instigated malfunctions

can result in tangible real-world damage as well as other serious consequences, such as

injuries and loss of life. See Table 2.3 (on page 40) for a list of high-profile examples of

cyber-physical attacks that have already been performed in the real world, including two

of particular concern: the infamous Stuxnet worm damaging Iranian centrifuges [77]; and

the German Steel Mill attack, in which significant physical damage was caused to a blast

furnace by preventing it from correctly shutting down [79].

A key principle of software security is that a system should continue to function

correctly even in the presence of malicious attack [81]. However, this can be difficult to

achieve in practice. Just because a control algorithm can be analysed and guaranteed in

isolation, it does not mean that the overall composition of the algorithm with its execution

environment is also formally verifiable. If a design is implemented using Commercial

Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components, such as a general-purpose microprocessor, or is built

on common operating systems or RTOS, then proving a design will remain safe even in the

general case may be infeasible! When we also have to rely on the correctness and security

of design features such as network control, remote software updates, and “trained” operator

inputs, then this further compounds the issue, usually making such problems intractable.

In practice, it is not possible to fully secure any given system. There will always be

gaps in defences [73]. Instead, one should focus on detection and mitigation strategies.

Formal approaches for these exist: Runtime Verification (RV) can be used to guarantee

that misbehaving systems are detected, and Runtime Enforcement (RE) has been suggested

as an approach for pre-emptively editing I/O which would violate specified policies. In

general, a pre-emptive approach such as what RE offers best meets the principle of secure

software: it does not require a violating output to be actuated before corrective action

can be taken. RE neatly encapsulates the concepts of detection and mitigation, and is the

most timely approach to mitigating a malfunctioning or maliciously managed controller.

In this Chapter, we thus propose a new safety and security framework for CPSs based

on a new semantics for RE which we term Valued Discrete Timed Automata (VDTA).

Our approach overcomes the limitations of existing published RE toolchains, which were

originally discussed in Section 2.6.3. The proposed runtime enforcers would function as an

additional and final layer of security sitting between the cyber controllers and their physical

sensors and actuators. Figure 2.2 on page 42 depicts a generalised runtime enforcer.

The goal of this layer of security would not be to prevent unauthorized access. If
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an attacker has already reached this level of clearance, he likely already has full control

of the system. Instead, the goal of these enforcers is to ensure the safety of a given

compromised CPS by ensuring that no I/O can ever put the system into a dangerous

state that would compromise the physical system. The enforcers act independently of

the system’s controllers, and if the controllers are compromised they would limit the

potential damage that could be caused by an offsite attacker, therefore mitigating an

attack’s effectiveness.

Considering this, the implementation strategy for the runtime enforcers becomes

extremely pertinent. If an enforcer is co-located with the software of a given system (as

most existing frameworks are), then it may be as vulnerable as the software itself from a

security standpoint. It might be able to be remotely modified or disabled. Furthermore,

these enforcers may not actually be the “last place” a signal must travel through before

being emitted: any underlying software (e.g. runtimes, hardware abstraction layers) and

hardware (e.g. the microcontroller or processor) must be trusted that they will behave as

expected.

As such, in order for the enforcement system to need minimal trust, we propose that

enforcers be located external to system controllers (similar to in the Shield Synthesis

approach [184]), i.e. in additional external hardware, and sharing no computational

resources. One method of doing this would be to compile them into hardware, and place

that hardware within the I/O modules of a given PLC system, as depicted in Figure 6.1.

"Plant" 
(Machinery) Runtime Enforcer

Rules (Policies)

Input
Enforcer

Output
Enforcer

Smart I/O Modules

"Controller" 
(PLC) 

Figure 6.1: Proposed smart I/O modules with runtime enforcer.

Furthermore, to ensure that our implementation strategy is sound, we then verify the

generated enforcer hardware by statically analysing for timing and functional properties.

Where necessary, we can also estimate its required power consumption. Our approach thus

offers a number of benefits: as the external enforcer is a discrete component, it may be

certified separately, ensuring that any controller connected to it will have its behaviour

constrained to guarantee a minimum QoS at all times.

In this chapter we will consider two case studies. This first is our original smart grid

over-current protection relay from Section 1.3.1. We use this case study to illustrate

how our VDTA RE framework can support complex bi-directional policies. Our second

case study is a CPS from the medical domain: a pacemaker. We use this case study to

demonstrate how our approach is not limited to the industrial space: it is also suitable for
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low-power embedded applications.

6.2 RE Case Study One: Overcurrent Protection Relay

Recall the overcurrent relay from Figure 1.3 (on page 6). Section 1.3.1 describes the

IEC 60255 standard [35] which specifies the correct operation for overcurrent fault detection

(i.e. the IDMT curve, Equation 1.1) for this circuit breaker.

In Chapter 3 we discussed implementations of this system via PLCs. Indeed, common

implementations within transmission and distribution networks will be microprocessor-

based [33], sampling the current signal at 2-3 kHz, and executing their internal logic

with clocks of around 60 MHz [222]. They will provide a digital ‘trip’ command to the

physical circuit breaker component following deterministic fault detection based on the

aforementioned IDMT curve. It is essential that the circuit-breaker behaves as expected,

and opens within its defined safe time. If the control system is compromised, and the trip

signal is suppressed, significant physical damage could occur.

When a digital system such as this relay is part of a larger networked system, such as

in a modern nationwide smart grid, it is essential that each component behaves safely and

securely. However, while critical infrastructures such as smart grids are usually designed

to be reliable in the case of random component failures, malicious attacks on key hub

components can cause failures outside the scope of reliability analysis [180].

Unfortunately, there is already concern that U.S. power grids have been compromised by

malicious state actors that might try to damage infrastructures during a crisis or war [181].

Overcurrent relays themselves have been identified as a potential vulnerable component

via implementation attacks (e.g. hardware trojans) [33]. As such, a key question arises:

how can we guarantee safe performance of a digitally-controlled component such as this

circuit breaker even in the presence of a malicious attack?

6.3 RE Case Study Two: An Implantable Medical Device

(IMD) — a Pacemaker

Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs), such as pacemakers, insulin pumps, and neurological

pulse generators, have been increasingly adopting technology for advanced clinician control,

reconfigurability, and monitoring since the early 2000s [223]. Modern devices have now

reached the point where clinicians and patients can interact with them using consumer

electronics and even via the internet.

Unfortunately, while the adoption of these features offered many advantages, there are

also risks associated with them: malicious attacks. Where devices can be reconfigured

to work more effectively, they can also be configured to work more poorly — or not at

all. Wireless control features can allow attackers to manipulate settings from beyond the

immediate vicinity of the patient, and internet-enabled devices can be at risk from attacks

originating anywhere in the world [223].
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We are beginning to see the consequences of this risk, both in the literature and

in industry. Bill Maisel, a senior official in the device unit of the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) stated that “we are aware of hundreds of medical devices that have

been infected by malware... it’s not hard to imagine how these types of events could lead

to patient harm” [224]. Specific examples of attacks on medical devices include pacemakers

that could be reprogrammed to give potentially deadly electric shocks [225], insulin pumps

which can be remotely commanded to potentially kill their patient by injecting too much

or too little insulin [226]–[228], and Denial-of-Service attacks on implantable cardiovascular

defibrillators [229].

Traditional methodologies for preventing malicious attacks on embedded systems do not

always apply to battery-operated IMDs. Even simple tools such as encryption have often

been overlooked due to constraints on processing power and battery life (in one example,

a insulin sensor had to run on a 1.5-volt watch battery for two years [227]). Indeed, to

prevent an attack, the former U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney had the wireless capabilities

of his pacemaker disabled altogether [230].

Compounding the issue is the current regulatory framework for implantable medical

devices compared to typical consumer electronics. Medical devices do not get regular

security updates, like smart phones and computers, because changes to their software could

necessitate the recertification by a relevant authority [231] such as the FDA, which can be

time-consuming and expensive.

Industry standard approaches for cybersecurity have been suggested for use in im-

plantable medical devices by the FDA [232]. Primarily, this focuses on using encrypted

communication channels to the devices to prevent information leakage and unauthorised

command inputs. It has been proposed that this encryption could be done either internally

or on an external shield [233], [234]. To increase security, it is also suggested that the

physical distance between a programmer and an implanted medical device could be limited

by a variety of methods [226], [235], [236]. A different approach is further suggested for

monitoring and aborting just the external communication of IMDs via MedMon [237].

Here, external hardware continuously monitors all wireless transactions for a given system.

Then, based on a set of policies, the monitor may jam certain wireless events.

However, most of these communication-based approaches still feature weaknesses [229],

and once again we refer to the evidence that in practice it is both infeasible and impractical

to eliminate all security vulnerabilities for any given system [80].

As a result, it has been suggested that IMD behaviour could just be monitored at

runtime, and if it misbehaves, an alarm could be raised indicating suitable intervention

should occur. In [188], the monitor synthesis problem is formalised for pacemakers using RV.

Here, policies are defined describing safe behaviour of a patient’s Electrocardiogram (ECG).

An external wearable monitor is configured with these policies, and then observes the ECG

signals for events that violate these policies. If any do, they are flagged and the patient is

informed.

However, although approaches such as RV can provide soundness guarantees [238], they

miss a key aspect of secure systems: while they can identify misbehaviours, they cannot
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mitigate the damage these misbehaviours might cause. As we have already stated, secure

software is required to function correctly even during a malicious attack [81].

As such, RE has been suggested as an extension of RV which can ensure IMD safety.

In [57], a formal approach for RE is presented for cyber-physical systems such as cardiac

pacemakers. It provides for bi-directional, timed policies specified as Discrete Timed

Automata (DTA), as well as a formal approach for the generation of enforcers.

That said, though their approach was amenable to static timing analysis due to their

usage of synchronous programming semantics, they relied on measured average-case timing

only which provide no reliable guarantees. Furthermore, their presented framework did not

consider security aspects. This is not uncommon: most implementations for RE do not

consider the security implications for their implementations — they focus on ensuring their

system constraints while assuming that the enforcer itself will be omnipotent and eternal.

As such, we propose using our VDTA RE framework to address the shortcomings with

the approach presented in [57]. Pacemakers using our approach will be secured via hardware

runtime enforcers, physically isolated from the normal medical device controllers, thus

guaranteeing a minimum Quality of Service (QoS). In other words, they will ensure that

the pacemaker will continue to operate at a baseline level of safety even in the presence of

a malicious attack, and at worst, an attack will only be able to degrade the performance of

the main controller, not the enforcer.

The outline for the RE proposal is depicted in Figure 6.2, and shows an enforcer

composed between a plant (in our case, a heart) and the controller (in this case, a

pacemaker).
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Figure 6.2: Pacemaker with Runtime Enforcer.

6.3.1 Correct Operation of a Pacemaker

A cardiac pacemaker is a medical device which is responsible for regulating the electrical

conduction system of the heart [239]. Pacemakers are implanted under the skin of a

patient’s chest, under the collarbone, and are joined to a patient’s heart via a set of leads.

Pacemakers are used to treat arrhythmia, which is a group of conditions where heartbeats
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are irregular. A heart could be beating too fast, which is called tachycardia, or too slow,

which is called bradycardia. In this work we examine bradycardia.

Figure 6.3: A heart-pacemaker system showing leads connected to the right atrium and
ventricle (reproduced from [188]).

A dual-chamber (DDD mode) pacemaker heart system is depicted in Figure 6.3.

Through the electrodes on the heart, a pacemaker senses atrial and ventricular events,

which represent when the atrial and ventricle chambers of the heart are pumped. The

electrodes can also act as actuators, and where necessary, the pacemaker can emit an atrial

or ventricle pulse to cause the respective chamber to pulse.
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Figure 6.4: Timing Diagram for DDD mode pacemaker (adapted from [57]).

A timing diagram for a DDD mode pacemaker is depicted in Figure 6.4. Here, Electro-

grams (EGMs) are observed directly from the pacemaker leads embedded in the patient’s

heart, and four heartbeats are traced in the upper half of the diagram. Three types of

events are shown. Atrial Sense (AS) and Ventricle Sense (VS) are sensed natural events.

Atrial Refractory Sense (AR) and Ventricle Refractory Sense (VR) are ignored natural

events. Atrial Pulse (AP) and Ventricle Pulse (VP) are artificial pacing events.

In the lower half of the diagram, the status of various timers used for ensuring correct

operation of the pacemaker are shown. The Atrioventricular Interval (AVI) timer ensures
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correct time between any atrial event and its subsequent ventricular event. Likewise, the

Atrial Escape Interval (AEI) timer monitors the maximum time between any ventricular

event and its subsequent atrial event. The Post-Ventricular Atrial Refractory Period

(PVARP) and Ventricular Refractory Period (VRP) timers act as filters to block spurious

atrial and ventricular events that occur shortly after ventricular events. Finally, the Lower

Rate Interval (LRI) and Upper Rate Interval (URI) timers provide bounds for ventricular

timing.

In this case study, we consider the following requirements as detailed in [57], [240].

While timing values are typically denoted as real-valued constants, we discretise them

based on some digital clock frequency f . For instance, a real-valued C can be approximated

to Ccycles by using either dCf e or bCf c.

P1 : AP and VP cannot happen simultaneously.

P2 : VS or VP must be true within AV Icycles after an atrial event AS or AP.

P3 : AS or AP must be true within AEIcycles after an ventricle event VS or VP.

P4 : After a ventricular event, another ventricle event can happen only after URIcycles.

P5 : After a ventricular event, another ventricle event should happen within LRIcycles.

These policies are specified as constants which are derived from the medical field. They

specify absolute bounds, providing for a minimum QoS for each patient. As such, they may

not need to be exactly specified for each patient, as the internal controller should be able

to provide for higher-quality and more-customised care due to more complex software and

properties. An enforcer based on these properties should allow for graceful degradation of

service without risk to patient health [57], [240].

6.4 Runtime Enforcement for CPS

In this work, we define VDTA, which are inspired by the DTA in [57]. VDTA support

valued signals and internal variables to ensure compatibility with real-world CPS and

industrial systems.

6.4.1 VDTA: Defining Safety Policies for CPS

We consider CPS systems to have finite ordered sets of valued input channels I =

{i1, i2, . . . in} and valued output channels O = {o1, o2, . . . on}.
A VDTA can be seen as a DTA with a finite set of locations, a finite set of discrete

clocks used to represent time evolution, and external input (resp. output channels) called

“external variables” which are used for representing system data. They also have internal

variables which are used for internal computation, compared to the external variables which

model the data carried by the actions from the monitored system (resp. environment).
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Example 6.4.1 (Overcurrent Relay I/O). The overcurrent relay has a set of external

variables C = {i, iset, r}, where i and iset (representing the measured and set currents)

are input channels of integer type, and r (representing the relay command) is an output

channel of Boolean type.

Example 6.4.2 (Pacemaker I/O). The pacemaker has a set of external variables C =

{AS, V S,AP, V P}, where AS and V S (representing the atrial and ventricular sense leads)

are input channels of Boolean type, and AP and V P (representing the pacemaker outputs

for pulsing the atrium and the ventricle) are output channels of Boolean type.

Within VDTA, there is an implicit logical tick similar to synchronous programming

languages [114]. All transitions occur relative to this tick. At the start of a tick, all input

channels are sampled, and at the end of the tick, all output channels are emitted. Thus, a

tick constitutes an atomic reaction of the reactive system. Before we look into the formal

definition of VDTA, let us consider examples from our case studies.

lsafe lunsafe

lviotrue

r & iset > imax a©

!r || (i ≤ iset &&
iset ≤ imax)

r && i > iset
&& iset ≤ imax,

x := 0

r && iset > imaxb©

r && x ≥ τ(i, iset) &&
iset ≤ imax

c©

!r || (i ≤ iset &&
iset ≤ imax)

r && i > iset &&
iset ≤ imax &&
x < τ(i, iset)

Figure 6.5: Complete overcurrent policy defined via VDTA Aoc.

Example 6.4.3 (Overcurrent Relay VDTA). The overcurrent relay case study can be

presented as a VDTA Aoc, as depicted in Figure 6.5. This VDTA formally specifies two

properties. Firstly, entering a set current value that is beyond a safe maximum is a

violation. Secondly, staying in an overcurrent state for too long without tripping the relay

is a violation.

The VDTA for these rules has a set of locations L = {lsafe, lunsafe, lvio}, with accepting

locations F = {lsafe}, and lsafe as the initial state. It has the set of external variables

C = {i, iset, r}, which are expanded on in Example 6.4.1. Its set of internal variables
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V = {imax}, where imax (representing the physical max current capacity of the system) is

of integer type.

In a VDTA, a transition can have guards on internal variables, external variables and

clocks. For example, when in location lsafe, the transition from lsafe to lunsafe can happen

only if r is true, and i ≥ iset and iset ≤ imax.

In Aoc, the clock v is responsible for measuring the passage of time. Each time the

VDTA is executed (i.e. each tick of the system), all clocks are incremented by 1, unless the

transition they take in that tick instead resets their value. For example, upon transition

from lsafe to lunsafe, the value of clock x is reset to 0. The transitions can also depend on

computable functions. For instance, τ is a function with i and iset as input parameters,

which returns a “safe time” value.

It can be seen that there are three violation transitions, labelled a©, b©, and c©. Transi-

tions a© and b© occur when iset is greater than the safe physical value imax, and represent

the implementation of the first property. Transition c© encodes the second property, that is

the case where the overcurrent time exceeds the safe time without the circuit-breaker ‘trip’

command being issued.

l0 l1

l2

V S || V P
x := 0

!V S && !V P !V P && x < URIcycles

x ≥ URIcycles V P

true

Figure 6.6: VDTA for policy P4, AP4 .

Example 6.4.4 (Policy P4 VDTA). We can represent the pacemaker policy P4 as the

VDTA AP4, presented in Figure 6.6, with the I/O presented in Example 6.4.2. Here, the

policy states that after any VS or VP, no VP can be emitted for at least URIcycles. Within

the policy, this is represented by the transitions between the three locations L = {l0, l1, l2}.
l0 represents the DTA waiting for the input VS or VP, and once received, the transition to

l1 resets clock x to zero. x is the clock responsible for measuring the passage of time in

state l1. Like all clocks, it increments by one for every execution of the VDTA, i.e. once

every cycle. Once x ≥ URIcycles, then the transition to l0 can occur, indicating that the

wait period is finished. If, however, a VP arrives before that time has elapsed, then the

transition to l2 will be taken instead. In this DTA, lv = l2, so this indicates a violation of

the property.

Let us now consider in more detail the syntax and semantics of VDTAs. For a variable

(resp. channel) v, Dv denotes its domain, and for a tuple of variables V = (v1, . . . , vn), DV
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is the product domain Dv1 × · · · × Dvn . A valuation of the variables in V is a mapping ν

which maps every variable v ∈ V to a value ν(v) in Dv. Let X = {x1, . . . , xk} be a finite

set of integer variables representing discrete clocks. A valuation for x is an element of N,

that is a function from x to N. The set of valuations for the set of clocks X is denoted

by χ. For χ ∈ NX , χ+ 1 (which captures the ticking of the digital clock) is the valuation

assigning χ(x) + 1 to each clock variable x of X. Given a set of clock variables X ′ ⊆ X,

χ[X ′ ← 0] is the valuation of clock variables χ where all the clock variables in X ′ are

assigned to 0.

Definition 6.4.5 (Syntax of VDTAs). A VDTA is a tuple

A = (L, l0, X, V, C,Θ, F,∆) where:

• L is a finite non-empty set of locations, with l0 ∈ L the initial location, and F ⊆ L the

set of accepting locations;

• X is a finite set of discrete clocks;

• V is a tuple of typed internal variables;

• C is a tuple of external variables, where C = I ∪O, where I is the set of input channels,

and O is the set of output channels;

• Θ ⊆ DV is an initial condition which is a computable predicate over V ;

• ∆ is a finite set of transitions, and each transition t ∈ ∆ is a tuple (l, G,A, l′) also written

l
G(V,C),V ′:=A(V,C)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ l′ such that,

• l, l′ ∈ L are respectively the origin and target locations of the transition;

• G = GD ∧GX is the guard where

- GD ⊆ DV × DC is a computable predicate over internal variables and external

variables in V ∪ C;

- GX is a clock constraint over X defined as a Boolean combinations of constraints

of the form x]f(V ∪ C), where x ∈ X and f(V ∪ C) is a computable function, and

] ∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >};
• A=(AD, AX) is the assignment of the transition where

- AD : DV ×DC → DV defines the evolution of internal variables.

- AX ⊆ X is the set of clocks to be reset.

A word is a sequence σ = η1 · η2 · · · ηn where ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ηi is a tuple of values of

variables in C = I ∪O.

Policy VDTA are required to be deterministic, i.e. for any given state, the conjunction

of any guards of any other outgoing transitions may not be satisfiable; and complete, i.e.

for any given state at any given time and any valuation of variables in C, at least one

transition guard is satisfied.

6.4.2 Semantics for VDTA

Let A = (Σ, L, l0, X, V, C,Θ, F,∆) be a VDTA. The semantics of A is a timed transition

system, where a state consists of a location, and valuations of internal variables V and

clocks X. Each transition is associated with values of external variables in C.
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Definition 6.4.6 (Semantics of VDTAs). The semantics of A is a timed transition system

[[A]] = (Q, q0, QF ,Γ,→), defined as follows:

• Q = L×DV × NX , is the set of states of the form q = (l, ν, χ) where l ∈ L is a location,

ν ∈ DV is a valuation of internal variables, χ is a valuation of clocks;

• Q0 = {(l0, ν, χ[X←0]) | Θ(ν) = true} is the set of initial states;

• QF = F ×DV × NX is the set of accepting states;

• Γ = {η | η ∈ DC} is the set of transition labels;

• →⊆ Q × Γ × Q the transition relation is the smallest set of transitions of the form

(l, ν, χ〉 −→ η〈l′, ν ′, χ′) such that ∃(l, G,A, l′) ∈ ∆, with GX(χ+ 1)∧GD(ν, η) evaluating

to true, ν ′ = AD(ν, η) and χ′ = (χ+ 1)[AX ← 0].

A run ρ of [[A]] from a state q ∈ Q over a trace w = η1 · η2 · · · ηn is a sequence of moves

in [[A]]: ρ = q
η1−→ q1 · · · qn−1

ηn−→ qn, for some n ∈ N. A run is accepted if it starts from the

initial state q0 ∈ Q and ends in an accepted state qn ∈ QF .

Example 6.4.7 (Run of Overcurrent Relay Aoc). An example run of the VDTA Aoc
depicted in Figure 6.5 is elaborated here. Let the internal variable imax be initialized with

10000. A run of this VDTA starting from the initial state (lsafe, imax = 10000, x = 0) for

the word σ = (4000, 5000, 1) · (8000, 5000, 1) · (7000, 5000, 1) · (8000, 5000, 1) · (8000, 5000, 1) ·
(8000, 5000, 1) is:

(lsafe, imax = 10000, x = 0)
(4000,5000,1)−−−−−−−−→

(lsafe, imax = 10000, x = 1)
(8000,5000,1)−−−−−−−−→

(lunsafe, imax = 10000, x = 0)
(7000,5000,1)−−−−−−−−→

(lunsafe, imax = 10000, x = 1)
(8000,5000,1)−−−−−−−−→

(lunsafe, imax = 10000, x = 2)
(8000,5000,1)−−−−−−−−→

(lunsafe, imax = 10000, x = 3)
(8000,5000,1)−−−−−−−−→

(lvio, imax = 10000, x = 4).

The run started in the initial state and ended in a non-accepting state. It is thus a

non-accepting run and represents a violation scenario.

Finally, it may be useful to combine multiple VDTA together automatically if we want

to enforce multiple properties each specified as VDTA (for instance, in the pacemaker case

study). Given two deterministic and complete VDTAs A1 and A2 the VDTA A obtained

by computing their product is also deterministic and complete.

Definition 6.4.8 (Product of VDTAs). Given two VDTAsA1 =
(
L1, l10, X

1, V 1, C1,Θ1, F 1,∆1
)

and A2 =
(
L2, l20, X

2, V 2, C2,Θ2, F 2,∆2
)

with disjoint sets of integer clocks, their prod-

uct is the VDTA A1 × A2 = (L, l0, X, V, C,Θ, F,∆) where L = L1 × L2, l0 = (l10, l
2
0),

X = X1 ∪X2 , V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , C = C1 ∪ C2 , θ = (θ1 ∧ θ2) , F = F 1 × F 2, and the set

of transitions ((l1, l2), G1 ∧ G2, A1 ∪ A2, (l1′, l2′)) ∈ ∆ for each (l1, G1, A1, l1′) ∈ ∆1 and

(l2, G2, A2, l2′) ∈ ∆2.

In the product VDTA, all locations not in (F 1 × F 2) are violation locations, and all

the outgoing transitions for these locations can be replaced with self loops. We merge all
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violation locations into a single location lv where any outgoing transition from any location

in L \ (L1 × l2v) ∪ (l1v × L2) to a location in (L1 × l2v) ∪ (l1v × L2) goes to lv instead.

6.4.3 Enforcing non-accepting I/O events: Edit Functions

An enforcer for a given property defined as a VDTA A can be thought as a function

EA : D∗C → D∗C , where C = I ∪ O. The enforcer is designed to keep some property A
satisfied, and so will examine the updated external variables (input and output channels)

each tick, and must transform any that are non-accepting. In other words, enforcers prevent

a given system from emitting a non-accepting trace. Whenever a given input/output channel

values for a system would result in a guaranteed non-accepting trace (e.g. the next state

q′ ∈ qv is non-accepting, as in Example 6.4.7), the input/output values must be edited so

that the trace remains accepting.

Two proposed methods for editing non-accepting I/O values in [57] are: either a random

edit, where a random but accepting value would be chosen from a list of accepting I/O

values; or a minimum distance edit, where an accepting value would be chosen with

minimum binary distance compared to the current non-accepting value.

These two methods, however, are not always suitable for real-world applications.

Consider the VDTA Aoc in Figure 6.5. When transition c© (lunsafe → lvio) occurs on

(r && x ≥ τ(i, iset) && iset ≤ imax), there are three possible channels to edit — iset, i, and

r. While editing i or iset could cause the policy to be satisfied (i.e. increasing iset to be

larger than i would cause a transition to lsafe), such an action would not satisfy reality —

an over-current event is still occurring! Instead, the edit that causes the relay to be opened,

thus breaking the circuit and ensuring safe operation of the system, should be selected.

In general, then, the designer of any given policy should also select their preferred edit

actions out of the list of possible safe edits for each violation transition, thus ensuring

practical runtime enforcement.

Example 6.4.9 (Selected Edit Actions for VDTA). We can determine the Selected Edit

Actions for the VDTA Aoc in Figure 6.5 based on the original properties we formalised.

Transitions a© and b© were intended to stop the nominal current iset from being set larger

than imax, the largest current the circuit can safely handle. For these transitions, then,

we select the edit action “iset := imax”, thus constraining the maximum value for iset to

be imax. For transition c©, which defines the maximum safe time we can remain in an

overcurrent state before violating, we select the edit action “r := 0”. Now, to prevent the

violation, the overcurrent relay will open the breaker, thus ensuring the safety of the system.

Let us now define edits more formally. This requires first a notion of input policies,

as in this framework enforcers are bidirectional, meaning that any enforcer has to first

transform inputs from the environment in each step before considering any controller

outputs. Bi-directionality is useful when malicious input might pollute controller state or

otherwise cause errors, e.g. with PID controllers or with the input iset in the overcurrent

relay. As such, if we have policy ϕ defined as VDTA Aϕ, we thus need to consider the

input property that we obtain from Aϕ by projecting on inputs.
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Remark 6.4.10 (Input VDTA AI). Given a property defined as VDTA

A = (L, l0, X, V, C,Θ, F,∆), input VDTA AI = (L, l0, X, V, I,Θ, F,∆I) is obtained from

A by ignoring output channels in C and on the transitions in ∆.

For every transition t ∈ ∆, there will be a transition in the input VDTA obtained from

t by discarding atomic formulas in GD and GX that have output channels.

Now, given property ϕ, defined as VDTA Aϕ with semantics [[Aϕ]], we introduce editIϕI

(resp. editOϕ), which the enforcer uses for editing input (resp. output) events (whenever

necessary), according to input property ϕI (resp. input-output property ϕ). Note that in

each step the enforcer first processes the input from the environment, and transforms it

using editIϕI
based on the input property ϕI obtained from the input-output property ϕ

that we want to enforce. Later, the output produced by the program is transformed by

the enforcer (when necessary) using editOϕ based on the input-output property ϕ that we

want to enforce.

• editIϕI (σI): Given I (set of input channels), editIϕI
(σI) is the set of all possible

valuations ηI (where ηI is a tuple of values of variables in I) such that the word

obtained by extending σI with ηI can be extended to a sequence that satisfies ϕI

(i.e., there exists σ′ ∈ D∗I such that σI · ηI · σ′ satisfies ϕI). Formally,

editIϕI
(σI) = {ηI ∈ DI : ∃σ′ ∈ D∗I , σI · ηI · σ′ |= ϕI}.

Consider the automaton AϕI = (L, l0, X,C, F,∆I) with semantics

[[AϕI ]] = (Q, q0I , QFI ,ΓI ,→I). Let qI ∈ QI correspond to a state reachable in AϕI
(i.e., q0I

σI−→ qI) upon σI . We define editIAϕI (qI) as follows:

editIAϕI (qI) = {ηI ∈ DI : ∃σ′ ∈ DI∗, qI
ηI ·σ′

I−−−→ q′I ∧ q′I ∈ QFI}.

• editOϕ (σ, ηI): Given an input-output word σ ∈ D∗C and an input event ηI ∈ DI ,
editOϕ (σ, ηI) is the set of valuations of output channels ηO in O such that the input-

output word obtained by extending σ with (ηI , ηO) can be extended to a sequence

that satisfies the property ϕ (i.e., ∃σ′ ∈ D∗C such that σ · (ηI , ηO) · σ′ |= ϕ). Formally,

editOϕ (σ, ηI) = {ηO ∈ DO : ∃σ′ ∈ D∗C , σ · (ηI , ηO) · σ′ |= ϕ}.

Consider the VDTA Aϕ (L, l0, X,C, F,∆) defining property ϕ with semantics

[[Aϕ]] = (Q, q0, QF ,Γ,→), and an input event ηI ∈ DI . If q ∈ Q corresponds to a

state reached in Aϕ upon σ (i.e., q0
σ−→ q), editOϕ (σ, ηI) can be alternatively defined

as follows:

editOAϕ (q, ηI) = {ηO ∈ DO : ∃σ′ ∈ D∗C , q
(ηI ,ηO)·σ′
−−−−−−→ q′ ∧ q′ ∈ QF }.

For any given violation transition, there may be many possible alternate values for ηI

and ηO that would instead result in an accepting transition. As mentioned earlier, the
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designer should choose the best alternative amongst these edits. As such, we define two

additional functions, sel-editIϕI
and sel-editOϕ, which the designer can use to select a given

edit from the set of possible accepting edits.

• sel-editIϕI (σI , ηI): Given σI ∈ D∗I , and ηI ∈ DI if editIϕI
(σI) is non-empty,

then sel-editIϕI
(σI , ηI) returns an element (chosen by the designer using ηI) from

editIϕI
(σI) , and is undefined if editIϕI

(σI) is empty.

Likewise, given qI ∈ QI , and ηI ∈ DI , if editIAϕI (qI , ηI) is non-empty, then

sel-editIAϕI (qI , ηI) returns an element (chosen by the designer using ηI) from editIAϕI (qI),

and is undefined if editIAϕI (qI) is empty.

• sel-editOϕ (σ, ηI , ηO): Given σ ∈ D∗C, ηI ∈ DI , and ηOinDO if editOϕ (σ, ηI) is

non-empty, then sel-editOϕ (σ, ηI , ηO) returns an element (chosen by the designer

using ηO) from editOϕ (σ, ηI), and is undefined if editOϕ (σ, ηI) is empty.

Likewise, given q ∈ Q, ηI ∈ DI , and ηO ∈ DO, if editOAϕ (q, ηI) is non-empty, then

sel-editOAϕ (q, ηI , ηO) returns an element (chosen by the designer using ηO) from

editOAϕ (q, ηI), and is undefined if editOAϕ (q, ηI) is empty.

6.4.4 Enforcer constraints

Recall that an enforcer aims to keep a property ϕ satisfied at all times. However, this

could happen in many ways. Indeed, it can be trivial to derive enforcers for properties

which do not behave in a useful manner. For instance, a simple enforcer which satisfies

both properties for the overcurrent relay VDTA in Figure 6.5 could just force the relay

to remain permanently open, and thus the circuit permanently broken, by just forcing

r to be false at all times. It is true that this would prevent an overcurrent event from

ever occurring, and it is true that the VDTA would never enter the violation state lvio.

However, in preventing an unsafe level of electric current from flowing, this enforcer would

also prevent a safe level of electric current from flowing. As such, the overall system, in

reality, is rendered unusable.

To prevent this (and other situations), several constraints are provided which define

enforcer correctness [57], as follows:

• An enforcer must be sound, meaning that for any word σ given as input, the output

of the enforcer Eϕ(σ) should satisfy the property ϕ.

• An enforcer is online, so it cannot undo what is released as output (monotonicity),

and it must not delay, insert, or suppress ticks (instantaneity).

• An enforcer must be transparent, meaning that the enforcer must edit the actual

input and output channel values only when necessary (i.e., only when they lead to

violation of the property).

• An enforcer must be causal, meaning that the enforcer must act as an intermediary

such that it first examines values of the input channels to validate them w.r.t property
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ϕ. If the actual input values will lead to a violation, the enforcer may change/correct

the inputs before forwarding to the program. After the program reacts to these

inputs, the enforcer must again validate the outputs from the program. It should

forward the outputs from the program (without editing) to the environment if they

do not lead to a violation, or edit and forward the edited values.

We can define these constraints more formally using Definitions 6.4.11 and 6.4.12.

Definition 6.4.11 (VDTA Enforcer Constraints). Given property ϕ ⊆ D∗C, an enforcer

for ϕ is a function Eϕ : D∗C → D∗C satisfying the following constraints:

• Soundness

∀σ ∈ D∗C ,∃σ′ ∈ D∗C : Eϕ (σ) · σ′ |= ϕ. (Snd)

• Monotonicity

∀σ, σ′ ∈ D∗C : σ 4 σ′ ⇒ Eϕ (σ) 4 Eϕ
(
σ′
)
. (Mono)

• Instantaneity

∀σ ∈ Σ∗ : |σ| = |Eϕ (σ) |. (Inst)

• Transparency

∀σ ∈ D∗C ,∀ηI ∈ DI ,∀ηO ∈ DO, ∃σ′ ∈ D∗C :

Eϕ (σ) · (ηI , ηO) · σ′ |= ϕ

⇒ Eϕ (σ · (ηI , ηO)) = Eϕ (σ) · (ηI , ηO) .

(Tr)

• Causality

∀σ ∈ D∗C , ∀ηI ∈ DI ,∀ηO ∈ DO,
∃η′I ∈ editIϕI

(
(Eϕ (σ))I

)
, ∃η′O ∈ editOϕ (Eϕ (σ) , η′I) :

Eϕ (σ · (ηI , ηO)) = Eϕ (σ) · (η′I , η′O) .

(Ca)

Definition 6.4.12 (Enforceability). Let ϕ ⊆ D∗C be a property. We say that ϕ is enforceable

iff an enforcer Eϕ for ϕ exists according to Definition 6.4.11.

6.4.5 VDTA synthesis algorithm

In this section, we provide an algorithm for implementing bidirectional synchronous enforcers

for policies provided as VDTA. Given a policy defined as VDTAA = (L, l0, X, V, C,Θ, F,∆)

with semantics [[A]] = (Q, q0, QF ,Γ,→), we can derive input policyAI = (L, l0, X, V, I,Θ, F,∆I)

with semantics [[A]] = (Q, q0, QF ,ΓI ,→I). Given A and AI , the following algorithm can

operate as an enforcer over all traces σ ∈ D∗C .
An enforcer based on this algorithm will operate in an iterative manner. First, it

captures environmental inputs ηI,t (Line 4). Then, it processes these to ensure that they

are non-violating and produces safe input η′I,t (Lines 5-9). Now, it captures controller
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Algorithm 6.1 Runtime Enforcer

1: t← 0
2: q ← q0
3: while true do
4: ηI,t ← read in chan()

5: if ∃σ′I ∈ D∗I : q
ηI,t·σ′

I−−−−→I q
′ ∧ q′ ∈ QF then

6: η′I,t ← ηI,t
7: else
8: η′I,t ← sel-editIAϕI (q, ηI,t)
9: end if

10: ηO,t ← read out chan()

11: if ∃σ′ ∈ D∗C : q
(η′I,t,ηO,t)·σ

′

−−−−−−−−→ q′ ∧ q′ ∈ QF then
12: η′O,t ← ηO,t
13: else
14: η′O,t ← sel-editOAϕ(q, η′I,t, ηO,t)
15: end if
16: release((η′I,t, η

′
O,t))

17: q ← q′′ where q
(η′I,t,η

′
O,t)−−−−−−−→ q′′ ∧ q′′ 6∈ qv

18: t← t+ 1
19: pause
20: end while

outputs ηO,t (Line 10). It then processes these to ensure that the combination (η′I,t, η
′
O,t)

is non-violating and produces safe output η′O,t (Lines 11-15). It then releases (η′I,t, η
′
O,t)

to the controller and environment respectively (Line 16). Finally, it advances the state of

the internal VDTA and the enforcer (Lines 17-18). It will then wait for the next tick of

operation (Line 19) before repeating in an infinite loop.

6.5 Implementing Secure Runtime Enforcers

Runtime enforcers should have total control over a controller’s I/O. They should have the

ability to edit both inputs, altering what the controller observes from the environment;

and outputs, altering what commands the controller may be giving to its plant. As such, it

is paramount that if we involve an enforcer in any system that the enforcer itself behaves

correctly. We do not wish to be introducing additional vulnerabilities nor any potential

for misbehaviour. As such, we propose three qualitative properties for a useful and secure

enforcer implementation.

• (a) Omnipotent: The enforcer should be able to ensure safety of I/O signals sent

by the control systems to the plant hardware. Therefore, it must have total awareness

and control over the I/O lines between the application and the plant.

• (b) Secure: Because of property a, an enforcer has total control over what a

controller observes from the environment, and the plant obeys all instructions an

enforcer might emit to it. It is therefore essential that an enforcer remain secure at
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all times — the enforcer must be resistant to malicious updates. A compromised

enforcer could be rendered ineffective, or (worse) it could itself be instructed to emit

damaging commands to the environment.

• (c) Correct: Because of properties a and b, the enforcer has total control and is

resistant to updates. Therefore, as the design will be relied upon, the enforcer must

be verifiable and correct-by-construction.

6.5.1 Enforcer placement

In order to achieve omnipotence over a system’s I/O, an enforcer should be both the first

component to observe any incoming signals to the controller, and the last component to

observe any outgoing commands to the environment. For embedded systems such as the

pacemaker case study, there are two main options, in software or in hardware. If the

enforcer is placed in software, for instance in the same program as the normal control

logic, it risks many of the same issues that the actual controller has. Depending on the

pacemaker design, it could be remotely altered or disabled, or a hardware trojan in the

pacemaker processor might cause unexpected behaviours.

Better, then, to make the enforcer as a discrete, physical component between the

internal processor and the analogue electronic circuitry responsible for pre-processing the

raw pacemaker lead signals. That way it can operate independently of the pacemaker

system.

In a similar vein to this, when considering a generalised PLC architecture and control

network, there are four main potential locations for an enforcer, as depicted in Figure 6.7.

Program

PLC RTOS

Processor/HW

Plant HW

(1)

(2)
Cyber

(controller)

Physical
(sensors,
actuators)

Distribution network (e.g. Modbus)

I/O Module

External Network

(3)

(4)

Figure 6.7: Three potential enforcer locations.

Location (1) is simple, as the enforcer can be co-located with the user program on the

PLC. However, it implies trust in the (PLC) RTOS and processor hardware. Like with the
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pacemaker example, this leaves you vulnerable to malicious software updates or hardware

trojans (e.g. in [176]). Likewise, location (2) fails to fully secure the system, and also

leaves the platform open to nefarious hardware (or potentially even a network-based DoS

attack). Location (3) is likely suitable for resolving most issues that could be caused by

the main PLC controller and/or its network connection. However, it still leaves the I/O of

the plant vulnerable to injected or malformed packets via the distribution network (e.g. in

[165]). As discussed in Section 2.6, it is often the case that distribution networks based on

standards such as Modbus feature little in the way of security protections [165].

It is location (4), where the enforcer logic is completely separated from the PLC

hardware and distribution system, which minimises the overall trust required in the system

and grants the enforcer total control of the plant I/O.

However, location (4) does have one drawback: it is important to note that the semantics

as defined require that every enforcer knows the state of all relevant I/O in a given system.

If a system features multiple I/O modules, this complicates the process, as pertinent I/O

for a policy may not be locally available. For instance, in the overcurrent relay example, if

the current measurement comes in via one I/O module, and the relay is controlled by a

different I/O module, then the information about the current is not available.

In this work we restrict our examples such that policies concern only I/O that are

locally available, however, future work could involve introducing a trusted connection

between related I/O modules.

6.5.2 Enforcer architecture and compilation

Implementing an enforcer with a method that satisfies the two properties b and c is difficult.

If it is designed using a second microprocessor, for instance, then there must again be trust

placed in the hardware as well as any software libraries or RTOS that might be used with

the platform. In addition, the design can also become resistant to static analysis, especially

if a complex architecture (for instance one with deep multi-level caches or speculative,

out-of-order execution) is used [47].

Hence, the proposed approach in this chapter compiles enforcers to Verilog, which can

then be synthesized for an FPGA. As this requires trust in the FPGA fabric, it is also

possible to derive RTL logic from the Verilog, which would allow for custom ASIC or

discrete logic designs. Basing the design in synthesizable hardware also gives the benefit

that timing and functional properties can be derived straightforwardly using static analysis

tools.

While it could be argued that a hardware-based enforcer reduces flexibility, the counter-

argument is that flexibility in this final layer of security is unnecessary. Updating or

disabling them should be difficult, as the policies that they are enforcing should be based

on the real-world physics of the plant itself.

The compilation in this section is based on Algorithm 6.1. Recall from this that enforcers

operate in an iterative manner, first capturing, processing, and emitting environmental

inputs; and then capturing, processing, and emitting environmental outputs. This is much
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like a traditional PLC scan-cycle, and means that the timing of an enforcer can be precisely

derived. It is worth noting that this timing will be independent of any controller, as the

enforcer will be constructed of discrete hardware that will function even in the event of a

total controller failure.
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Figure 6.8: Generalised enforcer architecture.

The enforcer architecture is a mealy machine, where states are computed in an online

manner. A generalised view of the architecture is presented in Figure 6.8. It is compiled

from the VDTA using the following methodology. Let A = (L, l0, X, V, C,Θ, F,∆) be a

VDTA with semantics [[A]] = (Q, q0, QF ,Γ,→). The states of the mealy machine are the

states Q, made up of locations L, clock registers X and internal registers V . Transitions

between states are defined by the sets → and Γ. I/O is defined by C = I ∪O, with inputs

as I and outputs as O.

To update the machine, we define a purely combinatorial module (function) E(ηI , ηO, q)→
(η′I , η

′
O, q

′). In Figure 6.8, this is represented by the bold red box. Internally, this combi-

natorial function is made up of three sub-functions which each compute η′I , η
′
O, and q′,

in order. The Edit Inputs Mux implements the function EIM (ηI , q) → η′I , representing

Algorithm 6.1 lines 5-9. It is made up of a set of rules defined as the set of all states

q ∈ Q where an input η′I would result in a transition to a violation state q′ /∈ QF . When

such transitions would occur, a designer-specified Selected Edit Action occurs, and the

multiplexer transforms the input to an appropriate value instead.

The Edit Outputs Mux operates similarly, and implements the function EOM (η′I , ηO, q)→
η′O, representing Algorithm 6.1 lines 11-15. It is likewise made up of the set of rules defined

as the set of all states q ∈ Q where an input-output (η′I , ηO) would result in transition to a

violation state q′ /∈ QF . When such transitions would occur, a designer-specified Selected

Edit Action is used, and the multiplexer transforms the output to an appropriate value

instead.

Finally, the Next State, Clock, Internals Function implements the function EQ(η′I , η
′
O, q)→

q′. It is the mechanism that advances the state in the VDTA mealy machine. As the inputs

and outputs are transformed by the two multiplexers, it is guaranteed that q′ ∈ QF .

Example 6.5.1. Using the principles in Algorithm 6.1, the VDTA for the overcurrent

relay Voc can be compiled to the Verilog in Listings 6.1 and 6.2. Let us discuss this by

stepping through the significant parts of the algorithm line by line.
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The infinite reaction loop in Algorithm 6.1 lines 3 and 20 is represented by the clock

update loop in Listing 6.1 lines 10 and 15, i.e. on each positive edge of the CLOCK, the

state, internal variables, and clocks will be updated.

At the beginning of any tick, as in Algorithm 6.1 lines 4-5, we first read all inputs

(these are omitted from the Verilog listings as they are simple copies). Then, it’s important

that all clock (timer) variables are provisionally updated at the start of the tick. After a

transition occurs, they may be reset. In Listing 6.2, the clock update happens on line 3,

and you can see an example of a clock reset on line 30.

We implement Algorithm 6.1 lines 6-10 as Figure 6.8’s Edit Inputs Mux. This

represents a function EIM (ηI , q)→ η′I , and is made up of the set of rules defined as the

set of all states q ∈ Q where an input η′I would result in a violation transition to a state

q′ /∈ QF . When such transitions would occur, a designer-specified Selected Edit Action

occurs, and the multiplexer transforms the input to an appropriate value instead. This

becomes Listing 6.2’s lines 5-14.

Similar to this, Algorithm 6.1 lines 11-15 become the Edit Outputs Mux, implementing

the function EOM (η′I , ηO, q)→ η′O. It is likewise made up of the set of rules defined as the

set of all states q ∈ Q where an input-output (η′I , ηO) would result in a violation transition

to a state q′ /∈ QF . Again, when such transitions would occur, a designer-specified Selected

Edit Action is used, and the multiplexer transforms the output to an appropriate value

instead. As such, these become Listing 6.2’s lines 16-21.

On Algorithm 6.1 line 16 the I/O are released. This would happen in Listing 6.2 line

52, but has been omitted as it is just simple variable copies.

Finally, Algorithm 6.1 line 17 specifies the state update for the internal registers of

the VDTA. This is the mechanism that advances the state in the VDTA mealy machine.

As the inputs and outputs are transformed by the two multiplexers, it is guaranteed that

q′ ∈ QF . We represent the computation of this (i.e. Figure 6.8’s Next State, Clock,

Internals Function EQ(η′I , η
′
O, q)→ q′) in Listing 6.2 as lines 24-50, and the storage of the

variables in Listing 6.1 as lines 12-14.

1 . . . // g l o b a l i /o and module d e f i n i t i o n omitted
2

3 E update E (
4 . . . // por t s omitted
5 . s t a t e i n ( s t a t e ) , . s t a t e o u t ( s t a t e n e x t ) // s t a t e var
6 . i max in ( i max ) , . i max out ( i max next ) // i n t e r n a l var
7 . x i n ( x ) , . x out ( x next ) , // c l o ck var
8 ) ;
9

10 always@ ( posedge CLOCK) begin
11 // update s tate , c l ocks , i n t e r n a l s
12 s t a t e := s t a t e n e x t ;
13 i max := i max next ;
14 x := x next ;
15 end

Listing 6.1: Verilog snippet of overcurrent relay outer module
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1 always@∗ begin
2 . . . // capture inputs ( omitted )
3 x = x in + 1 ; // c l o ck update
4

5 case ( s t a t e i n ) // e d i t inputs mux
6 ‘ l s a f e : begin
7 i f ( r && i s e t > i max )
8 i s e t = i max ; // s e l e c t e d e d i t ac t i on to prevent v io .
9 end

10 ‘ l u n s a f e : begin
11 i f ( r && i s e t > i max )
12 i s e t = i max ; // s e l e c t e d e d i t ac t i on to prevent v io .
13 end
14 endcase
15

16 case ( s t a t e i n ) // e d i t outputs mux
17 ‘ l u n s a f e : begin
18 i f ( r && x > tau ( i , i s e t ) )
19 r = 0 ; // s e l e c t e d e d i t ac t i on to prevent v io .
20 end
21 endcase
22

23 // s e l e c t t r a n s i t i o n to advance s t a t e ( s e l f −l oops omitted )
24 case ( s t a t e i n )
25 ‘ l s a f e : begin
26 i f (˜ r | | ( i < i s e t && i s e t <= i max ) )
27 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l s a f e ;
28 e l s e i f ( r && i > i s e t && i s e t <= i max ) begin
29 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l u n s a f e ;
30 x = 0 ; // o v e r r i d e c l o ck update with r e s e t
31 end e l s e i f ( r && i s e t > i max )
32 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l v i o ;
33 e l s e
34 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l v i o ; // unreachable i f VDTA i s complete
35 end
36 ‘ l u n s a f e : begin
37 i f (˜ r | | ( i < i s e t && i s e t =< i max ) )
38 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l s a f e ;
39 e l s e i f ( r && i > i s e t && i s e t <= i max &&
40 v < tau ( i , i s e t ) )
41 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l u n s a f e ;
42 e l s e i f ( r && i s e t > i max )
43 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l v i o ;
44 e l s e i f ( r && i s e t <= i max &&
45 v >= tau ( i , i s e t ) )
46 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l v i o ;
47 e l s e
48 s t a t e o u t = ‘ l v i o ; // unreachable i f VDTA i s complete
49 end
50 endcase
51

52 . . . // emit outputs ( omitted )
53 end

Listing 6.2: Snippet of overcurrent relay’s update function E
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Example 6.5.2 (Compiling policy P4). The DTA AP4 can be compiled to Verilog. List-

ing 6.3 contains the relevant snippet of the “top-level entity”. As can be seen, this consists

of an instantiation of the combinatorial update function E as well as registers to store the

enforcer state q. Then, Listing 6.4 contains the relevant snippet of the update function E.

For this policy there is no Edit Input Mux, as the policy has no violation transitions which

solely depend on input. Indeed, there is only one possibility for an edit, which occurs in

location l1 when the controller output VP is present. If a VP occurs in this state, it means

that the URIcycles time has not been respected, and so the VP is edited to zero. E also

computes the updated state q′, made up of l′ (l out) and v′ (v out).

1 . . . // g l o b a l i /o and module d e f i n i t i o n omitted
2

3 E update E (
4 . . . // por t s omitted
5 . l i n ( l ) , . l o u t ( l n e x t ) , // s t a t e var
6 . v i n ( v ) , . v out ( v next ) , // c l o ck var
7 ) ;
8

9 always@ ( posedge CLOCK) begin
10 // update s tate , c l o c k s
11 l := l n e x t ;
12 v := v next ;
13 end
14

Listing 6.3: Verilog snippet of policy P4 enforcer

6.5.3 System composition

[57] suggests that an enforcer should be constructed as follows. Firstly, the enforcer captures

input environmental signals and checks if they are accepting. If so, it emits the inputs to

the controller, otherwise it first edits them using editIAϕI . Then, it invokes the controller,

and waits for it to complete. Finally, it captures the controller’s outputs and checks if they

are accepting. If so, it emits the outputs to the plant, otherwise it first edits them using

editOAϕ .

This process has a key weakness in that it assumes that the controller’s execution will

not halt (further, it also implies that the enforcer and controller software are combined

together). A malicious controller could thus easily defeat this enforcer by simply refusing to

terminate execution and return control to the enforcer, thus violating the timer deadlines.

With our VDTA hardware we present an alternative approach, visible in Figure 6.8.

Rather than connecting the enforcer to the plant and controller directly, the enforcer is

actually synchronously composed with interface registers. The interface registers decouple

the enforcer and the controller, allowing them to be composed asynchronously. In a sense,

the interface registers encapsulate the original controller as a new black box controller. This

allows us to reason over correctly-timed signals, even if the original controller misbehaves

or outright halts in an attempt to violate timing deadlines.
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1 always@∗ begin
2 . . . // capture inputs ( omitted )
3 v = v in + 1 ; // c l o ck update
4

5 // e d i t inputs mux i s omitted ( no e d i t c l a u s e s )
6

7 // e d i t outputs mux
8 case ( l i n ) // e d i t outputs mux
9 ‘ l 1 : begin

10 i f (VP)
11 VP = 0 ; // s e l e c t e d e d i t ac t i on to prevent v io .
12 end
13 endcase
14

15 // d e f a u l t c l o ck updates
16 v out = v in + 1 ;
17

18 // s e l e c t t r a n s i t i o n to advance s t a t e
19 case ( l i n )
20 ‘ l 0 : begin
21 i f (VS | | VP) begin
22 l o u t = ‘ l 1 ;
23 v out = 0 ; // o v e r r i d e c l o ck update with r e s e t
24 end e l s e i f ˜(VS | | VP)
25 l o u t = ‘ l 0 ;
26 e l s e
27 l o u t = ‘ l 2 ; // unreachable i f VDTA i s complete
28 end
29 ‘ l 1 : begin
30 i f ( v in >= URIcycles )
31 l o u t = ‘ l 0 ;
32 e l s e i f (˜VP && v < URIcycles )
33 l o u t = ‘ l 1 ;
34 e l s e i f (VP)
35 l o u t = ‘ l 2 ;
36 e l s e
37 l o u t = ‘ l 2 ; // unreachable i f VDTA i s complete
38 end
39 endcase
40

41 . . . // emit outputs ( omitted )
42 end

Listing 6.4: Snippet of policy P4 update function E
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6.6 Verifying the Enforcer Hardware

Runtime enforcers are omnipotent. They have total control of a system’s I/O signals, and if

they feature any kind of design defect, then catastrophic consequences can occur. While the

semantics of DTA are formally guaranteed to be correct via the constraints presented in [57]

(i.e. through the five constraints of Soundness, Monotonicity, Instantaneity, Transparency,

and Causality), there is no guarantee that a particular implementation of those semantics

will be correct. There always remains the risk of implementation errors or unexpected

vulnerabilities to malicious attacks. To that end, the use of a hardware model checker is

proposed to verify that the implementation of the design matches the requirements of the

system.

EBMC [241] is a model checker for hardware designs. It includes both bounded and

unbounded analysis, i.e. it can both discover bugs and is also able to prove the absence of

bugs. We can automatically add SystemVerilog assertions to our code to check for certain

key correctness properties of our enforcer using EBMC.

Recall that the goal of an enforcer for a property Aϕ is to prevent a trace from becoming

non-accepting. This occurs when the state of the enforcer q enters the violation states qv,

i.e. if q ∈ qv then the enforcer has failed. The enforcer operates over input-output events

(x, y) ∈ Σ and the currect state q ∈ Q. Hence, if ∀q ∈ Q,∀(x, y) ∈ Σ, E(q, x, y)→ (q′, x′, y′)

such that q′ /∈ qv then the enforcer is sound and will never allow a non-accepting input-

output to be emitted.

Using EBMC, this property can be checked by adding an assertion to the compiled

Verilog for the update function E. This assertion simply states that the l out variable (i.e.

the location l′ within q′) is not in the violation location lv if the input state q is not in a

violation state. EBMC will then perform an analysis of the module, and check if there is

any input that would cause this assertion to fail, i.e. check if there is any possibility in

Q×Σ that could allow for q′ ∈ qv when q /∈ qv. Because the module is purely combinatorial,

this analysis can be performed very quickly using k-induction with k equalling 1.

Because this combinatorial function is thus formally verified, and the function entirely

specifies the behaviour of the enforcer (including its timers), we can guarantee that the

enforcer will behave according to its policies at all times. Furthermore, as the enforcer

encapsulates the behaviour of the pacemaker controller, it also guarantees that the overall

pacemaker system will behave according to these properties.

6.6.1 Additional hardware risk assessment

Traditionally, a typical methodology for computing a failure rate is to additively combine

the individual failure rates for each component in a system. In other words, as the amount

of hardware and software in a system increases, the possible number of failure points also

increases, which means that the total chance of a failure at any point in time also increases.

However, our proposed enforcers do not add to a system in the classical sense. They

totally encapsulate the I/O of an entire IMD system, and are capable of pre-empting and

overriding any signals that do not obey their internal policies. As a result, if the internal,
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enforced controller does fail (either due to a malfunction or due to a malicious attack),

the enforcer will take over operation of the system, and serve as a redundant controller of

reduced quality.

However, if the enforcer itself fails, which can only be due to a hardware malfunction

(as they are not reprogrammable and are entirely built from hardware), then it is possible

that all I/O for a given system may become disabled.

In a sense, then, the failure rate of a hardware-enforced system may be interpreted as

simply the failure rate of the enforcer component itself. This failure rate can be made very

low by using high quality (e.g. medical grade) components to construct the physical design

from the SystemVerilog description. Therefore, the overall failure rate of the system will

either decrease, if the enforcer is of a higher quality than the rest of the pacemaker (e.g. as

it does not involve any software), or stay the same, if the enforcer is made with the same

grade of components and to the same standard.

6.7 Results

To evaluate the VDTA enforcement approach, results were collected for the overcurrent

relay case study and the pacemaker case study. For completeness, we also combine the

overcurrent relay case study with several other automation and synthetic benchmarks.

6.7.1 Methodology

After policies are specified as VDTA in a XML-based format, they are compiled to Verilog

using the methodology detailed in Section 6.5.2 by our tool easy-rte. Then, the combinatorial

update function E for each enforcer is verified using the model checker EBMC as detailed

in Section 6.6. Compilation and verification was performed on an Intel i7-4790 CPU @

3.60 GHz machine running Ubuntu Linux 16.04 with 8GB of RAM.

For every benchmark aside from the pacemaker case study, the Verilog was synthesized

using Intel Quartus 16.0 for a Terasic DE10-Standard development board, targeting the

onboard Cyclone V 5CSXFC6D6F31C6. Controllers were written in C and compiled to

the integrated ARM R© CortexTM-A9 dual-core processor running at 800MHz.

For the pacemaker case study, the Verilog is synthesized using Intel Quartus 16.0

targeting a Max V 5M570ZT100C5 Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD). This

is because this family of CPLDs has much lower power requirements than the larger

Cyclone V. This makes the approach more suitable for a low power environment (e.g. an

implementation as a component of a pacemaker).

In all benchmarks, the Max Frequency for the enforcer hardware was derived using

Quartus’s TimeQuest Timing Analysis tool using the slow 1100mv 85C model. These

frequencies then allow us to calculate a theoretical Minimum Overhead (OH) by taking
1
f × 2, where 2 represents the number of cycles for a signal to pass through the enforcer

due to the interface registers.
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6.7.2 Other Benchmarks

In addition to the two large case studies, the following benchmarks were also analysed:

• Robotable is a bi-directional policy for a robot on a 2D table. It prevents a robot’s

motors from being issued dangerous commands that could burn them out (overspeed)

as well as ensuring that the robot cannot drive off the table.

• AB5 is a bi-directional policy which says that input A and output B should alternate;

and after receiving A, B must be issued within 5 ticks.

• AB5seconds is an extension of AB5 which also states that A and B must be asserted

for exactly one second, and B should follow A within 5 seconds (not ticks).

• Railway Bridge is a bi-directional mutex policy which manages a single-track railway

bridge in a dual-track environment, preventing collisions for trains wanting to cross

the bridge.

• Traffic Lights is a uni-directional policy ensuring the safety and minimum timings of

green-yellow-red traffic lights at a 4-way road intersection.

6.7.3 Overcurrent Relay and Other Benchmarks

Benchmark
Name

Policy Information Enforcer Hardware
States
(Num.)

Timers
(Num.)

Trans.
(Num.)

Verif.
Time (s)

ALMs
(Num.)

Registers
(Num.)

Max Freq.
(MHz)

Min OH
(ns)

Overcurrent Relay 3 1 7 0.21 2193 100 5.64 177.3

Robotable 3 0 9 0.12 122 98 94.87 10.5

AB5 3 1 6 <0.01 47 69 170.39 5.9

AB5seconds 5 1 14 0.1 54 71 119.59 8.4

Railway Bridge 10 0 38 <0.01 9 30 532.77 1.9

Traffic Lights 8 1 44 0.08 77 82 118.48 8.4

Table 6.1: Performance of the enforcers for the Overcurrent Relay and other benchmarks

As the overcurrent relay case study and the other smaller benchmarks are compiled to

the same Cyclone V implementation, we present their performances together in Table 6.1.

As can be seen, all of the smaller benchmarks are capable of running at faster than 50MHz,

meaning that they would add no more than 20ns of overhead. However, the overcurrent

relay is hindered by the hardware division required in the IDMT curve, which is complex to

implement for single-cycle execution in the FPGA fabric. That said, recall that sampling

rates are typically 2-3kHz for overcurrent relays, with maximums of less than 16kHz [33].

Therefore, the 5.64MHz max operating frequency of the overcurrent relay enforcer is still

several orders of magnitude faster than necessary.

Overall, the untimed policies tend to execute the fastest, and require the least Adaptive

Logic Modules (ALMs), as they have no clock registers, simplifying their designs. Of these,

Railway Bridge executes the fastest as it only operates over Boolean signals. The hardware

usage was on the whole extremely minimal, with the main exception being the overcurrent

relay again for the same reason.
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All enforcers are successfully verified by EBMC as constraining the I/O of their target

systems. They will all pre-emptively edit any non-accepting inputs and outputs, preventing

any violation state from being reached.

6.7.4 Pacemaker Case Study

Results were collected for the five pacemaker properties P1 through P5. First they are

examined as single-property policies, and then as policies which encompass multiple

properties. We first combine the policies using the methodology proposed in Definition 6.4.8,

then manually write policies which can represent multiple properties more succinctly. For

comparison, we also present the average Overhead (OH) for each enforcer for the pacemaker

case study when implemented as a DTA in software (in C) as published in [57].

In addition to the methodology used on the overcurrent relay and other benchmarks,

we also collect estimated power consumption data for the CPLD using Quartus Powerplay.

This is because IMDs such as pacemakers are expected to operate off battery power for

long periods of time, and so the power consumption of any additional components must

be known. For the purposes of the power analysis, the input clock is specified to be

100KHz, which means that that each tick of the clock is 10 µS, and the system’s overhead

is 20 µS. This frequency is fast enough to capture heart events, but is not so fast that

power is unnecessarily expended. Toggle rates for the exported IO are set to average at 1.5

transitions per second, which matches 90 heart beats per minute (a pessimistic estimate of

the average human heart rate). Vectorless estimation is used for the remaining signals as

this produces a more pessimistic result.

Benchmark Name
Policy Information Enforcer SW Enforcer HW

States
(Num.)

Timers
(Num.)

Trans.
(Num.)

C OH [57]
(avg. ns)

Verif.
Time (s)

LEs.
(Num.)

Max Freq.
(MHz)

Min OH
(ns)

Est. Power Consump.
(mW @ 100KHz)
Static Dynamic

Single property policies
A P1 (AP & VP) 2 0 2 327 <0.01 8 243.72 8.21 0.04 0.03

B P2 (AVI timer) 3 1 5 485 <0.01 158 20.08 99.58 0.04 0.05

C P3 (AEI timer) 3 1 5 503 <0.01 158 20.68 96.71 0.04 0.05

D P4 (URI timer) 3 1 5 368 <0.01 158 22.18 90.15 0.04 0.05

E P5 (LRI timer) 3 1 5 494 <0.01 158 16.62 120.33 0.04 0.05

Multi-property policies (combined with product rule, Definition 6.4.8)
F P1 ∧ P2 3 1 7 — <0.01 159 14.17 141.14 0.04 0.05

G P2 ∧ P3 5 2 20 1240 <0.01 319 11.63 171.97 0.04 0.07

H P1 ∧ P2 ∧ P3 5 2 24 — <0.01 317 10.42 191.93 0.04 0.07

I P1 ∧ P2 ∧ P3 ∧ P4 9 3 84 — 0.06 494 9.76 204.93 0.04 0.08

J P1 ∧ P2 ∧ P3 ∧ P4 ∧ P5 17 4 304 — 12.60 761 — — — —

Multi-property policies (manually combined)
K P1,2 3 1 7 — 0.01 163 15.29 130.8 0.04 0.05

L P1,2,3 4 1 11 — 0.02 164 14.07 142.15 0.04 0.05

M P1,2,3,4 5 2 13 — 0.06 335 9.71 205.96 0.04 0.07

N P1,2,3,4,5 5 2 19 — 0.08 343 9.69 206.42 0.04 0.07

Table 6.2: Performance of the Pacemaker enforcers

The results are presented in Table 6.2. As the chosen CPLD has only 570 Logic

Elements (LEs), it could not fit benchmark J (P1 ∧ P2 ∧ P3 ∧ P4 ∧ P5), which needs 761

LEs. Thus, there is no frequency or power analysis for this benchmark.

Several trends can be established. As would be expected, as the complexity of a policy

increases (represented by the number of states, timers, and transitions), the complexity

of the generated enforcer also increases. This increasing complexity can be seen in the
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increasing time required for verification by EBMC, as well as by the increasing number

of LEs required to represent the enforcer. Logically, as the number of LEs increase, the

maximum frequency at which they can operate decreases as the synthesized hardware

is requiring more interconnections and longer pathways. However, even the two most

complicated synthesizable enforcers (I and N) could still operate at just under 10MHz on the

low-power CPLD, and all benchmarks operate consistently and considerably (approximately

an order of magnitude) faster than the average speed of their software counterparts. Because

EBMC is only verifying the enforcer’s combinatorial E function, it allows for extremely

quick verification across all the benchmarks, and for all benchmarks aside from J , the

analysis took less than 1 second. For J , it is expected that the analysis space grew beyond

the cache of the host computer and so was slowed down due to memory accesses. From

this it can be concluded that the product rule for combining pacemaker policies is not

efficient when compared to manual combinations (i.e. hand-combination had 65% fewer

LEs). Finally, as the hardware requirements of any enforcer are linearly related to the

state space of the compiled DTA, our approach presents scalable hardware synthesis.

Power Consumption Modern pacemakers such as those made by Medtronic consume

around 0.034 mW of energy on average [242]. A low power consumption is important

for these devices, as they need to last as long as possible before replacement. Thus, for

our enforcer solution to be practical, it should not add any significant margin to this

energy consumption. As a result, due to their high power consumption, adding a CPLD

to a pacemaker is obviously an impractical solution. For instance, just the static power

consumption of the 5M570ZT100C5 is 0.04mW.

Instead, enforcers should be tailored to ranges of patients and synthesized to flexible

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) based designs. While parameterised ASICs

could be used (for instance with eFuses) to alter the policy timing properties for each

patient, we expect that a small range of chips could be produced to provide suitable

minimum QoSs to cover all patients. When measured, the performance gap between

equivalent designs on 90 nm CMOS FPGAs and ASICs was found to be around 5 to 87

times better with regard to static power, and 14 times for dynamic power [243], although

this is very dependent on the process and materials used.

Thus, although the CPLD based approach can give us some preliminary notion of

the power consumption of the enforcers, it is suitable only as a proof of concept. Much

more efficient designs which consume orders of magnitude less power can be achieved

using suitable ASIC processes, meaning that enforcer utilisation would not compromise

pacemaker lifetimes. In addition, as these policies are quite small (e.g. the manually

combined policy N (P1,2,3,4,5) requires just 343 Logic Elements) it is unlikely that any

ASIC would have any significant effect on the overall physical dimensions of any IMD.
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6.7.5 Security Evaluations

Throughout this chapter we have suggested that one of the main advantages to a RE

framework such as ours is that it may be able to ensure safety even in the presence of a

malicious attack. As such, we now examine this from the standpoint of our two major case

studies.

Overcurrent Relay Enforcer Security Evaluation

In Section 1.3.1 we discussed the importance for an overcurrent protection circuit breaker to

operate within its timing bounds. If it misses its deadline, as defined by the IDMT curve in

IEC 60255, catastrophic damage can occur. In addition, in Section 6.2 we also highlighted

that there is already concern that hackers have compromised U.S. power grids [181].

Let us thus re-examine the overcurrent relay as defined by Figure 1.3 on page 6. There

are three main approaches that could be used to prevent the circuit breaker functioning

when necessary.

1. Firstly, an attacker could set the nominal current iset to an unsafe value which exceeds

the capabilities of the physical circuit. This effectively disables the circuit breaker,

as the measured current will never exceed iset.

2. Secondly, the circuit breaker control unit could be remotely reprogrammed or other-

wise disabled to prevent correct functionality.

3. Finally, a remote attacker could take control of the local Modbus network, and inject

false current measurements for the controller to receive. In this case, the main circuit

breaker control unit may not be aware that it needs to command the circuit breaker

to open.

Accomplishing the attacks listed here could be done via a variety of existing methods,

such as those in [33], [73], [74], [176], [180]. However, this chapter addresses the mitigation

of these attacks via external hardware, not the techniques used to achieve them.

Primarily, the enforcer system remains secure by virtue of its isolation: the remote

control system has no mechanism to overwrite the physical hardware making up the smart

I/O module enforcers. As a result, as long as a property has been correctly expressed as a

VDTA, the enforcer for that property will be sound and by virtue of the VDTA semantics

it will not be possible for the system to express I/O traces which violate that property. In

our case, the VDTA expressed in Figure 6.5 encapsulates the two first two attack scenarios,

with violation transitions a© and b© capturing the behaviour of attack 1), and violation

transition c© representing attack 2).

However, it is the architecture of the smart I/O module itself which mitigates scenario

3). Consider Figure 6.7 and recall that our enforcer is placed at location (4). With only

one smart I/O module, the raw current measurements will be passing through the enforcer

before they are transmitted to the controller PLC. As a result, even if the PLC is unable
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to receive these packets, the Smart I/O module is still able to process the original data

against the IDMT curve, ensuring a minimum level of safety.

In order to validate that attack traces are indeed mitigated by the compiled hardware,

the EBMC model checker ensures that there is no possible trace that would allow the

enforcer to enter a violation state.

Pacemaker Enforcer Security Evaluation

Recall the introduction to pacemaker security in Section 6.3. A number of successful

attacks have previously been demonstrated on IMDs such as pacemakers.

In general, policies P1 through P5 govern the correct behaviour for our pacemaker

system. As such, at any time, if the pacemaker failed to adhere to these policies, it would

be considered a successful attack. This could occur under the following example situations:

1. An attacker switches off the pacemaker pacing function.

2. An attacker reprograms the pacemaker control software to pace too quickly.

3. An attacker reprograms the pacemaker control software to pace AP and VP simulta-

neously.

All of these situations, and more, are effectively covered by our policies. For instance, in

the case of slow (or absent) pace commands from the internal controller, as in the case with

the first example attack, P2, P4, and P5 would cause the enforcer to step in and provide

pace commands in place of the pacemaker software. Likewise, if the pacemaker paces too

quickly, P4 would suppress some of the pacing events to ensure a safe, minimum QoS.

Finally, pacemaker policy P1 would prevent AP and VP from occurring simultaneously.

Once again, we check that all these attack traces are protected against using the EBMC

model checker. This performs an exhaustive check over all possible input-output traces,

ensuring that there is never a situation where the Verilog representation of the enforcer

allows for the policies to be violated. In addition, as our enforcer is located in hardware,

not software, it cannot be reprogrammed wirelessly; and it cannot be disabled.

6.8 Discussion

It is becoming increasingly difficult to verify that a given CPS will behave correctly at all

times. In addition, even if a system can be verified as correct, the process often does not

take into account the potential for malicious attack. Yet, as CPSs become more powerful

and interconnected, their number of possible attack vectors grows. For CPS responsible

for safety-critical applications, this can be a concern, as cyber-physical attacks can (and

have) damaged critical infrastructure by introducing erroneous behaviours. It is important

that all CPSs always operate to a minimum Quality of Service (QoS), even in the presence

of malicious attacks.

Existing techniques for securing CPSs are primarily adaptations of conventional ap-

proaches to cyber security, such as runtime monitoring of network data and implementing
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secure access control mechanisms. However, no digital system can ever be considered

fully secure. Designers must also include mechanisms which can ensure safety even in

the presence of sophisticated remote attackers gaining complete control over CPS control

systems and software update mechanisms.

As such, in this chapter we presented a framework for achieving this kind of protection

via Runtime Enforcement (RE). While there are several existing frameworks for runtime

enforcement, none of them are fully suited to a secure CPS environment. We address

these limitations by proposing Valued Discrete Timed Automata (VDTA), which allow

for the specification of bi-directional timed policies with valued signals. Then, we provide

for a novel new pipeline for hardware synthesis of external, transparent runtime enforcers.

Placing the enforcer in hardware physically isolates it from a controller that could become

compromised. As such, they are resistant to malicious updates or attacks. Finally, to ensure

the correctness of the implementation of our enforcers, we verify them using the hardware

model checker EBMC, which is a novel approach not utilised in any other enforcement

framework.

To demonstrate the benefits of the proposed approach, two large case studies are

examined in depth: an overcurrent relay from the smart grid domain, and a pacemaker

from the IMD domain. In addition, several smaller benchmarks are also analysed.

All properties were implemented and verified to ensure that the enforcer would meet

its requirements. All enforcers require minimal hardware resources, and power analysis

techniques for the pacemaker suggest that the overhead for a comprehensive system would

not compromise battery lifetimes. Future work could aim to confirm this by utilising ASIC

design tools for more accurate power estimation.

Source Access

The tools, source codes, and benchmarks used in this chapter are freely available under

the MIT license at https://github.com/PRETgroup/easy-rte.
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7
Conclusions and Future Directions

The term “Industry 4.0” was put forward at the 2011 Hannover Fair to encapsulate the

push within the automation domain towards smarter, more capable Cyber-Physical Systems

(CPSs) within manufacturing [244]. Since then it has come to mean many more things,

including shorter development periods, production line flexibility and individualisation on

demand, and organisational decentralisation [19]. It also pushes for changes in technology.

There is an increased demand for mechanisation and automation, and an increased demand

for digitalisation and networking.

In order to accomplish these goals, the traditional, simple, rugged control systems

which previously have been utilised in automation roles are being supplanted, replaced with

more intelligent embedded systems which integrate advanced processors, capable software,

and complex networking. However, such adoption comes with risks. In the opening words

of this thesis we posited a problem. Given these advanced control systems in charge of

these complex CPSs, how can we ensure that they will achieve their automation goals

while preserving safety?

This is an extremely pertinent question when considering so-called safety-critical

systems, where any fault could have catastrophic consequences. Examples of these include

robots working alongside humans, chemical manufacturing, and the example we have

turned to many times throughout this thesis: smart grids. Safety-critical systems tend to

be real-time in nature. By this, we mean that the correctness of such systems is not limited

only by its functional requirements, but also by its timing requirements. For instance, in

our overcurrent protection relay case study used in Chapters 1, 3, and 6, there is both the

functional requirement that the circuit is broken in an overcurrent event, and the timed

requirement that it happen on or before the current value is deemed unsafe based on the

IDMT curve (see Section 1.3.1, Figure 1.5, page 8).

153
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It is these timing requirements that can be most elusive to validate. This is because

traditionally, the timing behaviour of industrial automation systems has been considered

a side-effect of the implementation. This “second-class” support leads to undesirable

outcomes, including faulty, potentially dangerous systems. Instead, it is argued, projects

should be designed using tools which aid the designer and provide pathways for both

functional and timing correctness.

Throughout this thesis we argue that a key tool for addressing this challenge is provided

through Model-Driven Engineering. This is a pathway where high-level models are designed,

interconnected, and tested. The usage of high-level constructs simplifies the design, and

allows for complex systems to be more straightforwardly specified and reasoned over. Often,

a model can then be compiled to semantically-equivalent lower-level code for implementation.

This process is known as correct-by-construction, and is utilised by a number of tools such

as SCADE [26] and Esterel [115].

7.1 IEC 61499 Contributions

Indeed, the most recent standard for industrial automation design, IEC 61499, also relies on

model-driven engineering, and was extensively utilised throughout this thesis. We present

a number of contributions, summarised here.

In the standard, controllers are modelled as re-usable Function Blocks (FBs), which

are primarily one of three kinds.

• Basic Function Blocks (BFBs) encapsulate a state machine encoding both the be-

haviour and state of an atomic component.

• Service Interface Function Blocks (SIFBs) encapsulate device drivers, abstracting

away the complexity of underlying hardware.

• Composite Function Blocks (CFBs) allow for networks of BFBs, SIFBs, and other

CFB to be composed together, thus achieving complex and advanced functional

machines.

However, although correct-by-construction tools for IEC 61499 exist, if timing anal-

ysis needs to be performed they were limited to low-performance architectures such as

Microblaze [42], [190].

To that end, in Chapter 3 we provide a time-predictable pipeline for IEC 61499 to

target the performant T-CREST platform. Our compiler goFB generates C code from FB

models which execute synchronously, simplifying timing analysis. We demonstrated that

we had faster execution than the existing compiler FBC, and furthermore, we demonstrated

that we could execute on a multi-core platform while preserving timing amenability. No

other IEC 61499 compiler has ever demonstrated this capability.

The next challenge for model-driven engineering comes from incompatible semantics

in different parts of the design. This often occurs when one part of a system is specified

using a different framework than another. This is common, for instance, when considering
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how plants are modelled compared to their controllers. This is because plants tend to

have continuously-modelled physics (e.g. via ODEs specified using Matlab Simulink [27]),

whereas digital controllers will have discrete models of computation (e.g. via IEC 61499).

Unfortunately, this means that any simulation environment must compensate for the

difference in semantics. This can be the root cause of many issues, including jitter,

free-wheeling, and deadlocks.

As a result, in Chapter 4, we present our solution to this issue, via a method that

we term Hybrid Function Blocks (HFBs). Here, plant physics can be specified as ODEs

directly in IEC 61499 conjoined with their controller models. We provide detailed formal

syntax and semantics to illustrate how these are merely syntactic sugar to the IEC 61499

standard: that is, our HFBs may be compiled to industry-standard BFBs. In order to

perform the simulation, our compiler goFB will automatically integrate the SUNDIALS

CVODES [204] ODE solver into the generated C code for the program. Overall, our

approach allows for plants and controllers to be simulated in synchronous lock-step. This

approach proves effective, and simulation times were largely faster in our approach than

in Simulink, although it is worth noting that we were largely aiming for the qualitative

benefits of an integrated plant and controller design framework.

Another challenge Industry 4.0 faces is presented through the push for ever-more

intelligent controllers. Designers wish to adopt AI components such as ANNs for solving

complex data-dominated challenges, such as image classification (e.g. fruit grading).

However, there exists no generalised framework for integrating intelligent components such

as ANNs into automation designs, and so designers must rely on ad-hoc project-specific

approaches.

As such, in Chapter 5 we present another design pipeline: this time, for ANNs in IEC

61499. We term our approach Neural Network Function Blocks (NNFBs). Once again we

provide detailed formal syntax and semantics for operation, and like our HFBs, NNFBs

are merely syntactic sugar upon the standard and can be considered as compliant BFBs.

NNFBs can be compiled with synchronous lock-step with the rest of the controller (and

plant, if necessary), thus allowing for straightforward testing and validation of the internal

ANNs. In addition, as it uses synchronous semantics, the approach is also time-analysable.

7.2 Runtime Enforcement (RE) Contributions

Unfortunately, despite our efforts, it will not always be possible to provide designs which are

amenable to thorough and exhaustive functional and timing validation. Sometimes software

will rely on complex libraries such as RTOS or runtimes, or overall implementations will

need to be made with COTS components such as standard processors or embedded Linux

computers. Further, we may not even have the ability to analyse a design even if we were

capable: we may need to include a closed-source or “black-box” component for which no

analysis is possible. Finally, we must also consider the effects a malicious adversary can

have on even a well-designed system. Even if everything is correctly validated, something

excluded from the analysis — e.g. the potential for remote overrides or remote software
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updates — can lead to unexpected, catastrophic scenarios. A key example of this was in

2014, when a German Steel Mill was remotely cyber-attacked, with massive real-world

damage as the consequence [79].

Runtime Enforcement (RE) mechanisms have been suggested for use in safety-related

scenarios. RE is a formal subset of runtime assurance, and focusses on ensuring a system’s

I/O correctness against a specified set of policies. If any given I/O event were to cause

a violation (i.e. error), then the RE must pre-emptively edit the offending signal to

ensure correctness. As such, RE can guarantee the behaviour for untested and potentially

untrustworthy applications by preserving a minimum Quality of Service (QoS) at all times.

However, existing frameworks for RE within the domain of CPS are lacking, especially

when considering their applicability to the security challenge. No existing semantics could

capture all the real-world requirements of automation controllers (such as bidirectionally,

valued I/O, complex transition guards, and real-time semantics). Further, most frameworks

either leave their implementations vague or provide execution in the vulnerable software

layer of an application, rendering it inappropriate as a security defence (i.e. it is as secure

as the original program itself).

As such, in Chapter 6 we aimed to address all these challenges with a new RE framework

and compiler we call easy-rte. Here, policies are specified as timed automata with discrete

semantics we call VDTA. These explicitly define safe interactions between system’s inputs

and outputs over time. Then, a formal correct-by-construction compilation process converts

the VDTA policy models into Verilog code so that the enforcers can be located in hardware

external to their controllers. The runtime enforcer hardware can then be analysed for

functional correctness using the model-checker EBMC [241] and for its timing properties

using Quartus TimeQuest. Overall, the RE framework provides maximum security to the

enforcement mechanism, as no remote reprogramming or tampering should be possible. As

such, a minimum QoS for your most important safety properties can be guaranteed even

in the presence of a malicious attack.

7.3 Future Directions

This thesis has presented several innovations to facilitate the design of time-predictable

safety-critical industrial automation systems. While careful testing and benchmarking

were always performed to ensure that our hypotheses were validated, there are several key

questions which could be investigated further in future.

7.3.1 Time-predictable execution of IEC 61499

In this thesis, we explored how synchronous semantics can be utilised with IEC 61499 for

timing amenability. However, this may not be the only route. As discussed in Section 2.1

on page 28, there are many different models of computation for IEC 61499. Currently, the

synchronous approaches for IEC 61499 are the only methods which have demonstrated

timing amenability. But, the main difficulties for the other approaches come from a
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single area: the other systems such as FORTE [31] and ISaGRAF [30] rely on complex

runtimes which are themselves resistant to timing analysis. As such, it is possible that an

event-driven framework for IEC 61499 which was runtime-free, statically-scheduled and

expressed in simple C code could be time-predictable.

Another area that could be expanded on is multi-core time-predictable execution of

IEC 61499 networks. This thesis is the first to examine this. However, the results were

underwhelming, and in some cases, multi-core execution on T-CREST was actually slower

than the equivalent single-core execution. We found that this is because there is much more

time spent copying data variables to and from main memory than there is spent executing

control code. As such, while we made inroads into reducing the memory footprint of our

FBs (for instance, removing unnecessary variable copies, see Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.3),

further work could be undertaken to see how multi-core execution could be improved.

Finally, as mentioned, sometimes it is a requirement to feature libraries with difficult

timing properties — e.g. a TCP/IP stack. No timing analysis for IEC 61499 has ever

directly featured functionality of this complexity (it is usually abstracted away). As such,

time-predictable software libraries for such complex mechanisms could be developed and

published for usage in academia and industry.

7.3.2 Co-design of Plants and Intelligent Industrial Automation

The AI domain is continuously expanding, and regularly features novel new technologies.

In this thesis we focussed only on a narrow subset of artificial intelligence: integrating

feedforward-type Artificial Neural Networks as NNFBs. While the semantics for including

these in IEC 61499 are sound, expansions will be required even to include other types

of ANNs, such as Recurrent Neural Networks or Spiking Neural Networks. Furthermore,

other kinds of AI / machine learning (such as genetic algorithms) may not fit at all with

the semantics as described. This is not necessarily a weakness: indeed it provides for

an opportunity to create additional kinds of AI FBs so that designers may adopt the

appropriate tool for their system.

Another area that NNFBs can be expanded upon is in the area of continuous online

learning. Consider the process depicted in Figure 5.8 (on page 103). Here, we require

the learning of each intelligent component to be performed in Keras, external to the IEC

61499 environment, and once the neural networks are trained we import them back into

IEC 61499. While this is appropriate for our case studies, a far more generalised approach

would see training occur online and entirely within IEC 61499. This could be performed,

for instance, with HFBs for plant simulation.

7.3.3 Runtime Enforcement of CPS

It is increasingly complex to formally verify, or even just exhaustively test, CPS systems.

In part this is because of their distributed nature: it is very difficult to simulate or emulate

compositions of controllers, and so ad-hoc testing methodologies are used to validate designs.

As such, they can fail in unexpected (and sometimes catastrophic) ways — for example,
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Heathrow’s Terminal 5 Baggage Handling system [8], as mentioned in the introduction of

this thesis. Further, any weaknesses in a given design may be exacerbated by malicious

adversaries who are motivated to cause chaos and disruption.

While the RE toolchain presented in this thesis provides a capable design environment

for guaranteeing local I/O, and may be suitable for preventing disasters such as the German

Steel Mill attack, where a blast furnace was prevented from shutting down correctly [79],

or the Stuxnet attack on Iranian centrifuges where they were made to repeatedly spin up

and down through their resonant zone [171], it would likely not be entirely suitable for a

system such as Heathrow’s involving many thousands of distributed I/O. This is because

the enforcement system needs to be omnipotent: it must know the global state of all I/O.

As such, research could be undertaken to work out how this restriction could be mitigated

or lifted.

There is also other avenue for research with VDTA semantics: we noted in Table 6.2

(on page 147) that the algorithm defined for combining policies automatically (i.e. Defini-

tion 6.4.8) did not produce VDTA as efficiently as creating equivalent policies by hand. It

is likely that for VDTA to become a practical real-world tool, such problems would need

to be addressed, perhaps also with the adoption of a textual representation of the state

machines (i.e. a language for writing policies).

7.4 Final Remarks

This thesis aimed to answer a question: given an advanced control system in charge of

a complex CPSs, how can we ensure that they will achieve their automation goals while

preserving safety? In reality, the answer to this question is challenging and multi-faceted.

If you are still in the earliest stages of your design, and you are free of technical debt

and legacy systems, and are truly able to choose any implementation pipeline for your

automation system: congratulations! Using just the material in this thesis, you can adopt

a model-driven design approach, utilising IEC 61499 software using synchronous semantics

which can be time-analysed for T-CREST and functionally tested using HFBs. You can

even integrate ANNs using NNFBs. With any luck, this will be all you will need, and you’ll

be able to rest comfortably knowing that your implementation is correct-by-construction

and backed by formal semantics.

However, sometimes you will have design constraints that prevent you from adopting

fully synchronous semantics upon time-predictable architectures. Sometimes you will

not be in the early stages of a project. Sometimes there will already have been word

undertaken, and there will be existing hardware and/or software in place for you to

integrate with. Sometimes you will need complexity which we have not accounted for,

such as an unpredictable TCP/IP stack to receive customised instructions directly to

your cyber-physical controllers. Sometimes the choice of implementation will be out of

your hands, and you may be required to use low-cost, poorly documented, unpredictable,

and even potentially insecure COTS processors, computers, and PLCs in your projects.

Sometimes you will be doing all the right things, but still a malicious attacker will find a
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way in and endeavour to cause maximum chaos.

Fortunately, this thesis aims to solve this too: at least in the most crucial of cases.

We presented a RE framework which aims to secure a minimum QoS at all times by

compiling important safety policies specified as VDTA to statically verified, external

hardware components. These will secure the safety of your physical I/O lines driving your

connected machinery, ensuring that they can’t put them into dangerous scenarios. In

addition, as they work directly over the physical signals between components it should be

a trivial matter to interface with any controller and any plant.

However, if you have made it this far through the thesis then you are probably already

on the right track. The most important step to guaranteeing the safety of any system is

simply through maintaining attentiveness and due diligence. Test exhaustively. Doubt

yourself. Don’t assume that a given system or design will work as designed. Instead —

prove it.
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A
HFB to BFB Conversion Proof

Equivalence

To show that our translation process for converting a Hybrid Function Block (HFB) to

its equivalent Basic Function Block (BFB) is sound, we need to show that the discrete

execution semantics of BFBs are equivalent to the corresponding HFB semantics.

First we introduce some notions:

1. Given a BFB/HFB, a trace is an infinite sequence of the form q0, t0, q1, t1, q2, t2,

. . . , where

• q0, q1, . . . are states (∈ Q)

• t0, t1, . . . are transitions (∈ T )

• For the BFB, Q follows the semantics [[BFB]] in Definition 4.2.4, where Q

represents a collection of states, internal variables, output events and output

variables i.e. S, Vin, Do, Vo.

• For the HFB, Q follows the semantics [[HFB]] in Definition 4.4.2, where Q

represents a collection of locations, finite collection of continuous state variables,

output events and output variables i.e. L,X,Do, Vo.

2. A step δ in [[HFB]] is equivalent to the time it takes for a logical tick (lt) in [[BFB]].

3. Given any HFB/BFB MHFB/MBFB, its behavior, denoted

[[MHFB]]/[[MBFB]], represents the set of all possible traces.

1



2 HFB to BFB Conversion Proof Equivalence

A.1 Proof sketch

• We show that for any trace q0, t0 , q1, t1, q2, t2, . . . , in [[MHFB]] there exists a

matching trace q′0, t
′
0 , q′1, t

′
1, q
′
2, t
′
2, . . . in [[MBFB]].

• The traces are said to be matching iff for every i the state of qi and q′i match, the

valuations of internal variables match (i.e., X = Vin), and the values of the outputs

also match, after the transitions ti−1 and t′i−1 are taken.

• Moreover, the transitions ti and t′i are matching iff for every i the transitions ti and

t′i have matching destination states (i.e., qi+1 and q′i+1) and guard conditions (i.e.

i ∈ InvHFB = g ∈ GBFB or g ∈ GHFB = g ∈ GBFB).

Proof: Proof can be achieved by induction on the length of a trace as follows.

A.1.1 Base Case

q0, t0, q1 is matched by q′0, t′0, q′1. The variables and outputs of q0 and q′0 are both initialized

as the initial values and thus are matching. Then, there are two possible cases to the

considered for t0.

Case 1 (inter-location): let t0 be an inter-location transition.

• For [[MHFB]] we have [q0 = (l0, x0, do0 , vo0)]
g∈G−−−→
δ

[q1 = (l1, x1, do1 , vo1)] s.t. e =

q0
g∈GHFB−−−−−−→

δ
q1 is an edge in [[MHFB]] with the condition g taken at δ time. Therefore,

x1 |= R(e, x0, vi, di); f(l1, x0, vi, di) and do1 , vo1 |= R(e, x0, vi, di);h(l1, x0).

• For [[MBFB]] we have q′0 = (s0, vin0 , d
′
o0 , v

′
o0)

g∈G−−−→
δ

q′1 =

(s1, vin1 , d
′
o1 , v

′
o1) s.t. e = s0

g′∈GBFB−−−−−−→ s1 is an edge in [[MBFB]] with the condition

g′ taken at δ time (created using Equation 4.12). s1 is an equivalent state of l1

created using Equation 4.6 (i.e., s1 |= sentre0 ). Guard g′ = g as with Equation 4.13.

∴ vin1 |= R(RQentr(s1), vin0 , vi, di);

f(Orig(s1), vin0 , vi, di) and d′o1 , v
′
o1 |= R(RQentr(s1), vin0 , vi, di);

h(Orig(s1), vin0).

• After translation, R, f and h are called with the same arguments as in the HFB due

to Equations 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23.

• Thus, q0, t0, q1 is matched by q′0, t
′
0, q

′
1 as the states, variables and outputs are

matching.

Case 2 (intra-location): let t0 be an intra-location transition.

• For [[MHFB]] we have q0 = (l0, x0, do0 , vo0)
i∈Inv−−−→
δ

q1 =

(l0, x1, do1 , vo1) s.t. e = l0
i∈Inv−−−→
δ

l0 is an edge in [[MHFB]] with the invariant i taken

at δ time. x1 |= f(l0, x0, vi, di) and do1 , ∴ vo1 |= h(l0, x0).
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• For [[MBFB]] we have q′0 = (s0, vin0 , d
′
o0 , v

′
o0)

g∈G−−−→
lt

q′1 =

(s0, vin1 , d
′
o1 , v

′
o1) s.t. e = s0

g′∈GBFB−−−−−−→ s0 is an edge in [[MBFB]] with the condition

g′ taken at lt = δ time (created using Equation 4.17). Guard g′ = i as with

Equation 4.18.∴ vin1 |= f(Orig(s0), vin0 , vi, di) and

d′o1 , v
′
o1 |= h(Orig(s0), vin0).

• After translation, f and h are called with the same arguments as in the HFB due to

Equations 4.20, 4.21 and 4.23.

• Thus, q0, t0, q0 is matched by q′0, t
′
0 , q′0 as the states, variables and outputs are

matching.

A.1.2 Induction

To show the equivalence is matching for any arbitrary trace, i.e. the (n + 1)th term, we

can induce that qn, tn , qn+1 is matched by q′n, t′n , q′n+1. The variables and outputs of qn

and q′n are set by the previous state and thus are matching. There are two possible cases

for tn to the considered.

Case 1 (inter-location): This is similar to the base case (case 1) and is therefore not

presented.

Case 2 (intra-location):

Let tn be an intra-location transition. There are two possible scenarios of intra-location

transitions.

Case 2a (state self loop): This is similar to the base case (case 2) and is therefore

not presented.

Case 2b (from entry state):

• For [[MHFB]] we have qn = (ln, xn, don , von)
i∈Inv−−−→
δ

qn+1 =

(ln, xn+1, don+1 , von+1) s.t. e = ln
i∈Inv−−−→
δ

ln is an edge in [[MHFB]] with the invariant

i taken at δ time. ∴ xn+1 |= f(ln, xn, vi, di) and

don+1 , von+1 |= h(ln, xn).

• For [[MBFB]] we have q′n = (sn, vinn , d
′
on , v

′
on)

g∈G−−−→
lt

q′n+1 =

(sn+1, vinn+1 , d
′
on+1

, v′on+1
) s.t. e = sn

g′∈GBFB−−−−−−→ sn+1 is an edge in [[MBFB]] with the

condition g′ taken at δ time (created using Equation 4.12). Guard g′ = i ∈ Inv as

with Equation 4.14. sn is the entry state created from tn−1 by Equation 4.6 and sn+1

is an equivalent state of ln created using Equation 4.10 (i.e., sn+1 |= New(ln)).

• Here, vinn+1 |= f(Orig(sn+1), vinn , vi, di) and d′on+1
, v′on+1

|= h(Orig(sn+1), Vinn).

After translation, f and h are called with the same arguments as in the HFB due to

Equations 4.20, 4.21 and 4.23.

• Thus, qn, tn , qn+1 is matched by q′n, t′n, q′n+1 as the states, variables and outputs

are matching.
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B
Mathematical model of a

conventional Two-Area LFC system

This section contains a brief overview of our simplified mathematical model of a two-area

Load Frequency Control (LFC) system derived from the work originally presented by

Beaufays et al. in [67]. Figure B.1 contains our simplified two-area system. A brief

explanation of this follows.

Variable Load

Tie-Line Power
Flow Signal

Tie-Line

Tie-Line Power
Flow Sensor

Electric
Bus 1

Electric
Bus 2

Variable Load

Flow
Manager

Turbine /
Generator

Frequency
Sensor

Turbine /
Generator

Flow
Manager

Frequency
Sensor

Area 1

Area 2

Load
Frequency
Controller

Load
Frequency
Controller

Controller Plant

Figure B.1: A simplified model of a two-area power system (duplicated from Figure 5.2).

Within each area of the two-area system, there is a turbine which provides power. The

5



6 Mathematical model of a conventional Two-Area LFC system

amount of power that it generates is governed by a flow control mechanism. This could be

governing the flow rate of steam for a coal-powered plant, or water for a hydro plant.

The set point of a turbine’s power in steady state is called the reference power. We

denote this as Pref. When the electrical load on the turbine changes, caused by either a

change in the local load or a change in the tie-line power, the power of the turbine must

change. We call the change from the original reference dPref.

A change in the electrical load can be detected using a frequency sensor. When the

demand on an alternating-current electrical grid is higher than supply, the frequency of the

grid will fall. Likewise, if the supply exceeds demand, then the frequency will rise. As such,

the frequency of the local areas of the grid may be used to manage the power of the local

turbines. This is referred to as Load Frequency Control (LFC). We term the frequency of

an area as F, and the deviation of the frequency of the area from the nominal as dF. In

steady-state, we assume that the nominal frequency is 60 Hz.

A load perturbation occurring in either area will thus affect the frequencies in both

areas dF1, dF2 as well as the tie-line power flow, which we term dPT. It can be shown that

with small signal approximation, the fluctuation in power on the tie-line dPT is proportional

to the difference between the instantaneous shaft angle variations in both areas [67]. These

shaft angle variations are equal to 2π times the integral of the corresponding frequency

variations dF1 and dF2. In the Laplace domain,

dPT(s) =
2πT0
s

(
dF1(s)− dF2(s)

)
(B.1)

where T0 is a constant called the tie-line synchronising co-efficient (often 0.0707 MW / rad).

There are two components responsible for managing the flow rate of a given turbine

controller, a speed regulator and a speed changer. In practice, these function as a PI

controller: the speed regulator is a proportional controller of gain
1

R
times dF, where R

is a constant regulator gain. The speed changer is conventionally an integral controller,

where KI sets its gain over time.

We can combine all these components together as a small-signal model, represented

as a block diagram in Figure B.2. While there are other variables that can have an effect

on operation, they may be considered negligible compared to the components depicted

here [67].

Note that the tieline power dPT is negated in area 2. The explanation for this is as

follows. Consider the scenario where the electric load increases in area 2 (dPE2(s) > 0).

Following this, the frequency in area 2 will decrease (dF2(s) < 0), and more power will be

transmitted from area 1 to area 2 (dPT > 0). This is in accordance with Equation B.1.

In area 1, this increase in tie-line power is perceived exactly the same way as an increase

in power demand from the users of area 1. Therefore, in the model, dPT(s) should be

added to the same node as dPE1(s), and with the same sign (which is a minus sign). By

symmetry, the power flowing from area 2 to area 1 is negated, and added to the same node

as dPE2(s), also with a minus sign.

To simulate the plant, we derive its discrete-time state space equations. Given Figure B.2,
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Figure B.2: Simplified small signal model of two-area power system.

we can express the outputs of the generator, tie-line, and flow controllers as functions

of their inputs. Then, these can be inverted and discretized, allowing us to obtain the

following equations, where Ts is the size of the discrete time step.

For the tieline:

dPTn+1 = dPTn + 2πT0 × (dF1n − dF2)× Ts (B.2)

For the frequency of each area:

dFn+1 = dFn +
Kp × dPrefn − Kp

R+1 × dFn −Kp × (dPEn + dPTn)

Tp
× Ts (B.3)

Note that for area 2, input dPTn will need to be inverted.

For the conventional integral controller:

dPrefn+1 = dPrefn −Ki × (dFn ×B + dPTn)× Ts (B.4)

Note that for area 2, the input dPTn will need to be inverted.

In these equations, the following symbols are used:

• n refers to the discrete tick count, i.e. in tick 4, n = 4.

• dPT is the difference in tie-line power transfer from the nominal,

• dF1 and dF2 are the differences in the frequency of the electricity in areas 1 and 2

from the nominal.
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• dPref1 and dPref2 are the differences in the generator flow rate power setting from

the nominal.

• dPE1 and dPE2 are the differences in the external load power requirements from the

nominal.

• T0 is a constant representing the tie-line synchronising co-efficient (set to 0.0707 MW / rad).

• Tp,1, Tp,2 are constant generator time constants (set to 20 s).

• Kp,1, Kp,2 are constants representing their generators speed regulator gain (set to

120 Hz / pu MW2).

• B1 and B2 are constant tuning parameters set to 0.425 pu MW / Hz.

• R1 and R2 are a constant generator regulation parameter (set to 2.4 Hz / pu MW).
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